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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
''We're trying to take people off relief and welfare· that's the
1

thrust of the Model Cities Program."
•••••••••••••• Mayor Richard Daley
The main purpose of this dissertation is to examine and analyze the
establishment of the Chicago Model C~ties Educational Comp0nent from 1967
to 1971.

This study would be valuable to educational institutions or

industrial complexes wishing to establish and to implement a federally
funded cormnunity educational project.
In 1965 Congress created the Department of Housing and Urban Development to provide a focal point for thought and innovation about the problems
of the cities.

A variety of new programs were enacted in the last few

years to help cities meet problems of both growth and decay - programs
designed not merely in terms of physical necessities, but fashioned in the
context of hUlIIB.n needs.

The Model Cities Program, enacted in 1966, is a

Metropolitan Development program and an individual communities program.

1.
"Daley Calls Model Cities Here Finest," Chicago Tribune,
February 23, 1972, p. 5.

1

The thrust of the Model Cities program was to renovate entire
neighborhoods and open opportunities for job training for community residents.

The communities willing to participate in this program and to meet

the performance standards required were to create a comprehensive plan that
provided for both the physical and social development of their community.
Each canmunity was to examine its needs and apply a coordinated response
for real change.
Model Cities program is a demonstration program for it is designed
to assist all sizes of cities analyze and experiment with new approaches
to old problems.

Model Cities is purely a program designed to remove

constraints and inflexibility in central city ar&.:l.So
When the United States Congress passed the Housing and Urban
2

Development Act of 1966, the City Demonstration program was under way.
On May 16, 1967, Congressman Yates of Illinois,

moved the passage of Model

Cities funding to assist large cities in meeting their housing and educational needs.

On the same day "188 cities and six counties applied for
3

Model Cities planning funds."

2.
U.S. Congress, ~ousing and Urban Development Act of 1966; Report •••
Together ~ Minority and Individual Views .2!! !h1b.. 15890, 89th
Congress, second session, House, Report No. 1699; Part I, Washington:
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1966.

3.
''Model Cities· Program," Congressional Record - House (daily),
May 16, 1967, p. 12770.

,_,

2

November 17, 1967, sixty-three of the cities were selected for Model
4
Cities Planning Grants.
On

The Federal government has since closely scrunitized Model Cities
through the Department of Housing and Urban Development, known as HUD.
Each State has acted as liaison between HUD and the individual city funded.
Each city has opened a City Demonstration Agency to administer its programs.
The direction of State assistance to the Model Cities program has
tended toward coordination and away from administration and legislative
intervention.

The Governor's Office of Human Resources has been designed

as the primary coordinating agency for the existing Model Cities programs
in Illinois.

The Model Cities Division within the Governor's Office of

Human Resources under the direction of Harvey E. Henderson, acts as a
liaison between Federal, State, and local agencies participating in the
programs.

This includes the responsibility of coordinating the technical,

financial, and human resources of public and private agencies and organizations carrying out activities under the Model Cities Program.
A spokesman for the Governor's Office of Human Resources has indicated that there has been no comprehensive Model Cities legislation at
a State level.

However, there have been a number of laws passed to

assist the cities in implementing their Model Cities plans.

4.
''Model Cities", Congressional Record - House (daily),
November 17, 1967, p. 33013.

3

The Governor's

\

Office of Human Resources is in the process of drawing these together into
one comprehensive list which will be available in the future.
The Governor's Office of Human Resources surveyed not only the various
Model Cities Programs in the State of Illinois but also those of State
agencies which administer and/or offer programs which have some bearing
on Model Cities Programs.

Since this dissertation deals with the Model

Cities educational projects in Chicago, the author has enclosed those
sections of the survey document which outline the education.programs
administered by the State for Model Cities in Appendix B.

Appendix C

provides one with a sample of the State level Model Cities News releases.
Table 1 "Federal Expenditures on Model Cities in Illinois" developed by
the Governor's Office of Human Resources provides in chart form the Model
Cities Federal Grants to Illinois over a three year period.
By way of further background, during the Kennedy Administration
migration from the Southern States to the North became noticeably apparent
and the influx into the large urban cities was too great for the cities
to handle.
During the Johnson Administration a new department was formed and
money was allocated for the Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD).

It was at this point that hope was spurred for the eventuality of

the Model Cities Program.
The cities could not afford to house, feed, clothe, and educate all
of their new citizens.

Also, the new population did not desire to leave

4

the large cities and return to their "Southern" home land.

The cities

had a great deal to offer such as jobs, more pay, ease in going on ''ADC" Aid for Dependent Children, greater ease in becoming a registered voter,
and better living facilities.

Also, and perhaps most important, many of

their families and friends had moved to the cities.
The black, Appalachian and Chicano communities by 1968 became organized.

They had specific demands and needs for survival in the society iri

which they now had joined.

Many of these needs were for their children.

The communities would no longer be satisfied with a second class educational
system.

Teachers were not teaching and administrators were not administer-

ing their particular schools to meet the needs of the communities according
to the ethnic minorities.

The educational picture across the country

began to change.
Many of the ideas which were presented from the varied cormnunities
across the nation were not new or innovative but sound educational concepts.
Although both Congress and the comnnmities called them "innovative," many
of the ediicational authors and college professors have been saying and
showing for the past twenty-five years that the schools have not been
utilized to their fullest potential.

The reason many of the Model Cities

"Innovative" programs and projects had not been previously implemented
has been due to a lack of funds for education in every major city in the
United States.
The great interest the communities took in the development of the
Model Cities Programs in all large cities induced Congress to approve the

5

TABLE l

GWERNOR'S OFFICE OF HUMAN RESOURCES - MODEL CITIES DIVISION
FEDERAL EXPENDITURES ON MODEL CITIES IN ILLINOIS

Model Cities
In Illinois
East St. Louis
First
Round City

Total
Population
(1970 Census)

Model
Amount of
Neighborhood
Planning
Population
Grant

Amount of
Amount of
First Action Second Action
Year Grant
Year Grant

No. of Projects to be
Implemented

69,996

17,000

$ 85,000

$ 2,083,000

$ 2,083,000

28

Chicago
First
Round City

3,666,957

256,500

$300,000

$38,159,000

$38,159,000

59

Carbondale
Second
Round City

22,816

3,000

$ 81,000

$ 1,075,000

$ 1,075,000

~4

Rock Island
Second
Round City

50,166

5,042

$101,000

$ 1,346,000

$ 1,346,000

19

O'I

A)

Total HUD Supplemental Funds for M.C. Programs in Illinois for lst and
2nd Action Years
B) Total Number of Model Neighborhood Population Served
Compiled by: Harvey E. Henderson, Director
Chicago Model Cities
Model Cities Division
East St. Louis
Effective:
July 1, 1971
Rock Island
Carbondale

$85,162,000
281,542
Jan. 1 - Jan. 1
Oct. 1 - Oct. 1

Aug. 1 - Aug. 1
Sept.l - Sept.l

Bill - putting Model Cities into action.

The following Cities have parti5

cipated in the Model Cities funding programs:
(Population based on 1965 estimates.)
Albuquerque, New Mexico (242,000)
Atlanta, Georgia (535,000)
Baltimore, Maryland (925,000)
Boston, Massachusetts (616,000)
Bridgeport, Connecticut (156,000)
Buffalo, New York (505,000)
Cambridge, Massachusetts (104,000)
Charlotte, North Carolina (230,000)
Chicago, Illinois (3,520,000)
Columbus, Ohio (540,000)
Dade County, Florida (1,064,000)
Dayton, Ohio (260,000)
Denver, Colorado (520,000)
Des Moines, Iowa (216,000)
Detroit, Michigan (l,660,000)
Duluth, Minnesota (104,000)
Eagle Pass, Texas (14,000)

s.

''Model Cities Under Way At Last," Nation's Cities,
(December, 1967), p. 7.

7

East St. Louis, Illinois (82,000)
Fresno, California (156,000)
Gainesville, Georgia (18,000)
Gary, Indiana. (179,000)
Hartford, Connecticut (158,000)
Highland Park, Michigan (36,000)
Hoboken, New Jersey (47,000)
Honolulu, Hawaii (611,000)
Huntsville, Alabama (127,000)
Kansas City, Missouri (530,000)
Lowell, Massachusetts (87,000)
Manchester, New Hampshire (90,000)
Minneapolis, Minnesota (465,000)
Nashville-Davidson County, Tennessee (261,000)
Newark, New Jersey (395,000)
New Haven, Connecticut (151,000)
New York City, New York (8,080,000)
Central Brooklyn
Central and East Harlem
South Bronx
Norfolk, Virginia (322,000)
Oakland, California (378,000)
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (2,030,000)
Pikeville, Kentucky (5,000)
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (560,000)

8

Portland, Maine (72,000)
Portland, Oregon (880,000)
Poughkeepsie, New York (37,000)
Providence, Rhode Island (190,000)
Reading-Berks County, Pennsylvania (95,000)
Richmond, California (83,000)
Rochester, New York (305,000)
San Antonio, Texas (645,000)
San Juan, Puerto Rico (580,000)
Seattle, Washington (565,000)
Smithville-De Kalb County, Tennessee (11,000)
Springfield, Massachusetts (166,000)
St. Louis, Missouri (710,000)
Tampa, Florida (305,000)
Texarkana, Arkansas (21,000)
Texarkana, Texas (32,000)
Toledo, Ohio (354,000)
Trenton, New Jersey (107,000)
Trinidad, Colorado (10,000)
Tulsa, Oklahoma (280,000)
Waco, Texas (105,000)
Washington, District of Columbia (802,000)
Wilkes Barre, Pennsylvania (59,000)
Winooski, Vermont (8,000)

9

One hundred thirty cities applied for Model Cities funding during
1967, and the sixty-three above named cities were selected as the pioneers.
"The three dominant themes of the project are programs at attacking
housing problems, education deficiencies, and lack of jobs and job
6

training."
Community participation has been, is, and will continue to be, a
paramount issue in the urban centers of the country.

The dramatic re-

cognition of the need for humanization of our society has given impetus
to the movement for greater participation by community.

Growing recog-

nition of the unique resources and needs of different sections of the
city have called attention to the requirement that the educational system
must possess capacity to react and act differently in one area as opposed
to another.

People who were once content to accept as valid whatever the

school system proposed have suddenly coalesced into powerful, vocal,
coordinated groups who are demanding at least partnership relations with
the school system.

Particularly among minority groups has the ground

swell of concern for participation become strong.

Distrust of the

educator, inability to communicate, incapacity to act, traditional modes
of operation, ineffective progrannning, diverging value systems, and: cultural
differences> all contribute to the climate of hostility and confrontation
found in some communities.

6.

!1tl.!!· .

10

According to Leu and Candoli, "Efforts already initiated in comnunity
participation toward developing educational programs, in facility placement and specification development, in multi-agency cooperation, are
promising.

The emerging feeling that the school facility is a community

resource to be used by the total community to foster and enable education
to proceed is a very important contributor to the concep.t of comnunity
7
participation."
Model Cities Educational Component is one such program in Chicago
which has developed a school-community partnership and which bas continued
to grow and gain acceptance.

7.
Donald J. Leu, and I. Carl Candoli, Planning For .!h£, Future:
Recommended Long-Range Educational and Facilities Plan [Q!:.
Chicago (Chicago: Chicago Board of Education, 1971), p. 27.

~

11

The procedure used in preparing this dissertation is inter-disciplinary
and involves:

(1) an historical analysis of documentary materials; (2)

a social foundations approach to the interactions of the Model Cities
Education Component within the urban context of Chicago; extensive use is
made of such primary resources as the Proceedings
~ ~

City

~

~ ~

Board of Education

Chicago and of such secondary sources as newspaper and

journal accounts.

Key individuals were interviewed.

To a large extent, a clear delineation of the roles and functions
of the Model Cities Educational Component ultimately hinges on each individual aspect of the CoPlus and the Non CoPlus Educational Programs.
CoPlus:

Cooperatively Planned Urban Schools:

a program of satura-

tion of educational services in seven schools located in Uptown, Grand
Boulevard, Woodlawn, and Lawndale conmunities in the Chicagoland area.
Non-CoPlus:

Many educatio11al programs located in schools located

in the four Model Cities Target areas, but not in the seven CoPlus schools.
The Reading Project sponsored by the Chicago Model Cities Program
is discussed including its major component known as

11

The Performance

Contract".
Salient comparisons are made between Chicago and sixteen other Model
Cities Educational Programs throughout the United States.
Namely, the preparation of this dissertation is based on a study of
the Educational First Year Action Programs, the Second Year Action Programs,
the Evaluation Reports, Interim Board of Education Reports, and interviews
with Board of Education Model Cities personnel.

12

The Model Cities Program in Chicago has received special attention
for each individual program for a period of not less than two years.

The

individual proposals were begun during the Spring of 1969 under the direction of Mrs. Evelyn Carlson.

Implementation began September, 1969.

Approximately $13,000,000 was spent during the First Action Year of this
Program, and approximately $10,000,000 was spent during the Second Action
Year of this Program.
The most important aspect presently seems to be two-fold -- the
Community School and the Schome, both are CoPlus Projects.

13

CHAPTER II
!!m_

~

_lli CHICAGO

Introduction
The Model Cities program is designed to concentrate the full resources
and facilities of all levels of Government on specific city problems.

On

December 1, 1967, the Chicago Model Cities Program received a planning
grant in the sum of $301,000 to develop programs in four Chicago communi1

ties which are known as target areas.

Each target area and its surrounding

environment were studied by city planners, residents, community leaders, the
staff of the Model Cities Demonstration Agency, and local public and private
agencies.

These organizations developed a set of programs to improve

each of the Chicago target areas which together cover over six square miles.
2

The combined population of the four target areas is over 327,000 persons.
The Chicago target areas are:

Lawndale, located in the West side

of the city; Grand Boulevard, located in the near South side of the city;
Uptown, located in the North side of the city; and, Woodlawn, located in
the South side of the city.

(See Table 2).

Each section bas had a great

1.

Chicago Model Cities Program - ~ ~' (Chicago, Illinois:
Office of the Mayor, Chicago Model Cities Program, 1970) p. 3.

2.
~-
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number of difficulties with respect to sociological problems •

The Chicago

Model Cities program was submitted to the Federal Government for funding
in May, 1969, approved on June 26, 1969, and on August 8, 1969, Chicago
3

received authority to spend $38,159,000 to carry out the First Action Year.
Model Cities plans, funds, monitors, and evaluates programs although
it does not operate them directly.

Public and private agencies having

extensive experience in the target areas are contracted to administer
projects which fall into ten major categories or classifications.
are:

They

Housing; Health; Education; Law, Order, Justice and Corrections;

Child and Family Services; Economic Development; Environment; Transportation;
Leisure Time; and, Manpower.

The programs in each category were developed

in response to problems that area residents and the city agreed should
be given highest priorities.
Each community concerned expressed feelings that the problems in
education were critical.
that:

The Model Neighborhood community residents felt

there were too few school buildings, and those existing were in

poor condition; the schools were too small to meet population requirements;
textbooks used were intended for children living in suburban areas rather
than for inner-city children; and, the methods of testing ability and
achievement were ·inappropriate for Model Area children.

3.

fil!!.

17

The attitudes of administrators, teachers, parents, and even the
children had reached a point where these negative factors formed a major
obstacle to a successful educational system.

On the part of the children

the results could be read in high rates of truancy, dr0p-out, and
delinquency.
The Model Cities Program in education consisted of nineteen projects.
The projects represented a wide range of social and educational needs.
These projects haped to bring change to each of the four target area
communities.

Manpower, nutrition and health services, expanded and

modernized equipment and materials, innovation in teaching techniques and
curriculum, along with increased communications on all levels were the
basis on which Model Cities educational programs were funded.
Sixteen of the projects are administered by the Chicago Board of
Education and are further discussed in the following Chapters.

The three

remaining projects are sponsored by the Council on Urban Education,
Mundelein College, and the Chicago Department of Development and Planning.

Of the $38,159,000 first year Model Cities expenditure, $11,000,000
was allocated for education, and later increased to approximately
$16,000,000.

The education component has been the largest component in

the Chicago Model Cities Program.
The three Chicago Area Model Cities Educational Programs not sponsored
by the Chicago Board of Education are:

l) Linking Colleges with Inner-

City, sponsored by the Council on Urban Education;

2) Experimental School

for High School drop-outs, sponsored by the Department of Development and
Planning; and, 3) Early Childhood Education, sponsored by Mundelein College.
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Linking Colleges

~

Inner-City

This project has united a group of Chicago area colleges and universities to deepen the commitment of increasing the level of education
throughout the four target areas.

The project has heen specifically

concerned with the problem of drop-outs.

The project has also concerned

itself with the lack of courses relevant to the racial and ethnic background of the Model Neighborhood children, poor sociological training
among teachers, and insufficient college and career counseling.
Experimental School for High School

Drop-~

An experimental school has been established to prepare individual
drop-outs for further education.

Such factors as general motivation,

family attitudes, peer groups, achievement levels, and attitudes towards
jobs are being examined.
Early Childhood Education
An establishment of an early childhood development center has been
made possible in the Lawndale target area through a partnership arrangement
between Mundelein College and the North Lawndale community organization.
The center offers preschool classes for approximately 50 children.

Eventual

plans call for the college to phase out its participation, leaving the
center to be run by local residents.
The following quotes from Chicago area newspapers during the month of
August, 1970 give further insight into the developmental process of
Model Cities in Chicago.
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Model Cities Funds O.K. 'd - Finance unit backs $53 million
outlay. The City Council Finance Committee yesterday unanimously
approved a $53 million Chicago Model Cities program for the year
beginning November 1. The second phase ••• would cost $15 million
more than the $38 million authorized the first year, which ends
October 31. If passed by the City Council, the program will be
submitted to the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
for final approval. France said 57 projects are proposed for
funding in the second year, as opposed to 64 the first year •••
new projects include $744,000 for improving reading skills of
children in the area.4
Most of the projects begun during the first year will be
continued next year. New programs will include a $747,000
intensive reading program for all Model Cities elementary schools.
There is also to be a $190,000 outpost of the Kennedy-King
College to teach college courses to 200 students from near south
and mid-south areas.5
The Reading Project mentioned in both of the above newspaper
articles is discussed in Chapter V in full detail.

The end of August, 1970

the City Council did approve the Second Action Year Programs.
Chicago City Council by a nod of 40 votes from its members
present at Monday's meeting, approved the second year's proposal of the Model Cities program. The proposal now goes to
Washington for Federal approval.6
The Chicago Model Cities Program for Second Year funding then went to
Washington for approval.

In Washington there were many delays and the

Second Year program was not funded until the Spring of 1971.

The major

reason for the delay was due· to housing difficulties in the Chicago area.

4.
''Model Cities Funds O.K. 'd", Chicago Tribune, August 7, 1970.
(Note: Chicago Daily News carried same article, August 7, 1970).

5.
"Expect City Council to Okay $53 million 2d Year Model Cities
Program Plan Today", Daily Defender, August 10, 1970.

6.
''Model Cities Program Gets
Crusader, August 29, 1970.

Nod

From City Council",
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The re-allocation of dollars from one project to another made it possible
for the First Year program to continue until Second Year funding was made
available.

The same problem arose again for Third Year funding.

Pre-

sently in Chicago the Third Year funding begins September, 1972.
Model Cities was first designed as a five year city demonstration
program.

How is Washington going to define five years?

twelve month period?

Is a year a

Is a year recognized as an action program year?

If Washington selects the latter, and Model Cities continues to extend
action years then Model Cities will be in full operation until approximately 1978 under current law.
For an adequate evaluation and national coordination of the Model
Cities Programs a 1978 deadline would be more realistic.

The large

metropolitan cities were late in beginning their programs and the
additional time could easily be justified.
The monitoring and evaluation activities were structured to conform
to a prototype information system developed by the United States Department
of Housing and Urban Development (HUD).

Each project is being monitored

to determine if it is in fact accomplishing its project objectives.

The

monitoring system compares actual activities planned, including dollar
expenditures, numbers, and types of persons served, and progress.

The

Tables following this Chapter are facsiniles of copies of monitoring and
evaluation forms required on a monthly and a quarterly basis from the
sponsoring agency to the demonstration agency.

The demonstration agency

further treats the data and then transmits a report to the federal agency,
the Department of Housing and Urban Development.
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The program evaluation has been conducted as a means to assess the
changes that have taken place in the living conditions of the target
areas.

The evaluation department in each aspect of each program has been

attempting to identify how these changes have taken place, if any have
occurred.
Instruction, guidance, criticism, and encouragement have been a
continuing aspect of the evaluation teams.

Periodic evaluations of

development, performance, progress, and planning discussions have suppl_emented the administration, and assisted them in assessing project goals.
The following Tables represent a sample of the many forms required
Th~

by Model Cities.

Tables include:

TABLE

3

Monthly Report on Displacement

TABLE

4

Monthly Project Beneficiary Characteristics Report

TABLE SA

Monthly Budgetary Status Report
(Supplemental Funds)

TABLE SB

(Non-Supplemental Funds)

TABLE

6

Monthly Project Status Report

TABLE

7

Quarterly Project Progress Status Report

TABLE 8A

Project Functions - Outputs to be Measured -co-Plus

TABLE 8B

Project Functions
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Outputs to be Measured -Non-Co-Plus

TABLE 3

CITY OF CH ICAG 0
MODEL CITIES PRQ';RAM
MONTHLY REPORT ON DISPLACEMENT
I.
II.
III.
IV.

PROJECT D E S C R I P T I O N - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - SPONSORING AGENCY

----------------------~

PROJECT DIRECTOR..___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
MONTH C O V E R E D - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

DISPLACEMENT CAUSING ACTION AND ADDRESS

DATE OF NOTIFICATION TO MODEL AREA OFFICE:

----------------------------~

DATE OF NOTIFICATION TO DUR RELOCATION OFFICE: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
DISPLACEMENT ESTil1ATE

FAMILIES

2 members
J
4
5

II
II
II

6
II
7+ II
Total

IND IV IDUALS

NONRESIDENTIAL RACIAL CCMPOSITION

White
Negro_
American Indian
Spanish Speaking____
Oriental
Others

INC CME
PER FAMILY

--

Under $2,999
3,000- 3,999 - 4, 000- 4, 999 - 5, 000- 5,999
-6,000- 7,999 - 8,000- 8,999 - 9,009- 9,999+_ _

PREPARED B Y = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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TABLE 4
CITY OF CHICAGO
MODEL C!TIES PROO RAM
MONTHLY PROJECT BENEFICIARY CHARACTERISTICS REPORT
PLANNING CCMPONENT

HUMAN DEVELoPMENT

PROORAM ACCOUNT

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
PROJECT SPONSOR

PROJECT D!RECTOR

PERIOD

DATE

PREP~RED

MODEL NEIGHBORHOOD SERVED

FUNCTIONS

I'll

e3
CHARACTERISTICS

.

~

i$
~

I'«

~

~
t:Q

~

New Contd
this from Total
Qtr. prev.
Qtr.

(2)

(3)

~

~

(1)

TOTAL BENEF re !ARIES

(4)

(5)

New Contd
New
this from Total this
Qtr. prev.
Qtr.
Qtr.

Contd
from Total
prev.
Qtr.

(6)

(10)

(7}

(8)

(9)

(11)

CHARACTERISTICS:
Residence
Model Neighborhood
Non-Model
Neighborhood
TOfAL
SEX
Male
Female
TOTAL

Education Com2leted
Some Elementary
Elementary Graduate_
Some High School~
High School Grad. ___
Some College
College Grad.
Graduate Degree
Vocational or Trade
School
Other
None
TOTAL

AGE
0-6 months
7-12 months
1-2
3-4
5-7
8-9

10-13
14-19
20-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65 & over
'£0TAL
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Present
School Status
In School
Out of
School
TOTAL
Marital Status
Single
Married
Divorced
Separated
Widowed
TOTAL

~

TABLE 5A
CITY OF CHICAGO
MODEL CITIES PR():; RAM
MONTHLY BUDGETARY STATUS REPORT
{SUPPLEMENTAL FUNDS) ,
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
SPONSORING AGENCY
PROJECT DIRECTOR
FOR MONTH ENDING
CONTRACT PERIOD: From
ACTNIT'l NUMBER

I.
II.

III.
JY.

v.

VI.

To
(1)

CIASS IF !CATION OF COSTS
ACCT.
COST CATEGORY
NO.

005
070
141
.. 155
270
350
157
420
804
{8008)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

PROJECTED EXPENDITURES-CONTRACT YEAR
Latest
Approved
Budget
19

Current
Quarter

Quarter

guarter

Quarter

PERSONNEL
Salaries and Wages
Fringe Benefits
Consultants
S2ace Rental
Travel
Consumable Su22lies
EQUIPMENT
Rental & Lease
Purchase
Other Costs
Miscellaneous Revenue

TOTAL SUPPLEMENTAL FUNDS
{6)

(7)

(8)

(10)

(9)

(11)

(12)

Total
Encumbered

Unencumbe red
Balance
(1-11)

FISCAL ACTIVITY SINCE CONTRACT
Costs
Current
Month

Costs
Current
Quarter

Cumulative
Costs

(1-8)
Unexpended Outstanding
Balance
Encumbrances

~8+10)

PREPARED BY
CERTIFIED CORRECT
(Fiscal Officer)
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(Date)

TABLE 5B

CITY OF CHICAGO
MODEL CITIES PRCGRAM
MONTHLY BUDGETARY STATUS REPORT
{NON-SUPPI..filli.ENTAL FUNDS)

I.
II.

III.
IV•

v.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
SPONSORING AGENCY
PROJECT DIRECTOR
FOR MONTH ENDING
ACTIVITY NUMBER
(1)

Cl.ASSIFICATION OF COSTS
COST
ACCT.
NO.
CATEGORY

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

PROJECTED EXPENDITURES-CONTRACT YEAR
Latest
Approved Funding
Budget Source
Current
19_
Quarter Quarter <:uarter
Quarter

-

TO!AL

FUNDS
(7)

(9)

(8)

FISCAL ACTIVITY SINCE CONTRACT
Costs
Cumulative
Costs
Current Month
Current Quarter
Costs

TOTAL

FUNDS

-----------------~-------------------------------------------------------------

TOTAL
NON-SUPPLEMENTAL FUNDS
TOTAL OF ALL FUNDS
PREPARED BY
CERTIFIED CORRECT
(Fiscal Officer)

(Date)
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TABLE 6
CITY OF CHICAGO
MODEL CITIES PRo:;RAM
MONTHLY PROJECT STATUS REPORT

I.
II.

III.
'IV.

v.
VI.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
SPONSORING AGENCY
PROJECT DIRECTOR
MONTH C<NERED

QUARTER

1

2

3

4

PREPARED BY
DATE
(1)

PROJECT FUNCTIONS
---Outputs to be
measured

(2)

rarAL
PIAN

(3)

(4)

(5)

PlANNED PERFORMANCE - CONTRACT YEAR
Plan
Plan
Plan
Plan
Current
Quarter Quarter
Quarter
Quarter

(6)

(8)

(7)

(9)

(10)

ACTUAL PERFORMANCE
Output
Output
Current Current
Quarter
Month
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Percent
Output
Year
Attained
To Date Current
Quarter
(Col. 7/2)

Percent
Attained
Year
To Date
(Col. 8/1)

TABLE 7
QUARTERLY PROJECT PROORESS STATUS REP ORT

.
PI.ANNING CU1PONENT
PROO RAM ACCOUNT
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
MODEL NEIGHBORHOOD(s)

Project
Functions

SERVED

NS

MS

WEST
NORTH
(please circle)

ALL

Output Measures

Output
Units

00

Total Plan

This Quarter
Act.
Plan

c::
c::
o,..j
o,..j

!

Next Next Next
gtr. Qtr. Qtr.
Plan Plan Plan

P::l

~

(2)

(1)

(3)

BUDGETS
Total Year
Other

(10). ' (11)

{IN

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

~1 1 0002

5

Next
Next
Next
Qtr.
Qtr.
Qtr.
This Quarter
%
Planned
Actual
To Date Planned Planned -Planned
MCA Other MCA Other MCA Other MCA 0th MCA 0th MCA 6th

(12)

(13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19)(20)(21)(22)(23)(24)

Q)

0

~

MCA

(4)

ti)
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TABLE 8A
PROJECT FUNCTIONS
OUTPUTS TO BE MEASURED - CO-PLUS
Administration:
Personnel
New Careers:
Employment
Model Neighborhood Area Residents
Other
Inservice Training for Paraprofessional
Persons trained
Preservice sessions held
General Education for Paraprofessionals
Individuals taking courses for high school credits
Individuals taking courses for college credits
Total number of individuals taking courses
Career Counseling of Paraprofessionals
Individuals receiving counseling
Counseling sessions held
Instructional Team Leaders:
Provision of Instructional Team Leaders
Community School Project:
Develop community awareness of program
Notices sent to homes
Notices sent to community organizations
Items via communications media
Establish Advisory Committee
Residents on committee
Meetings held by committee
Plan, develop, implement programs and activities
Programs and activities planned
Residents in attendance
Consultants used
Employment of full-time personnel
Residents employed
Others employed
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TABLE 8A (continued)
PROJECT FUNCTIONS
OUTPUTS TO BE MEASURES - CO-PLUS
Parent-Team Grade Level Planning Groups:
Establish grade-level planning groups:
Groups in operation
Parent-resident members of groups
Teacher-Paraprofessional members of groups
Group sessions
Parent-residents in attendance
Teachers and Paraprofessionals in attendance
Planning of learning activities an~ cultural trips
Establish and maintain contact with external groups:
Meetings held with Model Area Councils or representatives
Meetings held with community organizations
Meetings held with block clubs
Meetings held with other external groups
Audio-Visual Equipment and Materials for Instruction:
Acquisition of New Audio-Visual Equipment:
Audio equipment
Auxillary equipment
Projectors
Reading equipment
Reproducing equipment
Television equipment
Teaching machines
Other
Selection of Textbooks and Supplementary materials:
Textbooks acquired
Supplementary materials acquired
Nutritional and Health Services:
Provision of breakfast and lunch
Lunches served
Breakfasts served
Physical Examinations of Children
Individuals examined
Dental Examinations of Children
Individuals examined
Follow-up medical treatment
Children diagnosed as needing follow-up medical treatment
Children diagnosed as needing follow-up dental treatment
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TABLE 8A (continued)
PROJECT FUNCTIONS
OUTPUTS TO BE MEASURED - CO-PLUS
Follow-up and medical treatment (continued
Children receiving follow-up medical treatment
Children receiving follow-up dental treatment
Total number of follow-up treatments given
Employment
Model City target area residents
Other
Preschool Program:
Preschool Education for Children
Children receiving education
Provision of facilities
Employment of personnel Model Neighborhood residents
Employment of personnel from non-Model Neighborhood residents
Involve Parents in Educational Process
Parents participating
Provision of facilities
Employment of personnel from Model Neighborhood residents
Employment of personnel from non-ModelNeighborhood residents
Co-Plus Inservice Training Program:
Inservice Education:
Number of training sessions held
Number of hours utilized
Attendance of administrators in inservice
Attendance of instructional team leaders in inservice
Attendance of teachers in inservice
Attendance of paraprofessionals in inservice
Attendance of parents and community members in inservice
Conducting of Inservice Training Sessions:
Number of sessions conducted by college or university personnel
Number of sessions conducted by central, district, and area offices
Number of sessions conducted by local school personnel
Number of sessions conducted by team leaders
Number of sessions conducted by other personnel
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TABLE 8A (continued)
PROJECT FUNCTIONS
OUTPUTS TO BE MEASURED ·- CO-PLUS

co-Plus Inservice Training Program (continued):
Develop· improved skills
Number of training
Number of training
Number of training
Number of training
Number of training
Number of training
Number of training
Number of training
Number of training

and attitudes
sessions focused
sessions focused
sessions focused
sessions focused
sessions focused
sessions focused
sessions focused
sessions focused
sessions focused
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on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on

use of paraprofessionals
team teaching
individualized instruction
continuous development
mastery learning
ethno-cultural heritage
inner-city teaching methods
other topics
selection of materials

TABLE 8B

PROJECT FUNCTIONS
OUTPUTS TO BE MEASURED - NON CO-PLUS

Inservice Training:
30 Minutes Inservice training for paraprofessional, teachers
and administrators
Number of teachers participating
Number of paraprofessionals participating
Number of administrators participating
30 Minutes weekly Inservice training for paraprofessionals,
teachers, and administrators
Number of teachers participating
Number of paraprofessionals participating
Number of administrators participating
TESL Program at Senn High School:
Enrollment of students in TESL
Number of students enrolled in program
Establishment of groups
Number of groups established
Average number of students per group
Provision of language laboratories
Number of laboratories provided
Number of students using laboratories
Provision of teachers in TESL program
Number of teachers participating
Provision of teacher-aides
Number of teacher-aides provided
Inservice training
Number of teachers trained
Number of teacher-aides trained
Institutes conducted
Number of teachers attending
Number of institutes held
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TABLE 8B (continued)
PROJECT FUNCTIONS
OUTPUTS TO BE MEASURED - ·NON CO-PLUS
Reading Center at Hess Upper Grade Center:
Reading laboratory
Students utilizing reading laboratory
Inservice training
Teachers trained
Employment of Personnel
Individuals employed
Free Breakfast Program:
Provision of Free Breakfast
Average number of children fed per day
Meals served
Employ Model Neighborhood Area residents
Residents employed
Non Model Neighborhood residents employed
Pre-service Training for Food Handlers
Food handlers trained
Saturation of Services to Improve Language Arts Facilities at Manley
Upper Grade Center and Bethune Elementary School:
Establishment of Teaching Teams
Number of teams established
Reading Guidance
Number of students utilizing language laboratory
Manley Upper Grade Center
Bethune Elementary School
Referral of Children
Number of children referred for special counseling
Number of counseling personnel provided for children
Development of Gifted Program
Number of children enrolled in gifted program
Number of parents volunterring their services
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TABLE 8B (continued)
PROJECT FUNCTIONS
OUTPUTS TO BE MEASURED - NON CO-PLUS
Saturation of Services to Improve Language Arts Facilities at Manley
Upper Grade Center and Bethune Elementary School (continued):
Employment of Personnel
Persons employed
Inservice and Preservice Training
Individuals receiving training
Involvement of Parents in Solving Problems of Absenteeism, Truancy,
and Delinquency:
Counseling and Guidance
Families contacted
Families counseled
Individuals counseled
Truancy cases serviced
Delinquency cases serviced
Follow-up and Referral Services
Families receiving follow-up
Individuals receiving follow-up
Families receiving referral
Individuals receiving referral
Agencies to which cases are referred
Employment
Agents employed
Teacher counselors employed
Provision of Training
Agents receiving inservice
Agen,ts participating in academic training
Residential Environmental Intervention School:
Conmittee Formation
Families represented
Individuals on Committee
Proposal Development
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CHAPTER III
CoPLUS PRCCRAMS

The CoPlus Programs, Coaperatively Planned Urban Schools consists of
a saturation of educational services in seven special schools located in
the four Model Cities Target areas of North, West, Mid-South, and NearSouth.

The seven schools are:

Stockton (North), Herzl (West), Johnson

(West), Tesla (Mid-South), Overton (Near-South), Oakenwald North (NearSouth), and Woodson South (Near-South).

According to Chicago School

...

Superintendent Redmond:
All schools in the Model Cities Target Areas are
in need of additional services and programs. The
seven Co-Plus schools however, were selected by the
District Superintendents who were receptive to the
advice of their communities. In Uptown, the Educational Subcommittee of the Model Cities Planning
1
Council requested Stockton as the Co-Plus school.
Each school was reviewed by everyone from the connnunity up through the
Chicago Board of Education and the Chicago Model City Demonstration Agency
to assess the educational requirements needed to prO'lide quality education
for every child.

After reviewing the needs, general areas for quality educa-

tion were found lacking in all seven schools.

Educational programs were then

developed by the Department of Educational Program Planning to meet the
specific needs of each community.

The following nine areas were then de-

signed and funded by the Chicago Model Cities Demonstration Agency for the
Chicago Board of Education's Model Cities Co-Plus program:

1.

James F. Redmond, Board of Education, City of Chicago, Model Cities
Projects First Year Action Program (Chicago: Board of Education, 1969),
Part r.v, p. 11.
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1.

The Adainistration Project - "Staff employed under
this project provides coordiaation, planning, aad
evaluation to all Co-Plus and other Model Cities
2

Projects."
2.

The New Careers Project - "To eaploy and train.
target area residents as paraprofessioaal aides,
lunchroom porters, and food handlers for suppor3

tive roles in the CoPlus prograa."
3.

The Instructional Teaa Leader Project - "To develop
teacher skills and teacher awareness of the special
needs of the children in the CoPlus schools; to
improve the quality and scope of the classroom
instruction; and, to raise the achievement level
4
of the children in the CoPlus schools."

4.

The Community Schools Project - "To broaden the
range of educational programs to meet the needs of
target area residents o•• the operation of a
c011111Unity school in each of the CoPlus buildings

2.

Chicago Board of Education, Summary Evaluation Report Model
Cities CoPlus (Chicago: Board of Education, 1971), po I-1.

3.
Ibid. P• II-1.

4.

-

Ibid. P• III-1.
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for a maximua of six hours, other than regular
5

school hours, up to seven days a weeko"

S. The Parent-Tea.a·Grade Level Planning Project "To involve the parents of the childre• in the CoPlus schools in planning for the education of their
childreno

To have parents become increasingly

understanding of the school and better able to help
·their childreno

To utilize the strengths of parent

resources in developing iaproved educational programs.
To have teachers becoae increasingly sensitive to the
6

needs of the children and the community ...
6. The Audio-Visual Equipment and Instructional Materials

Project - "To provide the audio-visual equipment and
instructional materials necessary for an effective
instructional program and thereby to increase the
7

learning achievement levels of all CoPlus childrexa."

7. The Nutritional and Health Services Project - "The
nutritional Component provides a free breakfast and

s.
~· P• lV-1.
6.

Ibid. P• V-1.

7.

~· P• VI-1.
_..,
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lunch to all children attending the seven CoPlua
schools.

The health compoaent utilizes two medical

teaas each of which is co.posed of four nursepediatricians, a health aide, and a laboratory
technician.

These teams work under the supervision

of a physician.

A hearing tester and a vision
8

tester work with both medical teams."
8. The Preschool Schomes Project - "To provide an

educational program for three and four year old
children and their parents, thereby increasing the
children's readiness for and chances of success in
9

school."
9. The Inservice Training Project - "To enhance the

quality of classroom instruction by providing an
inservice program for teachers, administrators,
teacher aides, and tea.a leaders in the seven CoPlus
10
schools."
The author will develop an examination and analysis of each individual
Project which together make up the CoPlus Program within this Chapter.

8.
~.

P• VII-1.

9.

Ibid. P• VIII-1.

10.
Ibid. P• IX-1.
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The

coPlus program bas received a great deal of attention froa its inceptioa
until present by the communities involved.

The author also wishes to show

the advantages and the disadvantages each individual project had to off er
along with the change these projects have made on the educational community,
as well as the Chicago Model Cities target areas.
"Cooperatively Planned Urban Schools (CoPlus), the biggest single
project, is hailed in a study not yet released as one of the major innovative
programs in the entire field of education in the United States."
''But the study by Booz, Allen and Hamilton concludes that CoPlus bas
produced more social benefits than educational improvements.

It warns that

the project will never fulfill its promise unless three serious problems can
be solved:

A leadership vacuum on the school board;

Meddling by the local

Model Cities administration; and uncertainty over present and future
11
fun.dingo II

11.

''Education Main Model Cities Focus, 11 Chicago Tribune,
February 23, 1972, p. 4.
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TABLE

't

CoPlus Model Cities Budget·
First Year

Second Year

Administration

2,333,190

1,078,600

New Careers

3,601,240

2,842,915

Team Leaders

1,723.070

1,315,800

CODIBlllnity School

1,241,830

926,610

4,240

14,700

Parent-Team Planning
Audio-Visual

378,320

-o-

Nutritional and Medical

656,570

632,600

2,652,990

769,900

369,220

395.860

12,960,670

7,976,985

Schome
Inservice Training

The Co-Plus, Cooperatively Planned Urban Schools program focuses on
saturating the seven Target Area schools with educational services,
increasing the adult pupil ratio in the classrooms, and expanding the
opportunities for preschool education and evening programs which are all
12
planned by the communit~o
The following Tables /0 - 1.1. are taken from the Summary Evaluation
Report Model Cities Co-Plus.

They give one an idea of the scholastic

12.
Chicago Model Cities Program - Year One (Chicago: City of
Chicago, 1971), p. 210
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*

Scores for the Oa.kenwald Washington Park Branch are shown in parentheseso
X These schools do not have a sixth gradeo
+PIGT stands for Primary-Intermediate Grades Transition. This test is administered to most pupils in the third year of primary school, although those
pupils designated for PZ or IR programs are not includedo These tests stand
in contrast to the P3 pre- and post-test scores which included all potential
PZ and IR pupils.
Data taken from the Summary Evaluation Report Model Cities Co-Plus,
Part I, Table 6.
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TABLE //

Median Citywide Arithmetic Test Scores for the CO-PLUS
Schools covering the period 1968-1971

SCHOOL

1968-1969

1969-1970 1970-1971

6th Grade Arithmetic
1968196919701969
1970
1971

Herzl

2.4

2.4

2.8

5.3

5.3

5.4

Johnson

2.6

3.3

2.6

4.9

5.2

5.0

x

x

x

PIGT Arithmetic

Qakenwald

N.* 3.0 (306) 2.9 (3.4) 2.8 (3.3)

Overton

3.3

2.9

3.4

6.1

6.2

5.9

Stockton

3.4

3.7

3.4

5.6

6.0

6.2

Tesla

3.0

3.4

3.3

5.1

5.8

5.5

3.7

3.4

3.9

x

x

x

Composite
CO-PLUS

3.13

3.18

3.19

5.40

5.70

5.60

National

3.7

3.7

3.7

6.5

6.5

6.5

City

3.6

3.6

-

6.1

6.1

-

Woodson

s.

* Scores

for the Oakenwald Washingtoa Park Branch are shown in parentheses.
X These schools do not have a sixth grade.
PIGT stands for Primary-Intermediate Grades Transition. This test is administered to most pupils in the third year of primary school, although those
pupils designated for PZ or IR programs are not included. These tests stand
in contrast to the P3 pre- and post-test scores which included all potential
PZ and IR pupils.
Data taken from the Summary Evaluation Report Model Cities Co-Plus,
Part I, Table 7.
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TABLE / .2...

CO-PLUS Grade Equivalent Achievement Gains

OCTOBER 1970 MARCH 1970
1970
TO
MAY 1971 TO MAY 1971
TO OCTOBER 1970
Meau
. Gain
Mean Gain
Mean Gain
in Months
in Months
in Months
MARCH

Q.RADE LEVEL
Word Meaning
p

2

2.4

5.2

7.7

p

3

4.2

3.4

8.0

4

802

3.8

12.1

5

2o3

4.6

6.8

6

4o0

5o9

9.6

Paragraph Meaning
p

2

1.6

4.1

5.8

p

3

3.8

3.5

7.1

4

605

4.5

10.9

5

1.2

6.4

7.5

6

2.7

7.7

10.4

Data taken from the Summary Evaluation Report Model Cities Co-Plus,
Part I, Tables 1-4.
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ability of the Co-Plus children.
program in Reading;
Aritlnnetic;

Table

Table

Table

refers to the citywide testing

refers to the citywide testing program in

refers to the Co-Plus testing program funded by

Model Cities.

.Ih! Administration Project
The Administration of Model Cities is completely charged and accountable
under the above component.

There has been a great deal of criticism because

of the soaring cost of this component by the communities, the newspapers,
and the Chicago Model Cities Demonstration Agency.

Even with the high

cost of the Model Cities Educational Program the executives needed expert
administration.

The expense also included the cost of the testing program

which took place at different times of the year.

And, this component of

Model Cities in the Second Year carried the evaluation cost of one director
and six research assistants along with Civil Service personnel.
The central administration of the Model Cities in the Chicago Board
of Education consists of a Director of Model Cities, staff assistants, and
Civil Service staff (secretaries), along with National Youth Corps
youngsters.
The main disadvantage the central office Model Cities Administration
experienced from the 1970 school year to the present is split control.
The main administration is under the direction of the Department of
Government Funded Programs, while the evaluation and planning is under the
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guidance of the Department of Educational Program Planning.

The Financial

control was reported to the Model Cities Demonstration Agency from the
Department of Educational Program Planning in coordination with the Department of State and Federally Funded Claims.
t~ken

The Financial Control was then

over by the Department of Federally Funded Programs.

The confusion

caused between all three Departments, not even to mention the many problems
with the Department of Data Control, at times hindered the programs.

The

staff turnover in all Departments was another factor to take into account
while reviewing this component of Co-Plus.
Each Area office is staffed with a Model Cities Administrative
Assistant to assist the Associate Superintendent in each area to implement
and 0perate an efficient Model Cities Program according to the federal,
city, and Board of Education guidelines.

Each District participating in

the Model Cities Program is also staffed with a Model Cities Assistant, who,
in turn, assists the District Superintendent with the projects operating
within their particular district of the city.

Each school principal in the

seven CoPlus schools also is involved with this particular project with a
stipend incentive to efficiently operate the CoPlus program.

This was a

great change for administrative policy previous to this time did not ellow
for any additional pay for principals.

When the stipend of $200. per month

was added as the dates show in the evaluation report the C.ommunity School
picked up momentum, the schomes had more parent involvement, more free
breakfasts were served, and the teachers began to participate more actively
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in team teaching.

The disadvantage was the freeze placed on inservice

training in October, 1970 after the principals received monetary incentive
to implement their educational goals.

How much additional motivation was

added by each individual principal will never truly be known.

But the

facts are all here, and the numbers on the monthly monitoring reports did
go up.
Under this particular project each individual school was also invited
to add to its staff one additional person who would serve as administrative
assistant to the principal during the regular school day.

If this person

qualified, this individual would be classified as an assistant principal
and receive the regular assistant principal's pay.

This occurred in all

seven schools.
The Administration has been so preoccupied with necessary but routine
matters that very little true leadership has occurred.

The entire admin-

istration from the first planning stages until the present has been preoccupied with the feeding of the children, medical and dental examinations,
writing new programs each year, and with the construction of buildings to
house the schomes.

Because of the efforts of the team leaders educational

progress has taken place in these schools.
Leu and Candoli state:
"To effectively administer a network of educational programs that
involve multi-agency cooperation, community and student involvement, staff
specialists drawn from many disciplines, innovation, creativity, and
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individualization, will require an administrative team that has planning
and support capacity.

The ordering of educational priorities, the allo-

cation of staff and resources, the assignment of students, the development
of particular curricula are all administrative tasks that require close
liaison with the planning and support staff.

In addition, the adminis-

trative leadership role cannot be effectively performed without the
13
planning capacity provided by the planning and support staff."
~

Careers Project

A Chicago Tribune article said:

"Of most benefit to the community

has been the new careers program, under which as many as 2,000 neighborhood
residents (now down to 1,500 because of a lack of funds) have been hired.
14
The majority are teachers aides or lunchroom attendants."
When we speak of educational change, we address the objectives of
the institution.

A school's objectives are the heart and essence of how

the school oPerates educationally.
The community needs in the seven CoPlus schools under this project
were not only assessed, but community personalities were employed, thereby
bringing the community into the educational setting and at the same time,
training its residents and paying them for their assistance.

Through this

there has been a desire to change the educational objectives to meet the

13.
Donald J. Leu, and I. Carl Candoli, Planning For The Future,
(Chicago, Illinois: Board of Education, City of Chicago, August,
1971)' p. 48.

14.
"Education Main Model Cities Focus," Chicago Tribune,
February 23, 1972, p. 4.
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needs of each individual community.
As stated in the First Year Action Program:
Eligibility for paraprofessional positions required
residence in the Target Areas. Training in the skills
and understandings necessary for each type of paraprofessional position was provided. The skills provided
Target Area residents with avenues for advancement. The
Chicago Board of Education anticipates that some citizens
will advance from the paraprofessional level to the professional level and that all will be given opportunities
to do so and bf required to advance their formal educational level. 5
The schools needed aides, and the community needed work.

The program

which developed here is very different, for the unemployed members of the
conununities were allowed to become a member of the school community without
passing a Civil Service examination.

The cOtll1lUnity residents were required

to complete a form, have a social security card, and pass a physical examination.

They were then sent back to the school to be trained as a class-

room aide, a food handler, or a janitor with opportunity to move up a
career lattice.

Many have taken advantage of the opportunity.

As a Model

Cities Aide, one was also entitled to a free education, which included
study toward a high school diploma., or college course work and $85.00
stipend was given to each resident for each course completed.
The main problem which arose with the influx of community into the
school was that at the same time there was an influx of new paper work for
the principal; a new assistant principal to train; and new teaching teams

15.
Model Cities Projects First
Part IV, p. 13.

~Action
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Program3• op. cit.,

being implemented.

The principal did not have the time nor the personnel to

properly train the first group of classroom aideso

There was less of this

problem with the food handlers, for they were sent to a specific location in
the Chicago area for a special training program in how to handle the food,
and serve it.

The janitors - lunchroom porters were to assist the food

handlers, and the regular school maintenance staff, and were trained by the
•

regular school staff.

In the Project Description as outlined in the Model Cities First

!!!.!:

Action Program, this project planned to employ 554 Target Area residents in
paraprofessional roles.

There were 529 employees as of June 1970 and 467

employees as of June 1971.
The primary objective of the New Careers Project was to provide personnel
to support the other Co-Plus projects planned to increase the academic achievement and well-being of CoPlus pupilso

Other objectives were:

" - to provide a new source of employment opportunity in the
target areas
- to raise the educational achievement of target area adults
employed in the project
- to foster in target area adults employed in the project
positive attitudes toward the schools and their own role
as paraprofessionalso" 16
The New Careers project was supposed to employ a certain number of
target area residents in each of the seven CoPlus schools.
First

According to the

X!!!. Action Program:

16.

Summary Evaluation Report Model Cities CoPlus, op. cit.,
Part II, P• 3o
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385 classroom aides to assist cla~sroom teachers with clerical,
instructional, and class management taskso
21 general aides to assist teachers and administrators with
general school management tasks.
21 school community liaison aides to assist professional staff
members in communications with parents and community agencies.

-

79 food handlers to assist the lunchroom staff in serving free
breakfast and luncho
27 lunchroom porters to assist the lunchroom staff with storage
and sanitation taskso
7 schome matrons to assist ¥ith janitorial tasks in the seven
Preschool Program schomes. 1
were to be employed in the seven CoPlus schools.
As the figures show the Model Cities New Careers Project has not
attained its goal.

The reasons are stated in the evaluation report - the

possibility of attaining one hundred per cent of this objective was preeluded subsequently by:
lo

Delays in completing construction of the seven Preschool Program
schomes, which were to provide employment for a total of 56 New
Careers employees;

2.

The official reduction of authorized project employment in
September 1970, to the number of positions then planned for the
second Model Cities year (522), without this reduction being
reflected in the stated first year goal of 554 employees;

3.

The resignation of employees who moved outside the target areas,
found better jobs, or dropped out of the project for personal
reasons; and

4.

The "freeze" placed on Model Cities funds, which disallowed the
18
hiring of replacement employees from October, 1970 through June 1971.

17.
Ibid., Part II, P• 4

18.
Ibid., Part II, P• 8
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A giant step forward was taken during the summer of 1970 when the
Chicago Model Cities Demonstration Agency and the Chicago Board of Education
approved a Summer CoPlus Model Cities Program "that conducted concentrated
instructional programs in improving the teaching of reading for teacher
19
aides, teachers, and instructional team leaders."
From the community response to this component of the Model Cities
coPlus Program it has been shown that the community is interested in the
program.

The community members not only desire an education for their

children, but also want to improve their own educational background.

Accord-

ing to Austin Flynn:
To the United States Office of Education it has
become evident that in center city communities, residents have begun to espouse to read in the same context
as they espouse the right to vote or the right to free
speech. Although this espousal may not be justified,
it cannot be denied that community groups are no longer
questioning the poor acquisition of reading skills, but
rather are demanding that this right to read is theirs
by mere fact that they live in this country. If center
city communities are saying anything, it is that they
want a voice, they want to be heard, they want a piece
of the action.20
Model Cities New Careers Project is giving four communities of Chicago
the particular voice and knowledge necessary in order to facilitate each
individual with the educational and social tools necessary to succeed in
the society in which we live.

19.
James F. Redmond, Board of Education Report Number 70-524-~,
"Approval of Model Cities Summer Program, 11 (Chicago: Board of
Education, June 10, 1970), p. 3594.
20.
Austin M. Flynn, "Community Attitudes Toward Reading,"

.!!!£ Reading Teacher, pp. 708-709.
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The teachers' aides serve to free the teachers from a variety of
21
tf.9e-consU11ing non-instructional roles.
The Instructional

~

Leaders Project

The objectives of the Instructional Tea• Leaders Project were:
- to develop teacher skills and teacher awareness of the
special needs of the children in the CoPlus schoolso
- to improve the quality ana scope of classroom instruction
and thereby,
- to raise the achievement level of the children in the
CoPlus schools. 22
The concept of teaming is not new, but was new to the CoPlus schools.
A good school always operated as

a team,

sharing concepts and ideas among

the faculty ancl in some instances sharing classes.

The concept of teachers

not working just under the direction of a principal and instead working as
Team Units meant a change of school organization.

This change involved

all school personnel.
Each teaa included a team-leader, teachers, teacher aides and a parttime clerk when available working together with trust and understanding.
The leader and each team member was expected to be professional and use their
111agination as well as be creative.

This yielded to an awareness of strengths

and needs resulting in a growth of efficient tea.a behavior.

Other results

of team trust and understanding were satisfaction, emphasis on strengths,
peer-group recognition, and acceptance of constructive criticism f roa parti-

21.
Chicago Model Cities Prograa -

~

One, op. cit., p. 21.

22.
Summary Evaluation Report Model Cities CoPlus, op. cit.,Part III, p.3.
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-cipation in a team approacho
The instructional team leaders serve a teaching team composed of four
or five teachers and from two to eight paraprofessionals depending upon
the grade level.

A team may represent any grade level from preschool to

grades kindergarten through eighto

The instructional team leaders are

responsible to the CoPlus Administrative Assistant, who in turn, is re23
sponsible to the principal.
The team leaders have worked extremely hard in organizing and impleaenting a team teaching program in each of the seven CoPlus schools.

Not

one of the seven schools had a team teaching situation in Operation prior
to the beginning of the Model Cities programo

Each team leader was selected

on the basis of an outstanding performance in a classroom teaching situation.
Decision making now became a team effort.

Through trust and under-

standing each decision was coordinated into a goal for instruction - an
educational objective..

Under the direction of the team leader the speciali-

zation of each team member was placed to a more effective total school
program in accomplishing the educational objectives set forward.
In order to develop a true team approach to learning the team must
function as one.

The role of each team member was defined within the group.

In so doing the leader had to take into account each member's individual
skills, then the skills needed for the group to be capable of manipulating
as a group team approach to learning.

23.
Ibid., Part III, P• 4.
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All members had to work together to select the problems in the order
of their importance.

With this team approach to the· teaching-learning

process, the overall success of their instructional program was well insured.
The team was free to organize their educational endeavors in any way
the team chose, so long as their students learned effectively.

Each team

aentber served as a sounding board for other members' ideas which were still
in formative stages.
Without time allocated for a team to meet where pupils are not involved
there will be no team.
training.

Model Cities allowed for this time through Inservice

The team developed team cooperation and team participation.

is only accomplished when all members sit down and work together.

This

Each

member's efforts were viewed and analyzed by other team members, students,
and observers.

Discussion and constructive criticism followed each visita-

ti on.
The three main functions of the team leaders have been:
- to assist in the training of Inservice personnel and the
delivery of training materials,
- to support the parent team grade level planning groups, and
- to provide leadersh~g for planning sessions and team teaching
among team members.
The Instructional Team Leader component of the CoPlus Program has been
very successful, and allows for another step on a professional career
lattice.

24.

Ibid., Part III, p. 5
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Corranunity School Project

The Community School sponsored by Model Cities in each of the seven
coPlus schools has been very successful.

The objective of this program was

to open the school to the community at the times when the community members
were available to participate.

The community was also invited to suggest

which programs they would be most interested in participa.ting in, and those
were the programs which were developed in each school.

The Administration

of each school was operated by an evening school administrative assistant
and supervised by the principal.
cOlmllunity members as was possible.

The school also employed as many of the
According to the Evaluation Report:

"The primary purpose of the Community Schools project was to broaden
the range of educational programs to meet the needs of target area residents. The project provided for the operation of a community school in
each of the CoPlus buildings for a maximum of six hours other than regular
school hours, up to seven days a week. Each school was managed by an
administrative assistant responsible to the CoPlus principal who, together
with an advisory committee of community residents, planned~ de,reloped,
implemented, and expanded the community school program." 2;)
The cumulative attendance in all of the programs, as reported for the
26
month of June, 1971, was approximately 33,000.
The programs which were offered to the four target areas through the
seven CoPlus schools assisted in filling the gap which our present educational program has in the City of Chicago.

The classes ranged from

recreational activities to basic adult educational courses, such as
typing and sewing.

25.

Ibid., Part rl, p. 1.

26.
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The Community School Project was advertised in all Target Area news•
papers and local stores.
c011111Unity newspaper:

An example is taken from

~

Booster, a Chicago

"The program is being offered to anyone 19 years old

or older, even if the enrollee has not completed high school.

Two courses

are designed to prepare the student for college and one, Psychology, is a
27·

college credit class."
The author feels there would have even been aore participation in the
program if the streets of Chicago, and especially in these particular
cQllllllD.ities, were safer to walk at night.

Also, if some sort of babysitting

arrangement could be worked out so that a parent would not have to leave
the small children home alone in the evening, or have to pay for a babysitter in order to attend the classes.

27 •

.!h! Booster, Aui1Jst 5, 1970.
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TABLE /

3

Average Daily Attendance by School
for the Comaunity School Project 28

Oakenwald North

510

Overton

250

Woodson South

220

Tesla

190

Stockton

210

Herzl

240

Johnson

100

28.
Part

Summary Evaluation Report Model Cities CoPlus, op. cit.,
r.v, p. 12.
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A Chicago Tribune article stated:

"Community residents also have benefitted from an evening school
program offering what they themselves asked for:
29
\'ocational training, and recreation."

adult education,

The Chicago Model Cities Demonstration Agency summarizes the Community
schools Project as a community program which makes possible the use of
schools as opportunity centers where adults may take non-graded courses,
where young people are trained as teachers' aides, and where rooms are
used as tutoring centers.

The designing of courses has been undertaken by

the combined efforts of the school staff and the Community Advisory
30

council which is composed of many local residentso

lb.! Parent-Team

Grade Level Planning Project

The objectives of the Parent-Team Grade Level Planning Project are:
to involve the parents of the children in the CoPlus schools
in planning for the education of their children;
to have parents become increasingly understanding of the school
and better able to help their children;
to utilize the strength of parent resources in developing
improved educational programs;
to have the teachers become increasingly sensitive to the
needs of the children and the communityo

290

"Education Main Model Cities Focus," Chicago Tribune,
February 23, 1972, po 4.
30.

Chicago Model Cities Program - X!!!. One, op. cit., p. 22.
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presently there are two basic arguments for analyzing the community

iP order to get suggestions for educational objectives:
1.

The community is complex and because life is continually
changing, it is very necessary to focus educational efforts
upon the critical aspects of this complex life and upon
those aspects that are of importance today so that we do
not waste the time of students in learning things that
were important fifty years ago but no longer have significance.

2.

This second argument for the study of the community grows
out of the findings relating to transfer of training. It
is felt that the student was more likely to perceive the
similarity between the life situations and the learning
situations when two conditions were met: a) the life
situations and the learning situations were alike, and,
b) the student was given practice in seeking illustrations
in his life outside ~f school for the application of things
learned in school. 3

There are many elements of the community that one could study in order
to form objectives.

This list provides a more than accurate account of
32
what to look for in the community:
Protection and Conservation of Life
Natural Resources
Production of Goods and Services
Consumption of Goods and Services
Communication
Recreation
Esthetic Impulses
Religious Impulses
Education
Freedom
Integration of the Individual
Exploration

31.

Ralph w. Tyler, Basic Principles of Curriculum and Instruction,
The University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois, p. 12.

32.
Ibid., P• 13.
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Since there are many objectives, covering numerous facets of the
educational institution, one will find many purposes for studying the
cOllJlllUility.
Some studies have been made of the activities engaged ia by the people
of a community.

This was on the assumption that objectives could be de-

rived from activities because this is one purpose of a

school.

The

purpose being that education should help people carry on their lives more
effectively.

Through this program the CoPlus objectives should serve to

satisfy the interests and aspirations of the Model Cities c011111Unities.

In order for people to have accurate information to carry out the
Parent-Team Leader Project, investigations have been conducted about the
community's concepts, misconceptions, and superstitions by both the
Chicago Board of Education, and the Chicago Model Cities Demonstration
Agency.
Meetings between parents and the teaching teams composed of teachers
anci their aides were held regularly to discuss the curriculum and to
1.aprove the understanding of the special needs of Mod.el Cities Target Area
children.
As of June, 1971, four hundred, seventy-four parents,
and two hundred, ninety-seven teachers and paraprofessionals were members of the sixty-three parentteam grade leve! planning groups that were established
in the schools • 3

• 33.

Summary Evaluation Report Model Cities CoPlus, op. cit.
Part V, p. 2.
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Each planning group functioned under the leadership of the instructional
teBJll leader.

The planning group included parents

wh~se

children are being

taught by the teaching team under the instructional team leader, the team
leader, four or five teachers, and between two and eight classroom aides.
The planning group for each teaa maintained a continuing relationship
with the other school planning groups.

There was also close contact with

the Educational Subcommittee for that particular school 1's Model Area
council, and also with other external groups such as block clubs, and
cOJlllBUllity organizations.
I

In spite of the fact that this project has not involved
as many parents as was originally planned, it appears
that the project is serving an important function by
providing a forum for parents to discuss their perception and recommendations concerning their school, and
an opportunity for teachers to gain insight into the
homes from which their pupils come. 34
The Parent Team Grade Level Planning Project has seemed to have been
a very successful Model Cities Project, and there is very little monetary
cost involved.

For the Third Year of the program this component will be

phased into the Instructional Teaa Leader Component.
In keeping with the announced position that the
Board of Education to encourage citizen participation
in school and district advisory councils, one legitimate
means for such participation should be through the
planning and support function, with cooperation and
assistance from the professional component of the
planning and support staff. Community representatives
should be provided the necessary background and data

34.
Ibid., Part V, p. 13.
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and, in turn, could provide information and recommendations to the planning and support personnel to greatly
facilitate the planning effort. Mutual assistance and.
reinforcement toward stated educational goals could be
possible. Difficult questions concerning program
changes and implementation could be cooperative13
resolved as a result of this shared planning.··
5

I
t
j

.!!!!. Audio-Visual Equipment !!!!!. Instructional Materials Project
According to the Summary Evaluation Report:
"The primary objective of this project was to provide
the audio-visual equipment and instructional materials necessary
for an effective instructional program and thereby to increase
the learning achievement levels of all CoPlus children.

Each of

the seven CoPlus schools received an allotment to purchase desired
equipment and instructional materials.

The purchase of materials

and equipment was terminated as of June 15, 1970 although delivery
36
was not complete until Fall of 1970."
The equipment which was supplied to each of the CoPlus schools was not
innovative and experimental.

Approximately all of the equipment purchased

would be considered necessary to any good educational program.

Previous

to Model Cities the schools did not have the available funds to order a
tape recorder and cassettes, or a motion picture projector for each floor,
or a record player for each hall.
its fullest extent.

The equipment is not being utilized to

The repairs on any piece of equipment in the Chicago

35.
Leu and Candoli, op. cit., p. 48.

36.
Summary Evaluation Report Model Cities CoPlus, op. cit.,
Part VI, p. 1.
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soard of Education are slow. Model Cities freeze and the cutting of
Inservice Training does not allow the instructional teams adequate time to
•ork together and prepare special materials, and in some instances, the
equipment is not readily accessible.
Reviewing the statement of chronological development for this
particular project assists in verifying this statement.
The schools made preparations to select and order audio-visual
equipment and materials throughout the 1969-1970 school year and during

the summer of 1970.

As of May 15, 1970 the Chicago Model Cities Demon-

stration Agency, stated that all funds not encumbered by June 15, 1970
would be losto

Therefore, all equipment and materials were ordered by

June 15, 19700

Equipment and materials were delivered to the schools during

the Summer and Fall of 1970.

Inservice Training related to the utilization

of audio-visual equipment had to be discontinued when the "freeze" on
Model Cities Funds terminated the Inservice Training project in October,
37
1970.
The Audio-Visual Equipment and Instructional Materials Project of
Model Cities was very beneficial for each of the seven CoPlus schools.

They

were allowed to purchase the essentials during the First Year of the program.
Besides repair, the other basic problem has been theft, and there have
been no dollars allocated for either repairs or for replacement for the
last two years of the program.

Ibid., oPo cit., Part VI, p. 3
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The Nutritional !.ru!, Medical Project
Under the Nutritional and Medical component of the CoPlus Program an
attempt has been made to improve the health of the childreno

Through

illProving the cbildrens health it is hoped that this then will increase
the attendance of the children; increase their attentiveness; reduce health
and nutritional problems; and increase academic performa.nceo

The prograa

is essentially divided into two major facets.
The first or nutritional facet of this coaponent consists of serving
a free hot breakfast and lunch to all 10,000 children in the seven CoPlus
schoolso

Thd Model Cities funds augmented the federal and the state

funds for food for inner city children allocated to the Board of Education.
Tb.is phase of the project required the hiring of many Target Area residents
as food handlers and porters.

In some of the CoPlus schools the existing

lunchrooms were expanded, in the other CoPlus schools the meals were prepared at another location and catered to the CoPlus schools.

At these ·

schools special ovens were installed to keep the meals wara.

In other

schools facilities have been furnished to serve the children in their own
classrooa..
The second facet of this component is the health services consisting
of both medical and dental careo

This phase of the project involves

coaplete physical and dental examinations for every child attending a
CoPlus school.

Each child in a CoPlus school with the parents consent,
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received yearly a thorough physical examination and a thorough dental
examination in a Model Cities Health Mobile which comes to the individual
schools.

If follow-up treatment was required the children were referred

to a near-by clinic.

These medical teams worked under the direction of

the Board of Education Medical and Health Services.

The medical team

consisted of a physician, a dentist, nurse-pediatricians, laboratory
technicians, a hearing tester, a vision tester, health aides, and a teacher
nurse, a dental hygienist, a dental assistant, and a clerk.

There are two

medical teams which rotate from school to school, and one dental team.
The initial phase of the program began in September 1969 with the
free lunch program, then moved

into a free breakfast program.

Within a

few months all seven CoPlus schools had facilities for servicing all hot
mealso

The medical component was then starteda

in the individual school building at first.

The medical teams operated

The schools were overcrowded

and did not have adequate space to service these medical teamso

The

health mobiles were then ordered.
First two health mobiles were ordered for the two medical teams.
final stage of this project was the dental team.
tional in September 1971.

The

This team became opera-

The dental team utilized their own special

Model Cities Dental Mobile for examinations and treatment from their
beginning.

On the basis of observation and interviews it has been suggested that
the nutritional component of this project be retained by the Chicago Board
of Education, but that the health component be taken over by the Board of
Health Services.
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!!!.!! Schomes Project
According to a Chicago Tribune article:
The most popular element of CoPlus is the schome.
There are schomes in prefabricated buildings near the
seven CoPlus schools, each enrolling 120 three and
four year olds in a half-day program of education ftnd
play in small groupso Meals are also provided. 3
The major objective of the Preschool Schomes Model Cities CoPlus
project was to provide an educational program for three and four year old
children and their parents.

This opportunity would thereby increase the

childrens readiness for and success in schoolo

Each of the seven CoPlus

Scbomes services approximately 120 children and their parents.

The

children receive two meals in the half day time period, educational experiences, play experiences, and socialization experienceso

The parents

are provided the opportunity to participate in homemaking activities and
other activities related to the academic progress of their children.
Target Area residents are employed under the New Careers Project to
assist the teachers with the preschool childreno

The adult pupil ratio

in a Model Cities Schome is approximately five children to every adulto
This is an ideal situation for combining the features of a school and a
home.

This aspect allows the education program to function with a high

degree of individual instructiono

38.

"Education Ma.in Model Cities Focus", Chicago Tribune,
February 23, 1972, Po 4o
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Since the idea of a preschool became known to the communities in
1969 it has been very well received.

Every major Chicago newspaper as

well as the local papers covered every phase of the Schome story.

The

Chicago Board of Education along with the Chicago Model Cities Demonstration Agency worked very hard to acquire sites for these Schomes as close
to the main school facility as possible, and yet satisfactorily meeting
the requirements of each Model Cities Conmunity Councilo

The construction

and the preparing of the sites along with equipping the new demountables
and staffing them cost Model Cities millions of dollars.
These "Doll Houses" are presently the show places for the Chicago
Board of Education and the Chicago Model Cities Demonstration Agencyo
preschool program was needed in these particular areas of Chicago.

A

It

is very sad to see the dollars it takes to service only 840 children.

There

should be some way in which all children would be eligible for a preschool
program, and especially those children living within the four Model Cities
Target Areas, and not just the CoPlus children.
Inservice Training
The primary objective of the Inservice Training Project was to improve
the quality of classroom instruction in the seven CoPlus schoolso

This

improvement was to have taken place by providing an Inservice program for
teachers, administrators, teachers aides, and team leaders in all seven
schoolso

The Inservice program focused on the utilization of promising
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and
ea ching techniques, the improvement of staff relationships,
·

deeper

understanding of the particular social needs of the children and

of the coimnunity.
This project was in operation for a period of just over one year when
Model Cities placed a freeze on Model Cities funds.

The staffs of each of

the seven schools continued what planning they could without the assistance
of Model Cities to keep the CoPlus program operational.

When the refunding

process was again opened, the program resumed full operation.
When funds were available outside consultants from local colleges and
universities, besides educational consultants were utilized.
Education staff was also utilized where possible.

Board of

Except for interpersonal

relationships, and preservice for paraprofessionals, all Inservice programs
were planned and :i.mplemented by the local CoPlus school staff.
The author feels that Inservice Training should be designed to provide
to a new employee, or to an employee transferred into a new situation, or
~as

a refresher to an older employee the basic knowledge, skills and

techniques for him to do his job effectively.

The ability to function

efficiently cannot be developed by classroom training alone.

Therefore,

the information obtained through Inservice and backed by actual experience
is a hundred per cent more effective.

Knowledge should be expressed in

skills and techniques and then incorporated into every day work practiceo
The role of the team leader under Inservice Training is most important in the seven CoPlus schools.

The team leader through Inservice
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should, 1) introduce the teachers and aides to their particular work
assignments, using the best methods possible to insure the team's
particular instructional objectives;

2) acquaint the teachers and aides

with sources of information such as manuals, handbooks, bulletins, and
other releases;

3) provide any special training which is necessary,

4) provide intensive training in special techniques or skills required
for the team to function efficiently; and, 5) maintain uniform understanding and cooperation on the part of all team staff members on all
policies.
Inservice Training in the CoPlus Program assisted the performance
of each individual team in breaking down the instructional objectives of
the team to meet the needs of each individual pupil.

This breakdown into

related steps, instructions, sequence of operations, and additional
information aided in the understanding of the process as a whole and the
place of a particular objective.
As the Inservice project became more advanced the individual teams
in each of the seven CoPlus schools designed new methods for meeting current
operating needs and provided opportunities for more technical and professional growth.

This therefore provided training in new programs and pro-

cedures of a highly professional nature, and also brought about changes in
policy and operations.

This was a move in the right direction.

Through the key to every program - cOIDDlUnication - Inservice - the
staff of each of the CoPlus schools was able to develop a more effective
educational complex.

Credit here must also be given to the supervisory
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personnel, in this case, being the administrative assistant in each school
for assisting the team leaders and guiding them into the management and
operation for continuous change.

This component of the Chicago Model Cities

Educational program would have failed without adequate supervision.
Conclusion
The CoPlus Program is an excellent show of educational progresso

This

program has shown the nation that with adequate personnel and equipment and
materials that all children can learn.

Once a school system acquires

adequate financial support for Administration, Aides, Team Leaders, a
community School, Parent Planning, Audio-Visual Equipment, Nutritional and
Medical Care, Preschool Schomes, and Inservice Training, a local school can
do an effective job of educating an inner city child.

Every aspect of the

CoPlus program is truly a co0peratively planned program with the community.
The schools and communities have had a great deal of conmunication in order
to accomplish this projecto
Booz, Allen, and Hamilton were employed by Model Cities to evaluate
the Chicago Model Cities Co-Plus program.

This study reveals both the

strong and weak points of the Co-Plus programo

They say it has been ef fec-

tive in creating new jobs and in delivering benefits to Model Cities Target
Area Residentso

The Co-Plus program also has been very effective in serving

free meals and providing adequate health services to the children attending
the seven Co-Plus Schools.

In their report they also claim that there has

been a marked improvement in the attitudes of the teachers, the pupils,
their parents, and the employees.

But Co-Plus has not significantly raised
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the academic levels of the children according to Booz, Allen and Hamilton.

TbeY did admit in their report that children who spent a full year in a
co-Plus school did receive a greater achievement gain than those children
who transferred in during the year.

They also charged that the teaching

aethods have not changed claiming this is due to inadequate Inservice
training programs.

A Chicago Tribune reporter visited five Co-Plus schools

and saw many teachers using innovative techniques and new materials, and

39

aost aides actively engaged in helping pupils.
As the Leu and Candoli Report on Planning
"A Total Long Range Plan,":

~

the Future states in

The Model Cities Co-Plus Schools are taking

the first step in the City of Chicago for providing high
40
planning with community involvemento

39.

40.
Leu and Candoli, op. cit., p. 580
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CHAPTER N

NON -CO-PLUS
Non-Co-Plus Programs refer to special educational projects in the Model
Cities Target Areas in local schools, but not within the seven CoPlus
schools.

These Non-CoPlus prograDlS were planned with the c00peration of

each District Superintendent, Principals, teachers, and connunity organizations, and with the cooperation of the Department of Educational Program
planning as well as with the Chicago Model Cities Demonstration Agencyo
The Non-CoPlus Programs are as follows:
· In Service Project
TESL -

Teaching English as a Second Language Senn High School

Hess Upper Grade Center Reading Project
Free Breakfast Project
Saturation of Language Arts Services
Manley Upper Grade Center
Bethune Elementary School
AbsenteeiSJR, Delinquency, and Truancy Project
Residential Environmental Intervention School Project
Special S\111111.er Programs
Each of these projects will now be describedo

Some of the projects

have been considered very successful, while others were a failure.
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TABLE /'/
NON-CoPLUS MODEL CITIES BUDGETS

FIRST YEAR
In

$ 475,000

Service Training

SECOND

$

YEAR

756,000

TESL Senn High School

166,000

173,000

Hess Reading Laboratory

103,000

23,000

1,371,000

1,823,000

324,000

205,000

Involvement of Parents

32,000

44,000

Residential Environmental School

10,000

5,500

$2,481,000

$3,029,500

Free Breakfast
Language Arts

Totals
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.!2!!,-Co-Plus .!!! Service Project
Under this particular Model Cities project InService Training is provided for professionals and paraprofessionals in the Non-CoPlus schools.
The Hon-CoPlus schools participating in the InService Training Project in
Chicago are shown in Table I~ o Special classes aim at developing awareness and insight into the problems unique to children in these communities
and increasing the understanding between the pupils and the adults within
the school and community environment in order to provide the best possible
atmosphere for education and community growtho
The InService project was developed by the District Superintendent,
the principals, and the teachers in cooperation with the Chicago Board of
Education and the Chicago Model Cities Demonstration Agency.

The need

was felt for the professionals and the paraprofessionals to receive additional assistance in overcoming the problems of educating the inner city
childo

A designated number of hours of special training were established

for each person employed in a Model Cities Non-CoPlus School.
This particular program was not as readily accepted by the Model Cities
Communities as were other programs.

One reason the communities did not

welcome this project was the high cost of personnel.

Therefore, this worth-

while endeavor for all educators was very slow in getting off the ground.
It was almost nine months before any monetary charge was placed against
this particular accounto

With no direct administration for this particular

program, even in September, 1970, it was still very slow in being implemented.
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TABLE

/,S-

MODEL C!TIES _fillli-C 0-PLUS IN-SERVICE SCHOOLS
!tISTRIC..!

~

DISTRICT

SCHOOL

8
8

19
19
8

19
19
10

c
B
B
c
B
B

c

B
B
B

8

c

19
19
19

B
B
B

24
24

Bethune
Chalmers
Dvorak
Gregory
Hess UGC
Howland
Jensen
Lathrop
Lawson
Magellan EVGC
Manley UGC
Plamondon
Pope
Shepard

A
A

A
A
A
A

A
A

A

c
c .

Goudy
Stewart

Grand Blvdo Target Area

13
13
13
23
13
13
13
13
23
23
23
23
23
13
13
23
13
23
23
ll
23
23
13
13
23

Woodlawn Target Area

14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14

SCHOOL

Uptown Target Area

Lawndale Target Area

10
10

~

Carnegie
Dumas
Fiske
Hyde Park HS
Scott
Scott Branch
6lst & University
Wadsworth
Wadsworth UGC
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A
A
A
B

A

A
A
A
B

B
B
B

B
A
A
B

A

B
B
B
B
B

A
A
B

Beet haven
Colman
Colman Branch
Doniat
DuSable HS
DuSable UGC
Farren
Farren Branch
Felsenthal
Felsenthal Branc
Forrestville UGC
Forrestville HS
Fuller
Hartigan
Horner
Judd
Mccorkle
Mollison
Oa.kenwald South
Oakland
Price
Shakespeare
Vincennes UGC
Willard
Woodson North

r
During the 1970-1971 school year there were great expenditures in
1nservice Training programs for professionals and paraprofessional at individual schoolso

The following spring, the Chicago Model Cities Demonstra-

tion Agency requested an accountability of the dollars spent; the number of
hours InService received by each administrator, teacher, and paraprofessional; along with the amount of monetary compensation each received
per hour.
Discrepancies were seen by both the Chicago Board of Education, and
the Model Cities Demonstration Agency as to the number of hours allocated
in the original contract, and the amount of monetary compensation each
received per houro

The decision was then ma.de to place a freeze on the

Non-CoPlus InService Program.
The program has been rewritten several times sinceo

The program is

presently operational with a greater number of restrictions.
The InService Program involves approximately 2,500
teachers and 450 paraprofessionals at 24 schools located
in the target areas, exclusive of the CoPlus Schools. In
the Near South target area, 1,510 administrators, teachers,
and paraprofessionals will receive the equivalent of one
hour per day training.
In the other target areas 1,400 staff members will
take part in InService, but on a less intense basisol
During the First Action Year of this program more than half of the
expected number of personnel did participate in some way in Model Cities
training programs.

The attainment of the InService objectives can be seen

1.
Chicago Model Cities Program City of Chicago, 1970), p. 21.

~
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be following quote from the Summary Evaluation Report.
Sessions in human relations and interpersonal communications were held with the faculties of a number of schoolso
Also, in most of the eligible schools Inservice programs were
planned by the faculty to meet their particular instructional
needs, of ten utilizing Board of Education or university
consultant so
For those sessions where it was requested, analyses of
the response of participants to the program indicate that the
majority of participants rated the quality of InService meetings as either verY good or good and indicated they found the
meetings helpful. 2

Teaching English !_! !. Second Language
~ High School
Teaching English as a Second Language is a program which needed to be
implemented on a secondary level in a school which the Uptown students
3

attended.

Senn High School's program on TESL services approximately 500

children per day under the direction of an administrative assistant.

The

· program at Senn provides a logical sequence of instructional objectives
for language development.

The ability to hear is a major factoro

Listening

which includes understanding, to listen with one's own heart and soul is
taught as a concentrated approach.
taken into consideration.
stiauli for listeningo

One's attention span is important and

The TESL Team bombards a high school pupil with

TheTESL Team has also set up conditions, as con-

ducive to learning as one can, through the Model Cities funding of this

2.
Summary Evaluation Report InService Training Model Cities Project,
(Chicago, Illinois: Board of Education, City of Chicago, Spring,
1971)' p. 4.

3.
Model Cities Second Action Year Program, (Chicago, Illinois:
Board of Education, City of Chicago, 1971), Part III, p. 5o
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project.

The TESL Team has also reached out further and has taken into

account the affective domain with each pupil enrolled in the program.
Discrimination among sounds is the second step in language develapment and presupposes understanding.

This the TESL Team at Senn has

accomplished through role-playing using tangible items.

The ensuing

steps are speaking, reading, and writing - making the English language
a communication tool, and at the same time, not losing their native
language.
All pupils in learning a language will begin with a sign language
and then proceed to the spoken word.

The teacher must be a good model.

During this process interaction should be on a one to one basis, and
later may move to modern devices such as tapes, films, and records.
Thanks to the Model Cities assistance many of these essential steps were
able to take place with the pupils at Senn.
The author feels that the TESL teachers should be "Anglos" so the
I

pupils may be taught the American clicbes and not the Spanish ones if the
pupils wish to remain in the United States.
The stories taught to the TESL pupils should include religious history,
family life, and mystery.

Upon reviewing the materials included in this

particular project they do

ad~quately

include these subjects.

A pre-test and a post-test were administered to fifty-one students
participating in the Model Cities TESL Program at Senn.
shown in Table

The results are

This data was attained from the Summary Evaluation

~P 0 ES,, 1!§1. Program i l ~High School, Model Cities Project, (1971).
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TABLE

Pre-Posttest Scores of TESL Pupils

On the English Structure Inventory
Number of pupils with Pre-Posttest Scores = 51

OF

NO.

ITEMS
ON TEST

PRETEST
SCORE

POSTTEST
SCORE

Responding to direct questions

11

7o94

9.20

15.87

Use of prepositions

35

19006

25.61

34.37

Question and negatives formation

21

llo38

16.26

43.76

Phrase ordering

34

25.80

30.75

19.19

Paragraph comprehension

15

7.87

12.33

56.67

Verb forms

29

14.92

18.20

21.98

SUBTEST
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To assist the pupils overcome the language barrier, the teachers are
friendly, smile frequently, and use gestures and sign language when
necessary.

Also the pupils at Senn are placed in a regular class situation

wherever and whenever possible.

Examples would be physical education, art,

music, mathematics, home room, and lunch.

Therefore, the Model Cities TESL

pupil at Senn is mixed with their own classes besides TESL.

This has been

found to speed the process in filling this language communication gap.
The program is an expansion of one already Operating at
this Uptown target area school. The program seeks to improve
the language skills of non-English speaking students, to
assist them and their families in adjusting to urban life,
and to help raise their level of achievement in school. 4
According to the b.fil!

~

Candoli Report of August, 1971, it seems

clear that the Model Cities Program at Senn High School has followed the
basic philos0phy and principles as recommended with the Report .f2!: Teaching
English

~ !,

Second Language.

The three main principles as listed within

the Report are as follows:
1. There should be maximum reliance on the child's capacity
for natural, unconscious acquisition of second-language deep
grammar when he is wholly engaged in situations where the new
language is an unemphasized means to other pleasant, significant
ends and there is no involvement of the first language.
2. Since six years of age is already s0mewhat late and
since there will inevitably be slow learners and transfer pupils,
teachers of the second language must be qualified to help the
child quickly and systematically acquire command of the deep
grammar of the new tongue. This calls for a structured presentation.

4.
Chicago Model Cities Program -

~
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One, Op. cit., p. 25

3. Since the attention of the child language learner cannot
profitably be fixed on language itself, but should be fixed beyond
language on his involvement in meaningful situations, it follows
that the teacher's structured presentation should give the effect
of natural, spontaneous languageo5
The basic teaching strategy of the TESL Team at Senn High School is
that each teacher and aide works in the classroom and language laboratory
88

if each child's entire education is dependent on her or his efforts.
Chicago, as a major city with large concentrations of non-English

speaking populations, must now consider the possibility of TESL programs in
the majority of its high schools in order to achieve equality of educational
opportunity for all its students.
Reading Center !S,

~

Upper Grade Center

The Reading Center located in the West Target Area was funded during
the fall of 1969 by the Model Cities Program.

The specific purpose of

this project was to improve the reading ability of the children attending
Hess Upper Grade Center with a variety of reading activities including
progranuned materials and textbooks specifically oriented to meet the needs
of inner city childreno

A favorable facet of this project was that only

one person would be added to the staff, a reading coordinator, and that
the regular teaching staff would operate the reading laboratories.

s.

Donald J. Leu, and I. Carl Candoli, Planning !2!:. ~ Future,
(Chicago, Illinois: Board of Education, City of Chicago,
August, 1971), po 32.
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The faculty then studied all of the new and old materials available
from educational publishers.

They then decided to

p~rchase

the material

and equipment from Educational Development Laboratories, a subsidiary of

McGraw-Hill, Publishers, "Twelve teachers received InService Training on
6
the EDL equipment during Christmas vacation 1969-1970."
The reading laboratory and twelve "mimi" laboratories were installed
during the summer of 1970.

These laboratories can accommodate approxi7

mately 2,100 children, but have only served approximately 1,500

children.

This drop in enrollment is due to the Model Cities rebuilding program.
In the fall of 1970 the faculty had a demonstration of the reading
laboratory for the parents and the Model Cities community to explain the
many facets of the new language laboratory.

Included in this demonstra-

tion were a tachistoscope, a central reader, an Aud-X, a Reading Eye
camera, and a Telebinocular.

The demonstration was very successful and

needed in the cOlllllUnity relations Model Cities program.

According to

Mr. Beverly, the chairman of the Language Arts Program, "The purpose of
the demonstration was to acquaint the Model Cities Advisory Council and
the Model Cities officials present with the operation and potential that
8

this reading clinic affords the students."

6.
Summa;:I_ Evaluation Report, Reading Center !S, !!!.!! Upper Grade
Center, Model Cities Project, (Chicago, Illinois: Board of Education,
City of Chicago, Spring, 1971), p. 3.

7.
Ibid. p. 3.

8.
Model Cities Target: !h!. Newspaper .2£.
Program, (November, 1970), p. 3.
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Joseph Lee, principal, stated that "the physical plant of the

language lab is constructed so as to allow a student to feel that he is
somebody and that he is importanto 11

9

Since the fall of 1970 the program at Hess has been in full operation.
presently all of the faculty members can operate the machinery, and the
attendance has increased over the last two years.

The true show of

success as a Boa.rd of Education member would state, comes in the reading
scores on a standardized reading test.

The Stanford Achievement Tests

were administered in October, 1970 and May, 1971.

Table I

gains in reading achieved at Hess over this period of time.

7

shows the
"The matched

scores represent those pupils for whoa it was possible to match student
identification numbers from the pretest and the posttest.

Raw score means

were computed for both pre and post test and these were then used to
10
calculate the grade equivalent gain."
"The average gain in reading reported between sixth and eighth grade
for the West Target Area on city-wide testing over the period March, 1968
(6th graders) to September, 1970 (8th graders) was 4 months over 14 months
11
of instruction.,"

9.
Ibid., p. 3.,
10.
Summary Evaluation Report, Reading Center !!, Hess Upper Grade
Center, op. cit., p. 4.
11.

Ibid., P• 6.
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TABLE

17

SUMMARY .Q!. 1!.§! SCORES FOR HESS READI:tiK; PROORAM

PARAGRAPH MEANING

Grade 7 Matched Scores
.Advanced
1
Test Level
Advanced

Mean

Mean

Gain
in GE 3

16.154
(124)

20039

.9

Prete~t

Postt~st

Grade 7 Matched and Unmatched
.Advanced

14.39

19.11 (508)

loO

Intermediate

(633)

28059 (145)

.8

17.41
(114)

22028

Grade 8 Matched
Advanced

1.0

Grade 8 Matched and Unmatched
Advanced
1.
2.
3.
4.

16089
(649)

21002 (654)

.8

Refers to Level of the Stanford Achievement Test
Expressed as the raw test score
EXpressed as years of gain in grade equivalent scores
The sample size is shown in parenthesis
This Table is taken from the Summary Evaluation Report, Reading Center

!l

~

Upper Grade Center, Model Cities Project, (Chicago, Illinois: Board

of Education, City of Chicago, 1971), Table 1.
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This type of action learning through a laboratory approach has been
ver/ successful with this particular Model Cities Project.

The answer may

be in the cooperation of the staff, or in the use of only permanent school
personnel and not in hiring newcomerso

The answer may be in the individua-

lization of instruction that has been observed at Hess and is now a goal
of the Chicago Public Schoolso

After all, we learn as individuals.

Another part to the answer of the success of this particular program is
that the teachers are using the equipment, and it does not act as storage
in the closet.
McGraw-Hill provided the InService through the Chicago area Educational
Development Laboratory distributor, paid for by Model Cities.

This in-

eluded periodic checks and assistance for all teachers using their equipment.
In an interview with Mr. Lee and Mr. Beverly at Hess, they stated
that their biggest problem is that of thef to
The Chicago Board of Education hopes to expand such a program to other
Upper Grade Centers as soon as funds become available.

The cost of in-

stalling a reading center similar to Hess's Center is approximately
$100,000 for installation and InService Training.

'
~

Breakfast Project

In two Model Cities Target Areas of Chicago, {the Near South and the
West Target Areas), a Free Breakfast Project was implemented during the
1969-1970 school yearo
are shown in Table

/8

The 35 schools represented in these Target Areas
o

In those schools which had facilities for a

hot breakfast service the students received a hot morning meal, approxi-
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TABLE

18

MODEL CITIES NON-CO-PLUS FREE BREAKFAST SCHOOLS

LAWNDALE TARGET AREA

GRAND BLVDo TARGET AREA

Bethune
Chalmers
Dvorak
Gregory
Hess UGC
Howland
Jensen
Lathrop
Lawson
Magellan EVGC
Manley UGC
Plamondon
Pope
Shepard

Beethoven
Bousf ield
Coleman and Branch
Doniat
DuSable UGC
Farren and Branch
Felsenthal and Branch
Forrestville UGC
Fuller
Hartigan
Horner
Judd
Mccorkle
Mollison
Oakenwald South
Oakland
Price
Shakespeare
Vincennes UGC
Willard
Woodson North
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1Ptltely 3 to 5 times per week, a cold morning meal the other days.

In all

other schools the students received a cold breakfast 5 times per week.
0

Tile desired outcome of the Free Breakfast Project was to guarantee
that no child need start the school day hungry.
From the date of implementation (September, 1969) through June, 1971,

"2, 913, 000 breakfasts had been served and 648 Model Area residents had
12
been employed as breakfast aides and porters."
The number of Model

Area residents employed in each school to participate in this project
varied according to the needs of each individual school.

The breakfast

aides and porters work for two and one-half hours per day.
13
Only one-third
of the children within these areas have taken advantage of this program.
As educators, we could see the possibility that this type of program
would encourage the children to attend school on a more regular basis.
According to the figures on per cent of attendance in Free Breakfast schools
there has been no evidence of this type of trend.

14
PER CENT OF ATTENDANCE
NEAR SOUTH

~

CITY

January, 1969

87.4

87.A

90~6

June, 1971

86.8

87.4

90.3

12.

Summary Evaluation Report, ~ Breakfast Program, Model Cities
Project, (Chicago, Illinois: Board of Education, City of Chicago,
Spring, 1971), p. 1.

13.
Ibid •• p. 8

14.
Ibid.

Table 1.
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The Model Cities explanation describes this program and also includes
what this particular program is lacking;
A free breakfast program similar to that offered in
the CoPlus schools is also active in 35 elementary schools in
the Near South and in the Lawndale target areaso Up to 28,000
children are fed daily in this programo However, the program
does not offer the medical and dental services forming part of
the CoPlus program. In addition to state and federal monies,
more than one million dollars is being spent by Model Cities
in this project.15
If hot breakfasts were not served in theBast and Near South Target
Areas, the additional Target Areas of Uptown and Woodlawn would be able
to participate in this projecto

No child should start the day hungry.

Saturation of Language Arts Services Project
The Saturation of Language Arts Services Project is located at the
Manley Upper Grade Center (Grades 7, 8) and the Bethune Elementary School
(Grades K-6; until July, 1969, the Bethune School was known as the ''Manley
Elementary School") located in the West Target Area.
In reviewing the development of this program, a number of discrepancies
in program contract, implementation, and cost evaluation before and during
the program are evident.

Even with these discrepancies the program bas

had an increase in reading achievement scores, which is the main goal of
the project.

15.
Chicago Model Cities Program - !.!!.!: One, op. cit., p. 25.
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The Model Cities summary of Language Arts states that:
Manley Upper Grade Center and Bethune Elementary by
a saturation of services called for a completely equipped reading
laboratory and computer reader and for a variety of specially
trained teachers and other personnel. The objective of the
project was to raise the reading and mathematic skills. Adults
from the community were encouraged to take part. 16
Within this statement mathematical skills are mentioned along with
computer assisted instruction.

According to the original contract between

the Chicago Board of Education and Model Cities, there is no mention of
mathematics skills and only one mention of a "computer Reading Aid. 11
Of the many schools to select from within the four Target Areas one
may wonder why these particular schools are chosen.

The District Super-

intendent and the Area Superintendent chose these particular schools for
the following reasons:
The average 7th grade pupil had a reading score of
4.0 in the school year 1969-1970; of the 700 pupils in 7th
grade, the median reading score was 5.1; 65 per cent of the
first graders at Hanley Elementary ~ere "probably not ready"
to begin a formal reading program. !7
Reading Laboratories were set up and became operational during the
1970-1971 school year.
school year.

Additional staff were hired during the 1969-1970

During this time before the program became operational the

additional staff assisted in the reorganization of each school which was
first required.

The selection of new materials and equipment to be pur-

chased for the school, and participation in pre-service training took place.

16.
Chicago Hodel Cities Program -

~ ~'

op. cit., p. 24.

17.

Model Cities Second
Part N, p. 266.

A~tion

Year Program, op. cit.,
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One of the major discrepancies in cost evaluation before the program
was implemented was that of rewiring both schools.

This phase of the program

should have been included in the original contract.

During the Spring of

1970 Model Cities agreed to pay for the cost of modifying and updating the
electrical services at both schools.

This then permitted full operation of

the special reading programs for September, 1970.

The approximate cost of

this modification of the facilities was $100,000.
It was an injustice to the children at both of these schools that there
was a March delivery date on the majority of the materials and equipme_nt
and nothing could be touched until September due to the faulty wiring.
The Chicago Board of Education received approval to implement this program, a Saturation of Language Arts Services, on June 25, 1969 (Board Number
69-490), though the final Model Cities approval did not take place until
January, 1970 in the amount of $324,000 for a one-year period.

During the

second year, from January, 1971 to December, 1971, the amount was decreased
to $205,000 for the equipment was to have been purchased during the first
year of the program.
Manley Upper Grade Center utilized the Educational Development Laboratories Reading System, and Bethune Elementary School utilized a combination
of reading systems.

The Stanford Achievement Tests were administered in

October, 1970 and May, 1971.

Tables I

tf , ;t 0

, and

.2.,f ,

show the gains in

reading achievement at Manley and Bethune over this period of time.
data was obtained from the Summary Evaluation Report Saturation

£!

This
Services

l2. hnprove Language !!:!§. Facilities !£. Manley Ueper Grade Center !.lli! Bethune
!!.ementary Schools, Model Cities Project, (1971).
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TABLE

/'J

SUMMARY OF TEST SCORES FOR MANU:Y

PARAGRAPH MEANIN;
Grade 7 - Matched Only
2

2

l

Pretest Mean

Test Level

-

l3o63 (408)

Advanced-Same Pre-post

4

Posttest Mean

l7o60

3

Gain in GE

08

Grade 7 - Both Matched and Unmatched
Test Level
Advanced

Pretest Mean

Posttest Mean

13.86 (585)

17.54 (533)

Pretest Mean

Posttest Mean

Gain in GE
.8

Grade 8 - Matched Only
Test Level

17.57 (406)

Advanced
Correlation coefficient

22.36

Gain in GE
.9

= 070

Grade 8 - Both Matched and Unmatched

I.

I

TestLevel

Pretest Mean

Posttest Mean

Advanced

17.27 (538)

21.89 (521)

1.

Refers to Level of the Stanford Achievement Test

2.

Expressed as the raw test score

3. Expressed as years of gain in grade equivalent scores
4.

-

The sample size is shown in parenthesis
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Gain in GE

l.O

TABLE ;tc>

SUMMARY OF TEST SCORES FOR BETHVNE
WORD MEANING

Grade 3 - Both Matched and Unmatched
2
1
Pretest Mean
Test Level
4
9.
09
(131)
Pri· II

-

2
Posttest Mean
13.49 (281)

3

Gain in GE

06

Grade 4 - Matched Only
Test Level
Intero I-Same-Pre-Post

Pretest Mean

9o09 (101)

Posttest Mean

11.15

Gain in GE
.3

Grade 4 - Both Matched and Unmatched
Test Level
Int. I

Pretest Mean

8.30 (237)

Posttest Mean

11.05 (215)

Gain in GE

.4

Grade 5 - Both Matched and Unmatched
Test Level
Int. I

Pretest Mean

9.58 (139)

Posttest Mean

14068 (94)

Gain in GE
.6

Grade 6 - Both Matched and Unmatched
Test Level
Int. II

Pretest Mean

Posttest Mean

12.00 (141)

16.68 (138)

1.

Refers to Level of the Stanford Achievement Test

2.

Expressed as the raw test score

3.

Expressed as years of gain in grade equivalent scores

4.

The sample size is shown in parenthesis
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Gain in GE

.8

.2.. I

TABLE

SUMMARY OF TEST SCORES FOR BETHUNE
PARAGRAPH MEANING
Grade 3 - Total
l

test Level

-

Pri

0

II

2

2

Pretest Mean
4
15.23 (130)

Posttest Mean

Pretest Mean

Posttest Mean

20.35 (282)

3

Gain in GE
.3

Grade 4 - Matched Only
Test Level
Int. I - Same Pre-Post

14. 70 (100)

18.19

Gain in GE

.3

Grade 4 - Both Matched and Unmatched
Test Level
Int. I

Pretest Mean

Posttest Mean

13.71 (235)

18.23 (215)

Pretest Mean

Posttest Mean

Gain in GE

.4

Grade 5 - Total
Test Level
Int. I

17.98 (139)

22.93 (94)

Pretest Mean

Posttest Mean

17. 95 (140)

22.85 (141)

Gain in GE

.7

Grade 6 - Total
Test Level
Int. II

l.

Refers to Level of the Stanford Achievement Test

2.

Expressed as the raw test score

3.

Expressed as years of gain in grade equivalent scores

4. The sample size is shown in parenthesis
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Gain in GE

.5

As a consequence of attempting to identify and utlize the best educational methods now available, the Manley and Bethune staffs have begun to
test and evaluate several techniques with inner city children.

As these

concepts are evaluated, they will be either introduced throughout the
Chicago system or discarded.
Absenteeism, Delinquency, !..ru! Truancy Project
This particular program of involving parents in school problems in the
solving of absenteeism, delinquency, and truancy in the Woodlawn Target Area
lasted less than one year.

Six neighborhood residents were hired as school

agents, and two professional school counselors were employed to counsel
the parents, teachers, and students.
The main thrust of the program was to contact parents at their homes
in the evening, and to work with children directly during the day on the
streets of the Woodlawn community.
In a comparison of case loads of comparable personnel made by the

Chicago Board of Education, the Department of Research and Evaluation, it

was shown that under this particular project a counselor only saw an average
of 12 cases per year where as a city high school counselor saw 350+ per
18

year.
Therefore, they found this program unsatisfactory and it was not
refunded.

18.
Summary Evaluation Report, Involvement

-2.!

Parents .!.!! Solving Problems

.2! Absenteeism, Delinquency, and Truancy, Model Cities Project, (Chicago,
Illinois:

Board of Education, City of Chicago, 1971) Table 5.
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Residential Environmental Intervention School
The Residential Environmental Intervention School Model Cities project
was first designed as a planning grant.

The planning team, or ccmmittee

was comprised of parents and school personnel, and chaired by the District
Superintendent of District 23 in the Near South Target Area.

The residen-

tial school was to be for children of a deprived home environment.

I
r

ing to the committee the plan has been completed.

Accord-

Presently it is sitting

in some file and not available.
This project has been tabled in a planning grant, which never got off
the ground.

Very little monies were spent in this project and yet it

caused a great many headaches for a large nlllilber of people.

The main im-

pediment to its progress stems from a sociological standpoint.

Society

is not ready and may never be ready to accept residential live-in schools
as the answer for low socio-economic environmental gaps found in children.
In the social structure of the late sixties and early seventies, society

does not accept the concept of taking the child away from the parent except
in rare circumstances.
Summer Programs
More than $400,000 has been funded for Operation
Facelift, a Model Cities school beautification program
to create an attractive, clean climate more conducive
to effective learning for pupils of target area schools,
it was announced by Erwin France ••• Ferguson Jenkins,
f ireballing pitcher for the Chicago Cubs baseball team,
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--will level his fast ball at a pane of the new (window)
material in a testof its effectiveness. The pane did
not break.19
The Model Cities Summer Programs have been a combination of continuing
the regular winter programs and for non-recurring items such as windows,
health mobiles, etc.

The Summer Programs have been attainable through the

reprogramming of projected salvage funds from the regular. CoPlus and NonCoPlus Model Cities Programs.

Additional funds were allocated from Model

Cities for non-recurring expenditures.
The Summer CoPlus Program has been individualized to meet each Target
Area's community needs along with a continuation of the regular school year
coPlus Program.

All seven CoPlus Schools have dedicated a good portion of

each summer to instructional improvement programs in improving the teaching
of reading for teacher aides, teachers, and instructional team leaders.

~

The Schomes facilities were purchased outright rather than lease-

1

l
j

purchasing over a four year period.

~

The Martin Luther King, Jr., High School faculty had an eight week
staff development program.
Operation Facelift was a beautification and window replacement program
for Target Area schools.

Each CoPlus school was landscaped, and painted

internally and externally, a safety-anti-vandalism device installed, and
all broken windows were replaced with lexon glass.

All broken windows

counted in other Target Area schools by a specific date in May were also
"•

replaced.

19.
Courier, August, 1970.
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The Summer Programs provided for the purchase of two Health Mobiles
~bich

would service the four Chicago Model Cities Target Areas.

The

installation of food service equipment took place in many Target Area
schools participation in serving a free breakfast to the children.

The

installation of the special wiring and modification of facilities for the
reading Laboratories financed through the Model Cities Program was also
accomplished during Sunnner Programs.
All concerned with the Chicago Model Cities Programs have been grateful
for the Summer Programs for it has been a way in which all loose ends have
been tied.
Conclusion
The objectives of the Non-CoPlus Model Cities Program has been to
give relief to other than CoPlus Target Area Schools.

There has been

both success and a need for change felt from these programso
of change is desperately needed in these four Target Areas:
Lawndale, Grand Blvd., and Woodlawn.

The concept
Uptown,

The Non-CoPlus Program did not have

enough monetary allotment to reach every child, but what it was able to
accomplish was beneficial.
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CHAPTER V
1!m, READIN; PRQJECT

The Model Cities Reading Project was originally composed of three
parts:

1. The Performance Contract;

and, 3. The Task Force Reading Teams.

2. The Home Visiting Reading Teams;
Chicago Model Cities Demonstration

Agency did not approve of this particular program in total, and therefore
began the funding process in part.
The Board of Education and Chicago Model Cities Demonstration Agency
first agreed on approval of the Performance Contract.

A Management

Conmittee was arranged consisting of Model Cities Target Area residents,
Chicago Model Cities Demonstration Agency employees, Board of Education
members and employees, Chicago Teachers Union representatives, and Great
Cities School Committee representatives.

The committee known as the

Management Committee then elected subcommittees to:
mance contracting;

1. Research perfor-

2. Develop a request for proposal (RFP); and, 3. Make

an on-the-spot visit to a performance contract school.
The research subcommittee reported to the Management Committee their
findings concerning performance contracts nationwide.

The Request For

Pr0posals was developed in "Draft" form and 'submitted to the Management
CODlnittee in the fall of 1970.

The Request For Proposals was then dis-

tributed to all publishers and interested persons.

The list for distri-

bution was received from the Great Cities Schools Committee so every
company in the nation was taken into consideration.
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The Request For Proposals asked for two specific different types of
proposalso

The first request was for an auditing contractor, who would

be responsible for auditing the instructional contractor, and the second

request was for the instructional contractoro

School data, both demo-

graphic and academic, were included in the requesto

The bidders then had

a deadline for proposals.

The auditing contractor's deadline for proposals
1
was "12:00 noon Central Standard Time, December 21, 1970".
The instructional contractor's deadline was "12:00 noon Central Standard Time,
2

January 4, 1971."
The Management Committee also discussed the involvement of a management support group contractor as a third phase of the performance contract.

A decision was ma.de against such a group due to reasons of expense, and
secondly, the Board of Education members present felt that there were
enough administrative personnel to handle this portion of the program.
The following factors were utilized in evaluating the proposals
submitted to the Performance Contract Management Committee:

I.
II.

General Features of the Proposal
Ao Presentation and Organization
B. Stylistic
Soundness of Approach
A. Technical
B. Socio-Political/Technical
c. General Factors

l.

Model Cities, Guaranteed Reading Achievement, (Chicago: Board
of Education, City of Chicago, November, 1970), P• 30.

2.
Ibid., p. 19
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III.

IV.

v.

Most Favorable Pricing Arrangement
A. Acceptable methods of cost reimbursement
B. Account Cost broken into the following categories:
1. Start-up
2. Capital outlay
3. Operating, actual and opportunity
Past Performance and Technical Ability of Contractor
Organizational Coamitment
A. High level corporate support
B. Investment of time and other resources in
planning proposal
C. Corporate attitude toward the project
D. If consortium, clarity of lines of
responsibility drawn
E. Extent of "other" operations and over-commitment
F. Willingness to meet conditions and constraints
of Chicago Board of Education, Chicago
Teachers Union, and the Model Cities Agency
G. Ability t.o perform on "extras". 3

The auditing contractor was the first selected, then the instructional
contractor was selected.

The auditor gave advise concerning the instruc-

tional contractors who submitted bids, but they did not have a vote.

The

results were submitted to the Management Coamittee, .the Board of Education,
and the Model Cities Chicago Demonstration Agency for approval.

The basic

criteria for selection was the use of classroom teachers, turnkey, and to
meet the specific needs of the individual child.

The auditing contractor,

a private New York firm, and the instructional contractor, Learning
Research Associates, were selected after a great deal of review.
The original request was for the following schools and grade levels
to be contract reading laboratories:

13, Farren;

Intermediate Grade Levels:

District 14, Scott (later replaced by Fiske);

3.
Ibid., pp. 100-102.
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District

District 23,

Woodson North, and Judd;

Kindergarten; District 19, Lawson, Chalmers, and

4
pope; District 23, Mollison and Shakespeare; and District 24, Stewart.
table

.22.

shows the performance contract schools and the comparison schools.

The performance contract did not acquire full implementation until
September, 1971.

With the delay in implementation and the many changes

that occur in developing new programs this component of the Reading Project
bad no change in school sites.

These specific schools and grade levels

were selected by the respective District Superintendents with the cooperation of the principals and the coamunitieso

This gave each school the

opportunity to submit the program to their faculties for approval whether
or not they wished to partake in such a program.
The performance contract program offered the following features as
stated in the Model Cities Reading Project Board Report, Number 70-995:
1.

The Program allows for the demonstration and
trial of costly new instructional systems
with the risk being borne by the contractor.

2.

Chicago public school trachers will be trained
and will teach in the program so that at the
conclusion of the contract they will have a
trained staff, assuming the contract is
successful, to continue the procedureo

3.

The three components of the program provide
for checks and balances; they will be three
separate groups; management and support staff;
the performance contractor; and the auditing
contractoro

4.
James F. Redmond, Superintendent of Schools, Board of Education,
£!.t_y .2f Chicago Model Cities Second Action ~ ReadinS-Project,
(Chicago, Board of Education, City of Chicago, June, 1971), p. 19.
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PERFORMANCE CONTRACT SCHOOLS

INTERMEDIATE STUDENTS

-

KINDERGARTEN

District 13 - Near South
f;rget Area

District 19 - West
Target Area ·

Farren

Lawson
Chalmers
Pope

District 14 - Mid South
Target Area

District 23 - Near South
Target Area

Fiske

Mollison
Shakespeare

District 23 - Near South
Target Area

District 24 - North
Target Area

Woodson North

Stewart

Judd

CQil>ARISON SCHOOLS

INTERMEDIATE

KINDERGARTEN

District 13
Beethoven

•.

~.

,\

R.istrict 14

District 23

Carnegie

Felsenthal

JU.strict 23

District 10

Mollison
Price

Dvorak
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4.

Educational policy determination is retained
by the school system because it is built into

the specifications upon which the contractor
must bid.
5.

A research design is built into the contract
that can produce hard data.

6.

Provision is made for pre and post testing
on standardized tests, and for interim testing from a pool of items measuring performance
in specific objectives.

7.

Retention one year later is a requirement of
the specifications.

Dr. Alan Cohen who designed the program for Learning Research Associates,
came to Chicago and discussed the particular objectives of this program with
the Chicago Board of Education, the District and Area superintendents
involved, the principals, the faculty from whom the laboratory teachers would
be selected, and the communities involved.
The Chicago Teachers Union was involved from the beginning to the end.
Unions are basically against performance contracting, but what Chicago is
doing is within union guidelines.
In February, 1971, a group of 15 members from the Management Committee
made an on•site visit to the Norfolk, Virginia school system.

This sub-

committee met with the Superintendent, and the Assistant Superintendent in
charge of Curriculum.

The subcommittee visited two schools with perform-

ance contract laboratories which were cperated by Learning Research
Associates.

The auditing contractor for Virginia is the State University.

Of the two laboratories which were visited, one was located in an elementary
school and serviced approximately 120 children per day.

L
~· .
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The second was

,
"

.

iocated in a high school and serviced fewer childreno

The outcome in

Norfolk, Virginia has been significantly successful.
Learning Research Associates began their program in Chicago in
September, 1971.

The reading laboratories were equipped with special

111&terials and text books at a wide range of reading levels.
teachers were selectedo

The laboratory

The Associate Superintendent of .Educational Program

planning, Mrs. Evelyn Carlson, stated in an interview, that she was pleased
with LearningResearch Associates.

The only difficulties were that Learning

Research Associates did not have sufficient materials, adequate in terms
of numbers at the full range of reading abilities of the children; and
secondly that there was no Inservice training of the classroom. teachers.
There was pre-service training for the laboratory teachers during the first
week of school in September, 19710

This training seemed to be very

adequateo
The second phase of the Reading Project, the "Home Visiting Reading
Teams" was late in being funded.

This was due to controversies about the

program between the Chicago Board of Education and the Chicago Model Cities
Demonstration Agencyo
of the program.

The conmrunity, too, was not receptive to this phase

The original concept was for Reading Teams composed of

a teacher and a community teacher aide to visit the homes of children having
difficulties in the language arts dicipline in District 19.

During the

visit with the parents the Reading Team would provide them with special
1118.terials and instruction for tutoring their own children in readingo

l
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The District Superintendent of District 19 and the teachers had high

hopes for this component of the Reading Project.

The program which offi-

cially began in January, 1972, was completely implemented by September,
19 72.

The schools of major concentration in the West Target Area are

Chalmers and Plamondon.
According to the program design for the Reading Project, there are
three Home Visiting Reading Teams.

Each team is composed of a Reading

Improvement Teacher and a Reading Aide.

The Reading Improvement Teachers

all have a Master's degree and at least three years of successful teaching

experience.

All Reading Aides are Model Cities Target Area residents.

'£he third phase of the Reading Project, the "Task Force Reading
teams" as stated in the original design, was later dropped.

Each team

would have been composed of from two to six reading teachers and one
reading aide.

The Reading Teams would then have been assigned to six of

the seven district of fices in the four Model Cities Target Areas.

The

Teams would have then visited each Target Area school as demonstration
teams in the language arts discipline.
In place of the "Task Force Reading Teams" the Chicago Board of
Education placed a reading comparison program in the design of June, 1971.
This particular component of the Reading Project was referred to as a
"C omparison of Methods of Teaching Reading II •

The schools selected to

participate in this phase of the program are shown in Table

The

reading program selected by each school was to be either a basic program,

--
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TABLE

SCHOOLS, GRADE LEVELS AND METHODS INCLUDED IN
CCMPARISON OF METHODS OF TEACHING READING

-

DISTz

1

SCHOOL

I

GRADES

Gregory

' Jensen

11

' Dvorak

Di star
RFP

7
2

200
60

Pl
PZ

Di star
Fountain Valley
Teacher Support
Syso in Reading

3

90

3

90

4

RFP

6

180

PZ

RFP
RFP

5
10

175
350

McGraw-Hill
Sullivan
RFP

3
1

4

RFP

2

100
30
60

Pl
Pl
PZ
4
PZ
4

RFP

4
4
2
4
1
3

110
120
60
120
25
95

3
2
2
3
1

RFP

6
5

100
62
60
60
25
108
245
200

Ha!J?er Row

4

135

RFP

5

155

I

Beethoven

4.

13

4

' Mccorkle
1

PZ

Carnegie

' Dumas

19

' Shepard
Doniat

23

NUMBER
OF
PUPILS

Pl
PZ

8

14

NUMBER
OF
ROCMS

I

1

10

PROOF.AM
C<l1M ITMEfil

',
I

Fuller
Price

4
I

I Oakland
, (Dist. 11)

PZ
4
Pl
PZ
4

Pl
4

Brennemann

RFP

RFP
RFP
RFP
RFP
McGraw-Hill
Sullivan
RFP

RFP
Di star
RFP
HarEer Row
Scott Foresman

3

I

24

Mccutcheon
' Trumbull

Pl
4
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a basic program plus a supplementary program, or a system approach.

If

in·service time was necessary, it was to be supplied by the publisher.
This program has never been funded.
Special problems were forseen in the measurement of achievement of
pupils in the performance contract schools.

Both the instructional

contractor and the auditing contractor had to carefully specify payment
plans.

These plans included methods for rewarding the instructional

contractor for students tested as "ready to read" at the end of the year,
and for rewarding the contractor for reading achievement as demonstrated
on standardized achievement tests.

Safeguards.were built in to prevent

the contractor from forcing reading instruction on individual children
before such instruction is appropriate.

Consideration was given to

tests of school learning ability - intelligence tests • in establishing
baseline abilities.

Also, consideration was given to the use of control

groups as a basis for establishing gains.
The auditing contractor as the result of pre and post tests utilized
the scale specified in the instructional contract.

The auditing con·

tractor evaluated the achievement of all objectives of the program
including changes in attitude and skills of both teachers and students.
The performance contract is the major development of the Reading
Project.

The greatest educational aspect has been the acceptance of

criterion reference testing besides standardized achievement testing by
the Model Cities communities.

The performance contractor and the Chicago
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Board of Education agreed in advance on the criterion procedure.

The

specific objectives and test items were turned over to the auditing contractor by the instructional contractor, Learning Research Associates.
The auditing contractor then validated each criterion test question
against the performances directly indicated by the objectives.

A large

number of test items were developed for each objective that directly
measures the increase in skill or understandingo

For each objective,

the item pool of test questions covers all aspects of the objective.

A

separate sample of items are drawn for each testing period.
Combining this procedure with the use of the standardized achievement tests is how the payment scale is fixedo

Perhaps some critics will

say that the contractor will do a better job than the classroom teachers

are doing.

But the classroom teachers do not all have aides, and expen-

sive equipment to assist them.
$100,000 per laboratory.
of publishing houses.

The contractor has spent approximately

The materials and equipment is from a variety

The laboratory aides which were employed were all

Model Cities residents.
One of the greatest assets that the perf orma.nce contract in Chicago
bas is that of motivation.

The teachers in the program wanted to be

involved in such a program, and the company wanted to be involved.

The

students enjoy having the extra help from adults, and they enjoy the new
and modern machinery.

The students are also very pleased with the indi-

vidual attention which each child receives.
The evaluation for the first year of the performance contract will not
be available for some time (November-December, 1972) but should be very
lnteresting to observe.
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CHAPTER VI

SALIENT CCMPARISONS

to

other

Model Cities Educational Programs
In reviewing seventeen of the sixty-three cities in addition to
Chicago inyolved in the educational component of Model Cities Programs, we
find many similarities and many differences.

The Superintendent of Schools

of each of the sixty-three cities was contacted (see appendix for a copy
of the letter).

This accounts for a twenty-eight per cent response.

following cities replied:
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Baltimore, Maryland
Dade County, Miami, Florida
Dayton, Ohio
Detroit, Michigan
Duluth, Minnesota
Fresno, California
Hawaii, State of
Hartford, Connecticut
Highland Park, Michigan
Hoboken, New Jersey
New Haven, Connecticut
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The

I

r

-New York, New York
Norfolk, Virginia
Portland, Oregon
Seattle, Washington
Toledo, Ohio
All of the above cities Model Cities Educational Programs will be
discussed within this Chaptero

The only exception is Portland, Oregon,

whose Model Cities Program consists only of Preschool Education.

Major

comparisons with the Chicago Model Cities Educational Programs will be made
wherever possible.
Tables244 B , C , D , E , show programs which have similar objectives
to the Chicago Program objectives.

All cities have an administrative com-

ponent, either listed as a separate project, or included within the other
projectso

Another comparison is that all Model Cities programs have a

Career Opportunities program which is an essential part of Model Cities.
Involved with the Career Opportunities Program in every city is a free
educational opportunity.

This is where a Model Cities resident employed

in a Model Cities Program is entitled to a free education.

They may enroll

in colleges and universities of their choice, and are reimbursed for their
tuition and books, and in addition receive a stipend.
It is noteworthy to observe community involvement in all Model Cities
programs.

In some cities this is seen through a community school or center,

in other areas through flexible scheduling, community colleges, community
school councils, or through corrmunity guidance programs.
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TABLE 24A
Salient Comparisons
to

CITY

Chicago

CO-PLUS
ADMINISTRATION

NEW CAREERS

TEAM TEACHING

Albuquerque,
New Mexico

Environmental
Awareness

Baltimore,
Maryland

(written into
each component)

Innovative
Team

Dade County,
Miami, Florida

Career
Opportunity

Community
Centered
Individualized
Instruction

Dayton,
Ohio

Career
Opportunity

Detroit,
Michigan

Project
READ

Project
READ

Duluth,
Minnesota

Get Set Go
(Similar to
CoPlus

Get Set Go

Fresno,
California
Hawaii,
State of

Career
Opportunity
Nanakuli Model
School
(Similar to a
CoPlus School)

Hartford,
Connecticut
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Project
READ

TABLE 24A continued

CO-PLUS
ADMINISTRATION

NEW CAREERS

TEAM

Highland Park
Michigan

ParaProfessional

Aladdin's
Lamp

Hoboken,
New Jersey

Career and
College Services

CITY

New Haven,
Connecticut

Administrative
Office

School
Connnunity
Tutorial Team

New York,
New York

Academic
Opportunity

Norfolk,
Virginia

Instructional
Improvement
and Support
Services

Seattle,
Washington

Toledo,
Ohio

TEACH!~

Career
Opportunity
SCoPE
Model Cities
Educational
Coordinating
Planning Center
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TABLE 24B
Salient Comparisons
to Chicago
PARENT TEAM
PLANNING

CCMMUNITY
CITY

SCHOOL

Albuquerque,
New Mexico

Environmental
Awareness

Baltimore,
Maryland

Pupil
Personnel
Teams

Dade County,
Miami, Florida

Community
School

AUDIO
VISUAL

Staff
Development

High
Intensity
Learning

Dayton,
Ohio

Educational
Services to
Children

Detroit,
Michigan

Project

Project

Project

READ

READ

READ

Duluth,
Minnesota

Community
School

Fresno,
California
Hawaii,
State of

Waianae Educa!i.£11!!.l_C!.Il!e.!: _
Kalihi-Palama
Educational
Center

Parent
Advisory
Kalihi-Palama

Hartford,
Connecticut
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TABLE 24B continued

CITY'

CCMMUNITY'
SCHOOL

PARENT TEAM
PIANNING

AUDIO
VISUAL

Highland Park,
Michigan
Hoboken,
New Jersey
'

New Haven,
Connecticut

New York,
New York

School
Connnunity
Tutorial
Team

Connnunity
Involvement

Parent

Multi-Skills
Laboratory
]!O£k!l!O.h_ile_!
Adult Educational Vans

1,~d~r_!h,!p_

Clerical
Training
Norfolk,
Virginia

Multi-Media

f e,!'!t~r- ___

Flexible
Organization
.2,f_S£.h.Q.O!s_
School -Community

Mobile
Curriculum
Resources

Seattle,
Washington
Toledo,
Ohio

'
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TABLE 24C
Salient Comparisons

.

to Chicago

CITY

NUTRITION
HEALTH

SCH CME
PRESCHOOL

INSERVICE

Albuquerque,
New Mexico

Kindergarten
Project

Kindergarten
Project

Kindergarten
Project

Baltimore,
Maryland

Staff
Development

Dade County,
Miami, Florida

High Intensity
Learning
E_rogra!!! ___
Community Centered Individualized Instruction

Dayton,
Ohio
Detroit,
Michigan

Project
READ

Duluth,
Minnesota

Get Set Go

Fresno,
California
Hawaii,
State Of
Hartford,
Connecticut

Early Childhood
Education

~
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TABLE 24C continued

CITY
Highland Park,
Michigan

SCH CME
PRESCHOOL

NUTRITION
HEALTH
Turn On

Aladdin's

Lamp
Day Care

Hoboken,
New Jersey
New Haven,
Connecticut

INSERVICE

Hot Lunch

New York,
New York
Norfolk,
Virginia

Flexible
Organization
of Schools

Seattle,
Washington

Early Childhood
Education
Centers

Toledo,
Ohio

Early Childhood
Education
f_r.2,8!.am-£Atif. _
Model Cities
Preschool
Centers

~
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Model Cities
Educational
Coordinating
Planning
Center

TABLE 24D

Salient Comparisons
to

CITY

TESL

Chicago

Ll\NGUAGE
ARTS

FREE
BREAKFAST

A.D. T.

Albuquerque,
New Mexico
Baltimore,
Maryland

Staff
Development

Pupil
Personnel
Teams

Dade County,
Miami, Florida

High
Intensity
Learning

Project
Re-Entry

Dayton,
Ohio

Educational
Services to
Children

Counseling
Project

Detroit,
Michigan

Project

Duluth,
Minnesota

Emerson
School
1e!.r.!!i.lliL
Central Experience
Center

READ

Fresno,
California

Expanded
GuidanceCounseling

Hawaii,
State of

ll8

RESIDENTIAL
SCHOOL

.....-

TABLE 240 continued

.
I.ANGUAGE

ARTS

TESL

CITY
Hartford,
Connecticut

Bilingual
Education

FREE
BREAKEAST

Turn On

Neighborhood
Education
Center

Hoboken,
New Jersey

New Haven,
Connecticut

Spanish
History
Cultural

_Be!_din.& .§.kjJls
Di star

£.ent~r-

Bilingual

New York,
New York
Norfolk,
Virginia

Dropout
Prevention

Seattle,
Washington

Extended
Services

Toledo,
Ohio

-.

-c• - ,. •

RESIDENTIAL
SCHOOL

Reading is
Fun-Damental
Aladdin's
Lamp

Highland Park,
Michigan

A.D.To

.. -- ---- - ...
-

High School MC
ResourceBreakfast
Learning
Center
,

.......

... ...

-·· ..
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MC Educational
Coordinating
Planning
CenterCounseling

TABLE 24E

Salient Comparisons
Projects Other Cities Have Which Chicago Does Not
CITY

PROJECTS

Albuquerque,
New Mexico

Scholarship Fund
Curriculum Development under Environmental Awareness
Demonstration Kindergarten

Baltimore,
Maryland

School-Community Council Advisory Board Project

Dade County,
Adult Consume":' Education Project
Miami, Florida
Dayton,
Ohio

Visitation of Black American's Vocational Education
Long-Range Planning

Detroit,
Michigan
Duluth,
Minnesota

Indian Education Advisor

Fresno,
California

Potential Teachers Training and Orientation
Supportive Services
Vocational, Promotion, and Services for Disadvantaged
Youth of the MC Area

Hawaii,
State of

English Language + Cultural Orientation Center
Nanakuli Model School
Curriculum Devel0pment and Evaluation Task
Force Component
Learning Center
Pacific Cultural Heritage Devel0pment
Teacher Training
Project Coordinator
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TABLE 24E continued
CITY

PROJECTS

Hartford,
Connecticut

Community Scholarship

Highland Park,
Michigan
Hoboken,
New Jersey

ASP IRA program
Community College Project
STEP

New Haven,
Connecticut

Afro-American Resource Center
SEEK-OUT
Social Studies Project
Community Technical Media Arts Project
Transition Room
Para-Professional Aide in the Guidance Department
Physical Education Program
Special Elementary Education for the Disadvantaged

New York,
New York

Bus Trip Program
Education Information Center
College Academy
Bookmobile
Adult Education Vans Program
Educational Television Project
Satellite Radio Station
Mobile Theater Program

Norfolk,
Virginia

The Transition School
Happenings Program

Seattle,
Washington

Middle Schools Special Funding

Toledo,
Ohio

High School Resource and Learning Center
MC Home Maintenance and Repair - Industrial Arts
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A third compairson to be noted is that almost all cities are interested in developing and implementing preschool education centers.

Through

the early education centers each city is involving the parents in adult
educational activities.
We will now review sixteen of the Model Cities.
1

Albuquerque, New Mexico
Scholarship Fund
The Scholarship Fund provides financial assistance including scholarships and stipends to Model Neighborhood Area residents to the University
of New Mexico, the University of Aibuquerque, and the Albuquerque TechnicalVicational Institute.

This program also provides tutoring and counseling

services for scholarship recipients.
Environ~ental Awar~

The Environmental Awareness component has assisted in developing an
environmental awareness curriculwn for elementary and junior high school
students who attend Model Neighborhood schools.
Kindergarten
This component of Model Cities has increased the exposure of the Model
Neighborhood children to educational experiences through a Kindergarten
Program.

1.

Education, (Albuquerque, New Mexico:
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Board of Education, 1972).

TABLE 25

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

Model Cities Educational Budget

$111, 190

Scholarship Fund
Environmental Awareness

136,340

Kindergarten

$293,800

TO!AL

.!!Q!!:

46,270

Figures are based on an estimated yearly
average for each componento The dollar
amounts shown are only the Model Cities
share for each component.

,
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2
Baltimore, Maryland
Baltimore Model Cities Pilot Schools Project
This program has been implemented in six public schools in Baltimore
City:

James McHenry; Johnston Square Community School; Sir Robert Eden;

George Street; John Eager Howard; and Gilmoro

These six. schools are all

elementary schoolso
The staff includes six principals, five assistant principals, 180
teachers, 136 aides, 24 teachers' assistants, 58 building staff, 6 counselors,
6 social workers, 6 parent liaison workers, 6 home visitors, one psychologist,
and 13 members of a staff development Innovation Team.
These pilot schools are the focus of initial and concentrated effort.
Other schools in surrounding areas have been reached by the Model Cities
efforts on a planned sequence basis.
The main goal of the Baltimore Model Cities Pilot Schools Project is
fourfold:
1.

To improve the performance level of the Model
Neighborhood children;

2.

To provide a favorable learning environment and
a positive attitude toward self and learning;

2.
~Program,

(Baltimore, Maryland: Model Cities Agency, 1972).
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........-

3.

To improve the achievement level of all
Model Neighborhood children;

4.

To improve the school community relations.

The Baltimore Model Cities Pilot Schools Project has three major
components.

The staff deveiopment component has directed itself at

improving the educational staff.

The Pupil Personnel Component is in

the process of developing methods to provide counseling support to the
Model Neighborhood children.

And 1 the Community Participation Component

has focused on organizing Model Cities Area residents into effective
groups which are tb positively interact with the schools.
The financial figures for Baltimore Model Cities Educational Component
is approximately $4,500 1 000 per year.
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3

Dade County Public Schools
Miami, Florida
gomrounity-Centered Individualized Instruction
This program has been intended to provide relevant learning experiences
for Model City students through individualized instructional programs; inservice training for teachers in the use of methods and materials necessary
for the success of the program; inter-personal relationships sessions to
develop positive teacher attitudes toward paraprotessionals and students;
and vocational and pre-vocational exploratiQns.
Career Opportunity Program
This program allows teachers in the Model City area who work with
para-professionals in the Model City neighborhoods to participate in six
weeks of intensive curriculum development during each sunnner.
Conmunity School
The Community School program offers educational opportunities to
adult residents of the Model Cities area.

Course offerings include

remedial education, sports, sewing, cooking, and other homemaking skills
and health and grooming courseso
High Intensity Learning Program
A reading laboratory has been established where project students
receive at least one hour of individually prescribed reading instruction

3.

Project ED-1: Innovations !a Education, (Miami, Florida:
Dade County Public Schools, 1972).
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daily.

The program enables the teacher to determine what skills each

student needs to learn and to prescribe the specific learning activities.
Two additional programs have been recommended and are awaiting
funding.
~

They are:

Consumer Education

The conswner education television series will focus on common consumer problems and will be coordinated with the Dade County Schools and
the Model Cities Consumer Services Project to insure a complete consumer
educational program.
Project P.e-Entry
This program is aimed at adults whose skills are too low to enable
them to successfully enter other training programs.

At the completion

of the program, participants will be referred to other helping agencies
for additional academic training or job training.
The Total Budget for the Dade County Public Schools for Model Cities
Educational Projects per year is approximately $751,800.
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4
Dayton, Ohio
Visitation of Black Americans
Funds are available to bring famous black Americans to Dayton schools
to provide positive images of success.
counseling
In 1969-70 ten college interns worked in two schools; 1971-72 thirty
Urban Corps interns worked in nine local schools providing aid and information to Model Area
was established.

resident~o

In 1970-71 a Black Cultural Center

This program was expanded during the 1971-72 school

year using additional funds.
Career Opportunity Program
Eighty-seven residents are working to obtain a teaching degree while
working as teacher assistants in Model Cities schoolso
Connnunity Schools
This program involves keeping the schools open from four in the
afternoon until nine in the evening in the Model Cities Target Areaso
Here people can enjoy a wide range of activities such as basketball,
French, GED preparation, upholstering, cooking, driver education, and a
host of other activities.
Target Area residentso

•

~

Classes are free, and open to all Model Cities

Through the Conmunity schools, they hope to pro-

Dayton Model Cities Education, (Dayton, Ohio:
Education, 1972)0
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Board of

vide a range of services from preschool to college education within walking distance of one's home.
Educational Services !.2_ Children
Staff work with children and teachers in the Model Area schools to
provide new equipment, and start new programs so that Model Neighborhood
Area children can learn more ef fectivelyo
Vocational Education
Citizens have asked for much more vocational education in the schools
of Dayton.

One example of the way in which community schools can do this

is through data processing courses.

Dayton, Ohio's Model Cities provided

this program in schools free sponsored by the National Cash Register
Companyo

About twenty-five people were enrolled in a beginning course.

They hope to add additional courses of this sort.

1£.1',?g_-R.ange Planning
Another aspect of the Educational Component in Dayton, Ohio is
long-term planning.
Target Area.

They are working to bring additional resources to the

The Educational Component is one of the few Model Cities

groups doing extensive long-range program development outside of the
Department of Housing and Urban Development.

This type of planning is

particularly important to replace Model Cities funds that will soon run
out.
Dayton also has a great number of other programs in the making, such
as a University without Walls, and an experimental Library.
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TABLE 26
Dayton, Ohio
Model Cities Educational Budget

Visitation of Black Americans

$ 35,000
60,000

Counseling
Career Opportunity Program

179,000

Community Schools*
Educational Services to Children
Vocational Education**
$25,000 per school

TOTAL

*

Actual dollar allocation was not made available.

**

Number of schools involved in this component was
not made available.

NOTE:

Figures are based on an estimated yearly average for
each component. The dollar amounts shown are only
the Model Cities share for each component.
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5
Detroit, Michigan

project™.
Project READ was launched in the Model Cities schools in Navember,
19690

At that time Behavioral Research Laboratories, the publishers of

the Sullivan materials, sent several consultants to the involved schools
to conduct inservice training in the use of the Sullivan materials.
The publishers claim that Project READ is different from other
reading programs in providing a complete reading programo

This program

includes the training of administrators, teachers, and para-professionals
to use the Sullivan materials properlyo
The package program also includes parent-community involvement
programs.

This is an essential part of any Model Cities program.

The Behavioral Research Laboratories-Sullivan materials combine a
linguistic decoding approach with programmed learning.

The child works

at his own pace, experiences success, and receives positive reinforcement
as his reading improves.
The Detroit Department of Research and Devel0pment seems very
content with Project READo

According to the evaluations the personnel

and the Model Neighborhood Communities are satisfied and actively involved in their Projecto

5.
~

k

Brief ~ry of the Model .£!!!..~ Prl')ject READ, (Detroit,
Michigan: Board of Education, 1972).

lll

The Detroit Model Cities Educational Program has since discontinued
the services of Behavioral Research Laboratories.

As of the present

time each community council now selects their individual reading programs
according to their own preference.

The name also has been changed from

"Project READ" to the i:Detroit Model Cities Educational Program."
The amount allocated per year for this program is approximately
$2, 000, ooo •

..._

l
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6'

Duluth, Minnesota
The projects for the Duluth Model Cities Educational Component for
the 1971-72 school year were:

Get Set, Go; Emerson School Learning

Center; Indian Education Advisor; Central High School Experience Center;
and, The Community Schoolo

These projects have been built over the

previous three years with one supplementing the other.
The budget allocations for these projects has been over $500,000
per yearo

In elementary education, emphasis has been placed on a five year
program to revise the curriculum and instructional methodso

The project

called Get Set, Go provides medical, nutritional, and social services
as well as an innovative academic component for all preschool through
grade six children in the Model Cities Target area elementary schools.
Emerson School Learning Center
The Emerson School Learning Center houses teaching resource materials
'

and conmunity meeting facilities.
Indi~

Education Advisor

To attempt to lower the drop-out rate among American Indian students,
an Indian Education Advisor works with Indian families to encourage

Education Panel Problems and Causes, (Duluth, Minnesota:
Board of Education, 1972)0
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continued educationo

In order to reduce the rate of absenteeism,

students must be motivated to learn in the school setting.

-

central High School Experience Center
The Experience Center is a new learning environment for students

about to drop out of schoolo

Also those frustrated by a failure to

achieve success within the normal classroom curriculum are programmed
into the Experience Centero
community School
The Community School Project opened all five public schools in
the Model

~ities

Target area to use by the communityo

Adult basic educa-

tion, recreation for grade school and teenage children, courses in arts
and crafts, and facilities for civic and social programs are offered.
Emphasis has been placed on providing a wide variety of activities and
programs to encourage the abilities and interests of residents of all
ages.
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7

Fresno, California
The budget allocations for these projects has been approximately
$250,000 per year.
Career -Opportunities Program
The Career Opportunities Program provides on the job work experience
plus a college training program for forty model neighborhood residents
who work as classroom aides in the Fresno City Unified School District.
The training is designed to upgrade the skills and job classifications
of the trainees and at the same time, to provide the financial means for
project participants to pursue college work toward a degree and teacher
certification.
Expanded Guidance and Counseling Project
The Expanded Guidance and Counseling Project attempts to achieve the
central objective of helping the disadvantaged Model Cities Neighborhood
chil<lren to go on to higher education with sufficient support to reasonably expect him to benefit from the experience.
Thirty student counselors have been selected from Model Neighborhood
students

partici~ating

in the Fresno State College Work-Study Program.

They are paid on a contractual basis and at an hourly rate by Fresno State

7.
Fresno Model Cities Program, Project Information Sheet,
Third Year, (Fresno, California: Board of Education, 1972).
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college.

In the secondary schools of the Model Cities Target Areas, the

student counselors are utilized on the basis of one student counselor for
thirty students.
potential-Teachers Training and Orientation Project
The Potential-Teachers Training and Orientation Project provides an
opportunity for Model Cities Area residents to receive valuable work
experience and academic credit for their efforts.

Students are allowed

to work three hours per day, five days per week.

This work orientation

provides motivation to seek out careers that require a college education.
Many of the students work as teacher aides.

The focus of this project

has been placed on the secondary student selected to participate in the
project in terms of his own success and achievement of the students served.
Supportive Services Project
The Supportive Services Project enables Model Neighborhood Fresno
City College students participating in the college work-study program the
opportunity to gain some practical on the job experience, while at the
same time, providing him with the financial support to continue his
education.
Vocational Promotion !.ill! Services for Disadvantaged Youth
of the Model Cities Area
-Vocational Education has been provided for the Model Neighborhood high
school students.

Day and night classes in vocational skills are available

at Fresno City College.

General work experience programs are being pro-

vided for youth aged 14-18.
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8

Hartford, Connecticut
~ilingual

Curriculum

This program aims to provide for the needs of the rapidly growing
number of Spanish speaking children in the Hartford area through improving
staff curriculum materials, and teacher.trainingo

This program is in the

process of developing a school curriculum based on high interest, low
vocabulary materials, appropriate to meet the needs of Spanish speaking
children.

This program has also implemented a Bilingual Resource Center.

community Scholarship
This program provides a number of high school students who live within
the Model Cities Target Area with financial assistance so that they may
further their educationo
Early Childhood Education
The objectives of the Early Childhood Education Component was threefoldo

The first phase was to create a model preschool environment for

three year olds.

The second phase of the program was to encourage parental

involvement in the processo

The third phase was to employ and train Model

Neighborhood residents.
Two Centers have been established each accomodating sixty children.
Children are bused to the Centers which they attend four full days per

8.
?roject Profiles of the Hartford Model Cities Program, (Hartford,
Connecticut: Hartford Model Cities, March, 1972).
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week.

The fifth working day is reserved for inservice training and

activity planning.

Children receive hot meals dailyo

Parental involve-

roent is encouraged and the project seeks their assistance in supervising
classroom and recreational activitieso
Reading-1!-Fun-Damental
This project involves the giving away of books through seJ.f selection
with the assumption that pride of ownership will motivate the child to
read and thus improve his reading ability.

Presently, the reading skills

level of the Model Cities Neighborhood children tend to be significantly
lower than the level of children in the remainder of the schools.

These

children are given the opportunity to choose books that are meaningful
and relevant to themo
montho

Each child is provided with one selection per

The allocation for the purchasing of books totals $36,000 per

yearo
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TABLE 27

Hartford,

Connecticut

Model Cities Educational Budget

$ 84,000

Bilingual Education
Community Scholarship
Early Childhood Education
Reading is Fun-Damental

174,030
65,566
$373,683

TOTAL

NOTE:

50,087

Figures are based on an estimated yearly average
for each component. The dollar amounts shown
are only the Model Cities share for each component.
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9·

Hawaii, State of
§.ducation Center Kalihi-Palama
This project has three major components serving approximately eight
hundred Model Neighborhood area residents:

1) Educational courses are

offered in appropriate facilities to conform to residents' interests;
2) An information and guidance center has been opened within this area
which centralizes information relating to educational and vocational
opportunities within the community; and, 3) A learning laboratory has been
opened for the community and equipped and staffed with instructors by
Model Cities.
Engli!tl! Language and Cultural Orientation Center Kalihi-Palama
The English Language and Cultural Orientation Center at Kalihi-Palama
is known as ELCO, and is designed to assist non-English speaking students
who need instruction in English.

The program has serviced over three

hundred and ninety students in grades K-3, and over one hundred and eighty
students in grades 4-6 from nine Model Neighborhood area elementary schools.
Community workers are employed to work with the home and with the school.
Classes in cultural orientation are held in addition to language development.

9.

pompendium of Compensatory Activities, Sc'Qool Yea_;: 1971-1972,
(State of Hawaii: The Office of Library Services, Teacher Assist
Center, Publication No. TAC 72-4140, December, 1971), pp. 104-114.

l.
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f!lrenJ:. Advisory Council
The Parent Advisory Council consists of seventeen elected Model
Neighborhood members; five parents, one from each school participating;
one member from the Educational Task Force; and one from Honolulu District
Superintendent's Office; five teacher-counselors; and, two principals.
This group studies the educational system, communicates neighborhood
concerns to schools, and advises the schools through suggestions, surveys,
and analyses.
Waianae Educational Center
An Educational Center has been established in the Waianae Model
Neighborhood area serving approximately four hundred residentso

Courses

are offered in appropriate facilities to conform to residents' interests.
An information and guidance center centralizes information relating to
educational and vocational opportunities within the community, and offers
limited financial help to residents to continue their education.
learning laboratory is operationalo

A

Instructors and program materials

are available approximately eight hours per day, six days a week.
Nanakuli Model School
The Model School complex in Nanakuli is desi.gned to emerge as a
possible pr.ototype demonstration of the type of school organization,
curriculum, and teaching strategies which enable the disadvantaged child,
pre-school through twelfth grade, to maximize his potential.

The curri-

culum is built in the cultural and environmental experiences the children
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bring with them to schoolo
This program emphasizes a flexible learning environment, individualization of instruction, and the interest of the children and the
cO!IlllUllity.
Nanakuli Model School Evaluation

~

~

Curriculum Development

~

Force Component

This component of the program develops, implements, and evaluates
a careful revision of the curricula, preschool through grade 12.

The

overall goal has been to produce a relevant curricula.
Nanakuli Model School - Learning Center Component
Through this component of the Model School facilities, services,
and technical assistance are available after regular hours for all types
of students from grades five through high schoolo

The school has tried

to identify the academically talented and creatively endowed as well as

students with academic problems.
this time.

The library is also available during

The students choose their own projects and work independently.

Nanakuli Model School - Pacific Cultural Heritage Curriculum
Development Component
Curricular materials are developed and implemented which organize
educational experiences capitalizing on the ethnic heritage of students,
who are predominately of Pacific origins.

The project also includes

the establishment of a community-school museum.
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,lianakuli Model School - Teacher Training Component
The Teacher Training Component has been designed to assist the
teachers in becoming guidance oriented as well as subject oriented.
Nanakuli Model School - Project Coordinator
This project component establishes the position of a project coordinator and a secretary to administer the Model Cities Educational
Programs in the State of Hawaii, in addition to the Nanakuli Model
School.

•
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TABLE 28
Hawaii, State of
Model Cities Educational Budget

$ 87,200

Education Center Kalihi-Palama.
English Language and Cultural Orientation
Center Kalihi-Palama

68,500

Parent Advisory Council Kalihi-Palama

23,800

Waianae Education Center

60,500

Nanakuli Model School
The Curriculum Develcpment and
Evaluation Task Force Component

$44,800
9,200

Learning Center Component
Pacific Cultural Heritage Curriculum
Develcpment Component

63,900

Teacher Training Component

14,300

Project Coordinator

13,800

Total Model Cities share of the
Model School
TOTAL
NOTE:

146.000
$386,000

Figures are based on an estimated yearly average for
each component. The dollar amounts shown are only
the Model Cities share for each component.
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10
Highland Park, Michigan

-

para-Professional Program
'!'he Para-Professional Program provides a greater amount of personal

instruction time per pupil by shifting non-teaching duties to paraprofessionals, thus improving the quality of each child's education.
Project Aladdin's Lamp
Project Aladdin's Lamp has been designed to teach language concepts
to children who have not learned these concepts.

The concepts taught

are those which are necessary for logical thought and for the child to
understand what he is taught in school.
Project IY.!:!! On
Project Turn On has been designed to assist students with a history
of disruptive behavior and academic inadequacy and failure.

These

students are provided special opportunities which allow them to function
successfully in school activities, and to improve their basic skills
for every day living.

Agreement School District of the City of Highland Park
~ Wayne County City uemonstration Agency, (Highland Park,
Michigan: Conununity Development Wayne County, 1972).

!.!!.1

'·
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TABLE 29

Highland Park, Mishigan
Model Cities Educational Budget

Para-Professional Program
Project Aladdin's Lamp

25,000
115,400

Project Turn On
TOTAL

NOTE:

$ 52,400

$192,000

Figures are based on an estimated yearly
average for each component. The dollar
amounts shown are only the Model Cities
share for each component •

•
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11

Hoboken, ,New Jersey
~ighborhood

Education Center

The Neighborhood Education Center Project was two-fold in purpose.
The first phase was a Center where Model City Neighborhood youths received counseling.

Secondly, they have established a Coffee House.

The Center has served approximately three hundred students.
Services rendered have included tutoring, personal counseling, career
counseling, college counseling,
interest based programs.

~eferrals

and a variety of special

Students receiving tutoring in Math and

English have shown marked improvement in school grades.
The Coffee House provides students with an informal gathering place
as well as an opportunity to plan, participate in, and experience a wide
range of cultural, social, and recreational activities.
ASPIRA Club - Counseling Program
The ASPIRA. Program's scope of services includes the following:

1)

Provides individual counseling; 2) Provides series of group counseling
'

t

~

workshops; 3) Developed an ASP IRA Club; and, 4) Provides a tutoring
service in reading.

This program is basically for junior high school

students.

11.
Education Problem Analysis Model Cities, (Hoboken, New
Jersey: Board of Education, 1972).
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-

career and College Services - Community Scholarship

~

The scope of the Career and College Services Program provides

counseling and scholarships to Model Neighborhood studentso
Q!.'l 9!!£

!.illl Program

This program provides a strong preschool educational program for
two age groups functioning on two separate building levelso

The teachers'

staffing pattern allows for one certified teacher and four part-time paraprofessionals per classroom.
The Day Care 100 Program is running at its maximum capacity of sixty
children.

In addition to providing day care services to the children

and social services to their parents, the Day Care 100 Program provides
continuous on site professional and para-professional training for its
staff as well as training sessions for the parents.
Da_y

~

101 Program

This program will be an expansion of Day Care 100.

It is presently

awaiting funding.
Community College Project
The Community College Project has two major purposes:

1) To provide

Hoboken residents an opportunity to participate in an on site college
program; and, 2) To explore the efficiency and effectiveness of a consortium approach to the delivery of community college serviceso
program is presently deferred until more funds are available.
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This

~TE~

- Special Services ,!;..2 the Disadvantaged
The purpose of this program was to increase the number of Model

Neighborhood residents attending and graduating from college.

Model

Cities participation in this program will be discontinued in the future.
Model Cities and the Hoboken Board of Education feel that the Community
Scholarship Fund will adequately cover the special services necessary
supplemented by the many counseling programs already available.
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TABLE

30

Hoboken, New Jersey
Model Cities Educational Budget

$ 35,000

Day Care 100 Program
Neighborhood Education Center

133,000

Career and College Services, and
ASP IRA Club

147,000
94,000

Day Care 101 Program
(def erred)
Community College Project
(def erred)

15.000

STEP
TOTAL

NOTE:

~

$424,000 PLUS

Figures are based on an estimated yearly average
for each component. The dollar amounts shown
are only the Model Cities share for each component.
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12
New Haven, Connecticut
12
Administrative Office
This is very similar to the Chicago Administration Project.

This

component of the New Haven Model Cities Program is responsible for the
coordination with the "Hill" area as well as being a liaison with the
New Haven Board of Education.

13
~-American

Resource Center

This program provides a variety of Afro-American cultural enrichment
programs on all grade levels at all of the Model Neighborhood schools.

14
Spanish History

~

Culture Resource Center

The Spanish History and Culture Resource Center Program has attempted
to enrich and fulfill the special needs of the Spanish pupil population.
This has been attempted through meaningful educational experiences, leadership programs, and develaping an adequate self-image and identity program
among the Spanish-American students.

12.
Administrative Off ice, Model Cities Education Programs. (New
Haven, Connecticut: New Haven Public Schools, 1972).

13.
~-American Resource Center, (New Haven, Connecticut:
Haven Public Schools, 1972)0

14.
fu?anish Histor;y; M!£ Cult~ Resource Centes (New Haven,
Connecticut: New Haven Public Schools, 1972).
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15

---SEEK-OUT

,

Project SEEK-OUT is an Educational Talent Search Program.

This

program has been designed to explore ways to make guidance and inf ormation concerning educational and employment opportunities available to
disadvantaged students from the New Haven Model Cities Target Area.
16

Office .2.[ Community Involvement
The Office of Community Involvement is a combination of three major
programs:

1) A hot lunch is served to all Model Cities children; 2) A

guidance program for those with handicapping conditions; and, 3) A
pre-Kindergarten and Day Care Centero
17

Social

Studi~ ~.rogram

The Social Studies Program is in the process of developing social
studies unj.ts dealing specifically with the Hill community for grades
1-3, with the major focus on family life and the community.

150
~-OUT 1 (New Haven, Connecticut:
Schools, 1972).

New Haven Public

16.

Office of Community Involvement, (New Haven, Connecticut:
New Haven Public Schools, 1972)0
Social Studies Program, (New Haven, Connecticut:
Piblic Schools, 1972)0
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New Haven

18
C~1u11unity

Technical Media

~

This is a training program for faculty and para-professionals in
the theory of child development and the use of media and individualized
techniqueso

The Community Technical Media Arts Program has also developed

a Media Center in connection with a community college as a resource center
and as a vehicle for planning and producing filmed curr.iculum.

19
!!!11-Central - Transition

~

Tile Hill Central School, a K-4 school has a new room through Model
Cities funding to house the children with special needso

Tilese children

remain in the transition room until an opening is available in the type
of special class necessary to meet their particular needo
20

.!!££. Lunch Program
A separate Hot Lunch Program is provided at the Horce Day School,
K-6 accommodating 250-300 children.

18.
Community Technical Media ~' (New Haven, Connecticut:
New Haven Public Schools, 1972).

19.
Hill-Central - Transition~' (New Haven, Connecticut:
New Haven Public Schools, 1972).

!!QS. Lunch Program, (New Haven, Connecticut:
Public Schools, 1972).
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21
Bi-Lingual Program

---

This program provides an opportunity for Spanish speaking students

to learn English which is necessary for success on all phases of our
present day society.

22
Multi-Media Center

------

~---

The main purpose of the Multi-Media Center at the Lee High School
bas been to develop curricula materials essential for effective
secondary education.

23
f!!,!-Professional Aide in the Guidance Department
This program provides additional assistance to the counselors of
the Model Cities Target area achools

This program also provides a

training program for community residents of multi-ethnic backgroundso
24

Physical Education Program
The Physical Education Program provides for a complete girls'
variety athletic program in all Model Cities Target area schools.

21.
1!!,-Lingual Program, (New Haven, Connecticut:
Public Schools, 1972).

New Haven

22.
Multi-Media Center, (New Haven, Connecticut:
Public Schools, 1972)0

New Haven

23.
Aide .!!! the Guidance Department, (New Haven,
New Haven Public Schools, 1972)0

Para-~fessional

Connecticut:

24.
Physical Education Program, (New Haven, Connecticut:
Public Schools, 1972).
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~ading

25
Skills Program

This Reading Skills Program concentrates on the mastery of reading
skills for the students at Lee High School.

This program includes the

purchases of such items as work books, readers, and reading equipment
machines.

26
Di star
The Prince Elementary School has implemented a complete Distar
reading language arts, and arithmetic program through Model Cities funding.
27
]!i-Lingua~

Program Troup Middle School

The purpose of this program is to produce a strong background and
fluency in the English language.
28

Reading Program Troup Middle School
The Reading Program at Troup Middle School concentrates on developing
the reading skills.

This program is very similar to the New Haven Reading

Skills Program, and the Chicago Language Arts Programso

250
Reading Skills Program, (New Haven, Connecticut:
Public Schools, 1972)0

New Haven

26.
Distar, (New Haven, Connecticut:

New Haven Public Schools, 1972).

27.
lli:,-Lingual Program Troup Middle School, (New Haven, Connecticut:
New Haven Public Schools, 1972).
28.

Reading Program Troup Middle School,(New Haven, Connecticut:
New Haven Public Schools, 1972).
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29
School-Community Tutorial

~ Progra~

- Welch-Welch Annex (K-5)

This program provides the community with greater apportunities for more
decision making by encouraging greater responsibility in the educational
process.

This program also allows for a training ground for parents

in school activities.
30

Multi-Skills Laboratory
The Multi-Skills Laboratory Program is benefitting five Model Cities
elementary schools (K-6).

The purpose of this program has been to pro-

vide a skills Laboratory at each school with individualized instructional
materials in reading, English development, Spanish development, mathematics, and language arts.
Special ElementF..rv Education i£E. the Disadvantaged

31

The Special Elementary Education program for the Disadvantaged child
has identified hidden academic and creative abilities of Model City
children.

It then provides these children with challenging educational

experiences.

29.
School-Community Tutorial Team Program - Welch-Welch Annex (K-5),
(New Haven, Connecticut: New Haven Public Schools, 1972).
30.

Multi-Skills Laboratory, (New Haven, Connecticut:
Public Schools, 1972).

New Haven

31.

Special Elementary Educ~ ~ the Disadvantaged,
(New Haven, Connecticut: New Haven Public Schools, 1972).
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TABLE 31
New Haven, Connecticut
Model Cities Educational

Budge~

$ 43,000

Administrative Off ice
Afro-American Resource Center

15,500

Spanish History and Cultural Resource Center

17,500

SEEK-OUT

32,000
328,200

Office of Community Involvement
Social Studies Program

5,600

community Technical Media Arts

8,000

Hill Central - Transition Room

1,600

Hot Lunch Program

9,700

Bi-Lingual Program

18,500

Multi Media Center

10,600

Para-Professional Aide in the Guidance Department

16,800
7,300

Physical Education Program
Reading Skills Program

12,000

Dis tar

7,700

Bi-Lingual Program - Troupe Middle School

25,700

Reading Program - Troupe Middle School

20,000

School-Connnunity Tutorial Team Program
Welch-Welch Annex (K-5)

10,000

Multi Skills Laboratory

36,200

Special Elementary Education for the Disadvantaged

202000
$646,000

TOTAL
NorE:

Figures are based on an estimated yearly average for each component.
The dollar amounts shown are only the Model Cities share for each
component.
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32

New York (Central Brooklyn), New York
New York being so large in respect to population,has three major
Model Cities Operations.

The author will describe the Model City

programs operational in the Central Brooklyn Area of New Yorko
There are ever thirty-five major projects operational in New York
City.

Each individual project is estimated to have a yearly budget ·of

over two million dollars ($2,000,000) per year.

In some of these programs

Model Cities is sharing the cost with other governmental agencies.
~

Trie Program
The main objective of this program has been to expand the oppor-

tunities for the Central Booklyn Model Cities area children and adults
to travel outside their immediate neighborhood on organized, supervised,
educational tours.
Education Information Center
The major goal of the Education Information Center has been to
provide three educational community resource centers, one in each of
the three Central Booklyn Target areaso

Each center contains specific

educational materials that arc used in the nearby schoolso
Academic Opportunities - Summer/Winter Academy Component
The purpose of the Academic Opportunities program has been to provide
the Model Cities residents with assistance in the completion of their
high school education.

32.

Education .!!.!!.!!, Central Brooklyn, (New York, New York:
of the Mayor, Central Brooklyn Model Cities, 1972).
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Office

College Academy:

Scholarship Project

The College Academy has provided financial assistance to students
graduating from high school and wishing to attend college, or to further
their education.
' Bookmobile Program
The Bookmobile Program furnishes the residents with publications
which they are interested in reading.

This service is rendered to the

Model Cities conmunity by the use of two bookmobiles which circulate
throughout the area seven days a weeko
Adult Education

~

Program

This program uses three specially equipped vans making available
to the Central Brooklyn Model Cities residents instruction, information,
and materials in a variety of subject areas including the problems of
urban living.
Educational Television Project
The Television Project has four major objectives which it hopes to
accomplish.

They are:

1) The training of community residents; 2) Pro-

duction and Direction;

3) Television technology; and, 4) The placement

of trained personnel in communication media throughout the nationo
is also a Mobile Unit which televises all community events.

There

These goals

are being accomplished for they now have a weekly UP SOUTH NEWS program
which is produced by the Educational Television Project.
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Satell~

Radio Station

This project has produced the establishment of a radio program
which is aired daily to meet the needs and cultures of the Model Cities
Target area residents.
Clerical Training Program
Through this program many disadvantaged Model Cities residents,
many of whom are high school pupils, are being trained for clerk-typist
and stenographer positions.
Parent Leadership Program
The Parent Leadership Prog;am is attempting to raise the reading
level of all Model City residents to a mininrum of eighth grade level.
is also concerned with basic adult educational programs in order to
accomplish its major goal.
Mobile Theatre Program
The Mobile Theater Program has stimulated interest in the arts and
has provided meaningful cultural entertairunent for the Model Cities
residents through a Conmrunity Theatre.
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33
Norfolk, Virginia
Jnstructional Imprcvement and Support Staff Services
The Instructional Improvement and Support Staff Services Project
of the Norfolk City Schools provides for the administration component
besides four major educational componentso

This provides for increased

specialization of instruction and supportive services including inservice
training.
The Projects listed under this major program are:
1)

"Reading Content Specialists" who develop reading competency

in secondary studentso
2)

There are ten reading specialists employed.

"School-Community Workers and Aides" serve as liaison persons

between the school and the homeo

There are eleven employed, and

all are Model City Target area residentso
3)

"Teacher-Aide Assistance" is a project similar to the Chicago

New Careers Program.

Para-professionals are employed (54) to

assist the teacher.
4)

"Inservice" training provides professionals and para-profes-

sionals with special classes to improve their instructional
technique.

33.
Reflections Model City Educational Programs, (Norfolk, Virginia:
Norfolk City Schools, August, 1971). Hortense R. Wells, Status
Report of the Model City Educational Program 1971-1972, (Norfolk,
Virginia: Norfolk City Schools, June, 1972).
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-

Flexible Organization

£i

Schools

The Flexible Organization of Schools Program has provided nursery

school programs in all of the Model Cities schools.

The program has

enrolled over three hundred fifty three and four year olds. The children
attend five two hour sessions each week.

The majority of the schools

are conducting their program from 3:30 until 5:30 in the afternoon.

-

The Transition School (Store-Front)
The "Store-Front" is providing an environment which is conducive

to minimizing the learning difficulties and frustrations common to the
student who is a drcpout.

The "Store-Front" is also open to potential

dropouts for counselling, and learning employable skills.
~

School-Community Program
The School-Connnunity Program was established to eliminate the

barriers of communication between the schools and the connuuni.ty.

It was

also established to increase opportunities for employment, and to enable
Model Neighborhood residents to develcp marketable skills.
phase of this program has been accomplished.

The second

Five schools have attempted

to eliminate the barriers of communication and have failed.

Model Cities

and the Norfolk City Schools have decided to discard this phase of the
program in the coming year.
Dropout Prevention Project - Happenings
This is a tutoring program for high school and junior high school
students in the Model Cities Target area.

The ma.in asset of this program

is the change from the traditional pattern of counselling to the utiliza-
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r
tion of peer counselors.

The weaknesses in this program seem to be a

lack of sufficient space, and poor teacher connnunication.

The Dropout

prevention Project - Happenings has offered encouragement to potential
dropouts.
Mobile Curriculum Resource Centers
The Mobile Centers serve all of the Model Cities Target Area
schools.

They provide direct instructional assistance in language arts

and ma.thematics to the Model Cities schools teachers and para-professionals.

i~~.
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'

TABLE 32
Norfolk, Virginia
Model Cities Educational Budget

Instructional Improvement and
Supportive Staff Service

$ 423,400

Flexible Organization of Schools

49,400

Transition School (Store-Front)
First Year
Second ~
90,700
375,200

233,000

The School Cormnunity Program

131,400

Dropout Prevention Project Happenings

117,400

Mobile Curriculum Resource Centers
TOTAL

NOTE:

54,000
$1,009,600

Figures are based on an estimated yearly average for
each componento The dollar amounts shown are only
the Model Cities share for each component.

'

I
l--------------------------1-64_______________________---J

34
Seattle, Washington·

-

Extended

Servi~

Program

The Extended Services Program's main purpose is to provide dropouts

and suspended youths a program through which they can further their
eudcation.

There are sixteen certified teachers and sixteen para-

professionals employed under the component of the Seattle Model Cities
program.

Through the Extended Services Program there have been approxi-

mately one hundred students revolving per year.
Career Opportunities at Garfield
The Career Opportunities Program at the Garfield Building has provided educational opportunities to five hundred Model Citi.es Target area
residents in fourteen career areas.
Harrison Early Childhood Education Center
The Harrison Early Childhood Education Center has provided quality
integrated primary education to over four hundred youngsters.

This

program offers academic, health, and social welfare services to these
children.
Middle Schools Snecial Funding
The Middle Schools Special Funding Program was implemented to
supplement local funds to enhance the Seattle Middle Schools program,
and to aid in the desegregation of the Model Cities Target area children.

34.
~ Directory of Special Programs, (Seattle, Washington:
Department of Special Programs, Seattle Public Schools, May, 1972).
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Seattle Career Ooportunities Program - SCoPE
SCoPE provides employment i.n the Model Cities Target area schools
for residents who are interested in education as a career.

It also

gives trainees time to attend institutions of higher learning daring
working hours in order to pursue their degree in educationo
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TABLE 3l
Seattle, Washington
Model Cities Educational Budget

Extended Services Program

$187,100

Career Opportunities at Garfield

72,200

Harrison Early Childhood Education
Center

97,200

Middle· Schools Special Funding

254,400

Seattle Career Opportunities ProgramSCoPE

247,900
$658,800

TOTAL

NOTE:

Figures are based on an estimated yearly average
for each component. The dollar amounts shown
are only the Model Cities share for each componento
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35
Toledo, Ohio
Model Cities Educational Coordinating Planning Center
This program is responsible for providing para-professional and
professional training in developing experimental programs, and in providing in-service training.
High School Resources and Learning Center
This program provides materials and equipment to enhance the total
academic environment at the Scott High School.

The Center is also open

to all Model City Target area residents and schools.

The Center is

attempting to expose and give insight to many children how free enterprise works; and, is exposing students and residents to contributions
made by great black Americans.
~

Cities Breakfast Program

The Model Cities Breakfast Program provides a free breakfast to
all Model Cities children.
Early Childhood Education - CAPIC
This program provides social, psychological, medical, and educational
services to the primary grade children attending the Model Cities schools.

35.
~

Model Neighborhood, (Toledo, Ohio:

1972).
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Board of Education,

Model Cities Preschool Centers

;;.;o.--

The Preschool Program provides the Model Neighborhood children
with half-day preschool educational sessions, mornings and afternoons
for four-five year old children in six locations.

----

Model Cities Educational Coordinatin_g Planning Center Counseling Program
The purpose of this program has been to provide training for five

persons with hopes that each will become competent in rendering services
to Model Neighborhood youngsters related to Counseling and Guidance.
Model Cities

~

Maintenance .e.lli! Repair

The Model Cities Home Maintenance and Repair Program has exposed
many Model Cities students in grades 4 through 8 to the various aspects
of Home Maintenance and Repair.

.

. . '•:·
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TABLE 34

Toledo, Ohio
Model Cities Educational Budget

Model Cities Educational Coordinating
Planning Center

69,500

High School Resource and Learning Center

105,400

Model Cities Breakfast Program

816,000

Early Childhood Education - CAPIC
Model Cities Preschool Centers

50,000
125,000

Model Cities Educational Coordinating
Planning Center Counseling Program

64,900

Model Cities Home Maintenance and Repair

17,000

TOTAL

NOTE:

l

$

$1, 21+7' 800

Figures are based on an estimated yearly average for
each componento The dollar amounts shown are only
the Model Cities share for each component.
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION
In examining and analyzing the Chicago Model Cities Educational
component from 1967 to 1971 many valuable community educational projects
have been displayed.

A variety of new programs have developed in this

time span to help the cities meet urban problems.

The Model Cities program

has renovated entire enighborhoods and cpened cpportunities for new careers
for connnunity residents.

Public and private agencies have organized and

carried out activities under the Model Cities Program.
Government legislation for the Metropolitan Development Act, commonly
known as Model Cities has taken place.
has since been renewed each year.

This legislation began in 1965 and

The monies allocated each year for

Model Cities spending are controlled by the Department of Housing and Urban
Develcpment {HUD).

Each State has a Model Cities State Office which exists

as a coordinating agency for present Model Cities Programs.

Each city then

has a city office which is responsible for the technical, financial, and
human resources for the specific communities within the program.
The community organizations have now demanded a partnership relation
with the school system.

Model Cities plans, funds, monitors, and evaluates

programs although it does not operate them directly.
Monitoring and Evaluation has essentially been the responsibility
of the Department of Research and Evaluation in the Chicago Board of Education, administered by a director, and implemented by six research staff
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Monitoring and Evaluation has essentially been the responsibility
of the Department of Research and Evaluation in the, Chicago Board of
Education, administered by a director, and implemented by six research
staff assistants.

This staff has been responsible for collecting the

statistical data, and reporting such information to the Chicago Board
of Education, and to the Chicago Model Cities Demonstration Agency.
This staff has also administered the achievement tests, and the questionnaires for both the co-Plus and the Non Co-Plus projects.
The Co-Plus program has been the major educational focus for the
Chicago Model Cities Program since 1969 by both the cou:munitiea and
the Chicago Board of Educationo

Co-Plus, Cooperatively Planned Urban

Schools, has been hailed as one of the major innovative programs in
the field of education in the United States by Booz, Allen, and Hamilton.
The co-Plus, Cooperatively Planned Urban Schools Program saturates seven
Target Area schools with educational services.
nine major projects:

1.

Administration;

tional Team Leaders;

4.

COlllllUnity Schools;

Level Planning;
Services;

8.

6.

Audio-Visual Program;

SchOJne, a preschool program;

2,

These services include
New Careers;
5o

7o

3.

Instruc-

Parent-Team Grade
Nutritional and Medical

and, 9.

Inservice Training.

Co-Plus bas shown that a local school can be effective in educating an
inner city child once the school acquires adequate financial support.
The New careers Project has helped through employing com:aunity
residentse

Discipline problems have decreased in each of the seven

Co-Plus schools and the Model Cities administration claims that part of
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the decrease is due to involving community residents in the school
situation.

The Team Leader Project as well as the New Careers Project

has added personnel to each school.

The Team Leaders are responsible

for coordinating the efforts of the teachers under their jurisdiction.
Yhe Community Schools Project has opened the doors of the schools at
hours where the majority of the community may avail themselves of a
larger scope of educational activities.

The Nutritional and Medical

component makes the youngsters more alert, more efficient in their work,
and increases their attention span.

The Schane, preschool program is

a needed program for any community, but for a Model Cities community
this program is an essential part of the schools' curriculU11l.
The Co-Plus Program has had a great deal of community c00peration
and planning along with the necessary communication in order to accomplish
this task.
The Non Co-Plus

Progra~s

are a series of special educational projects

in the Model Cities Target Areas in local schools, but not within the
seven Co-Plus schools.
The Non Co-Plus Programs consist of the following:
Project;
School;

2.
3.

Inservice

TESL - Teaching English as a Second Language - Senn High
Hess Upper Grade Center Reading Project;

Breakfast Project;

5.

Delinquency, and Truancy Project;
School Project;

4.

Free:,

Saturation of Language Arts Services - Manley

Upper Grade Center and Bethune Elementary School;

~ention

l.

and, 8.

7.

6.

Absenteeism,

Residential Environmental Inter-

Special Summer Programs.
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The Special

summer Programs at times includes the seven co-Plus schools.

The

majority of these projects have been very successful, yet some have
failed, and have been discontinued.

Another factor which bas appeared

through this study is that many of the Non Co-Plus Programs were not
accepted as readily by the Model Cities communities as the Co-Plus
Programs were.

The Language Arts Projects such as TESL,. Hess Reading

Center, and Language Arts at

~nley

and Bethune, listed under the Non

Co-Plus Programs have been the most successful.

This is an accomplish-

ment for all of these programs had a difficult time during implementation.
Even though the Non Co-Plus programs did not have the dollar allocations
to reach each individual through the schools, the programs implemented
were beneficial.
The Reading Projects only major asset is the ''performance Contract"
portion.

The audio-visual section is from a combination of companies.

The teach aides employed are all Model Cities residents.
all wanted to participate in this particular project.

The teachers

The motivation

therefore is present along with individual attention for each child.

One

must wait for the Model City Evaluation of this project but on the
surface the project looks very worthwhile.
In comparing the Chicago Model Cities Educational Component to other
Model Cities Educational Components we find many similarities and many
differences.

All cities are looking for a way to upgrade the inner city

POpulation.

These programs being experimented with presently throughout

the nation are all excellent ideas.

The real questions is will they
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assist in solving the problems oLinner city ignorance?

A comparative

program is now essential to share the outcomes of the sixty-three
beginning projects.
In examining and analyzing the establishment of the Chicago Model
Cities Educational Component from 1967 to 1971 one sees many outgrowth
benefits and many hazards.

A federally funded program always seems to

take an extended length of time in receiving approval to spend funds,
and program approval.

The paper work is very tedious and time consuming.

Over and above the previous points of concern one must admit that when
the monetary amount is made available for a job to be accomplished, you
can accomplish your task.

Without federal funding programs our nation's

schools would be a disasterous environment for all.
In reviewing some of the major programs and program objectives
of Model Cities on a more national scope, we see many differences and

many likenesses to the Chicago Model Cities Program.

Many of these

programs may not be as beneficial to one city as they are to another.
Some of the programs listed have now become vital to the individual
coomunities in which they were implemented.
"Flexible Organization of Schools" implemented in Norfolk, Virginia
may be very adaptable to many cities iacking a preschool program.

Also

in Norfolk, Virginia, the "Store-Front" school is very impressive in
that they have had some degree of success.

Model Cities now on a national basis should set up a cultural
exchange program amongst the cultural centers which have been developed.
The Indian Center, Duluth, Minnesota; the Pacific Cultural Heritage
175

Development, the State of Hawaii;

the Spanish History Cultural Center,

New Haven, Connecticut; and, the many Black Cultural Centers, and
Appalachian Centers could be involved.
Many sinilarities between the Cities are visible.

The existence

of an administration component and a research and evluation section
for each Model Neighborhood was developed.

A second comparison is

that all Model Cities programs have a Career Opportunities program
which employs community residents.

Through both the administration

component and the Career Opportunities component a free education is
offered to any community resident wishing to participate.

This is an

essential phase of the Model Cities Program.
Reading and Language Arts programs under many titles have become
a vital operation of the Model Cities Program:
Detrout, Michigan;
Florida;

"Project READ",

"High Intensity Learning", Dade County, Miami,

"Educational Services to Children", Dayton, Ohio;

Experience Center", Duluth, Minnesota;
Hartford, Connecticut;

"Central

"Reading is Fundamental",

"Reading Skills", New Haven, Connecticut;

"High School Resource-Learning Center", Toledo, Ohio; and,

"The

Reading Project", in Chicago, Illinois.
Each of the specific programs are introducing new methods and
techniques of teaching reading and largua.ge arts skills.
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All faculty

in each center are receiving inservice training in the how and wahy
of each program.

Model Cities National Evaluation of Language Arts

programs when released should be beneficial to school superintendents.
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?Sarah 25. 1972

I am presently. wr'l ting a d.iaaf:irta.tion for e.
doctoro.te

dec:re~}

1n Education

a~~

I..oyol&. Unt·vers1t.y

on the su.bJact or tho ChJ.cgeo Koiel Cittos Educational

Projectso

I would be vary ap)r>ea1&t1ve 1f I could

he.ve cne hour cf your tine for rm inte:r•11ew which

woulcl be

taped~

I am available

after·
by t.:ay

A~pr1l
~

sto

1 t tho

rJ~ny

tir.1e day or evening on

I muat complote the 1nterv1etto

Er.closed 1s .an

out~d.ns o

51noe:rely,
1'1aroella M.. Kirk
7600 No Eastlake T3rrace

Chicago, Illinoio

338-2231
3 3 8-lt-11 J.i,
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·;.&n s 1 ~:d.nation and Annlyotn of' Chic'lCO ~:odel Citles Educa.tiona.1
r
l;rojecte.
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Io

Introduction

In1ttat1on of Leg13lation
Pointa of interest, les.din5 to l1odal C1t1.ea

Developmfm·t, of got.al Cities in tha United States
Community InterGst:.

:Io

The Idea in Chicago

Proposal Development
Final programs which ware approved for 1mplomentat1on
Type of con1tor1ng

Evaluation Dea1gn

IVo
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VI

0

Non-CoPlus Programs
The Reading
sc\lient

Proje~t

Com~;e.r1.ac11e

wl th O't.her Modal

c U.iea Frograms

During the 1ntarv1ew eacb. of ths above topics w111 be
, d1oeuased, any areas you fEwl r.:?ora capable in wlll be s·treesed o
'Also, the intorv1ew will be t.s.ped, r.:.nd no more than one hour
· 1n l angth 0

f.
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FLA.

JAMES R. CALLOWAY
CHIEF COUNSEL AND STAFF DIRECTOR

COMMITTEE ON
GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS
WASHINGTON, 0.C ••

20510

March 20, 1972

Ms. Marcella M. Kirk
7600 N~ Eastlake Terrace
Chicago, IL. 60626
Dear Ms. Kirk:
I very much regret the delay in forwarding to you
the information you requested on the Model Cities
Program. Your letter had to be sent to the
Library of Congress for research, and unfortunately
they took an unusually long time in returning the
information to us.
Enclosed you will find all the material the Library
was able to gather, and I do hope you will find
it useful. Please feel free to contact me if I
can be of assistance in the future, and be assured
that your future requests will not incur such
lengthy delays.
Sincerely,

H~hN.~
Charles H. Percy/bn{
United States Senator
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r.ie:Y R. YATES

flD p1s1"RIC1",

COMMITTEE

APPROPRIATIONS

IL.LINOIS

ftll

~ongrc~s

of tbc minftch ~tatcs

CHICAGO DISTRICT OFFICE
RooM 182.6
FEDERAL BUILDING

219 S.

~oust of .i\eprestntatibes
~asuington,

j.9.<!C. 20515
Chicago, Illinois
April 3, 1972

60604

353-4596

Ms. Marcella M. Kirk
7600 N. Eastlake Terrace
Chicago, Illinois
Dear Ms. Kirk:
The Congressman is out of the country and will not
return until Congress reconvenes April 10. We do not
know if he will be in Chicago prior to May 1 and will
not have any information until later this month.
I tried to reach you by phone but couldn't get an
answer. Why don't you give me a call around April 15
to see if Mr. Yates will be in Chicago any weekend prior
to your dead-line. My number is 353-4596.
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DEARBORN 51"REET

r

BOARD OF EDUCATION
CITY OF CHICAGO
228 NORTH LASALLE STREET
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60601
TELEPHONE

JAMES

F.

641·4141
REDMOND

GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS

CARLSON
~yl'I f', pERINTENDENT
..~. 1' su
~ &41·4491

~'

May 1, 1972

De a r Ma re ell a :
I am very sorry that I have not been able to talk
with you. I will be away from the city this week, but
if it is not too late to be of use to you, I would be
happy to talk with you some time during the week of May
8 or the following week.

If you will call, Kally can arrange the time with
you.
But Marcella, I really do not like "to be taped."
However, I would not mind talking with you about the
subjects which you have listed.
I hope that all is well with you and look forward
to seeing you.

Evelyn F. Carlson
Associate Superintendent

EFC::,ls

Miss Marcella M. Kirk
7600 North Eastlake Terrace
Chicago, Illinois
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The following letter was sent to the sixty-three Cities
that initially received Model Cities Planning Grants.
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May 10, 1972

Superintendent
Dear Sir:
Presently I am writing a dissertation for a
Doctorate Degree in Education at Loyola University
in Chicago, Illinois. The Title is "An Analysis
and Examination of the Chicago Model Cities
Educational Component."
I would like to devote a section to your
city's Model Cities Educational Program. Any
information - program synopsis - will be necessary
in order to include your city's activities in this
research project.

Please send the information to

M. M. Kirk
7600 North Eastlake Terrace
Chicago, Illinois 60626
or
M. M. Kirk
Loyola University
820 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
Thank you,

Marcella M. Kirk
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June 14, 1972
Marcella M. Kirk
7600 N. Eastlake
Chicago, Illinois

Dear Sir:
Thank you for your assistance in sending the
Model Cities Educational Programs £or your city
schools.

It certainly was appreciated, and will

be used in my dissertation covering the educational
component of Model Cities.
Thanks to the wonderful response which I was
able to receive, many of the 63 Model Cities will
be described in my dissertation.
Thank you for your cooperation,
Sincerely,

Marcella Kirk
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PITTSBURGH PUBLIC SCHOOLS
PITTSBURGH. PA. 15213
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
BELLEFIELD AND FORBES AVENUES
TELEPHONE: 682-1700 (AREA COOE• 412)

&P"'s J.

May 24, 1972

t(ISH t(U NAS. SUPERINTENOENT

Miss Marcella M. Kirk
7 600 N. Eastlake Terrace
Chicago, Illinois 60626
Dear Miss Kirk:
We are besieged with requests to use our
school district for surveys, experimental programs and
various other research activities.
I am sorry that we will not be able to cooperate with you in the pursuit of the data which you require
for your study. I hope that you will be able to gather your
data from other sources.

LJK:h
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A!'i~

~~'.
.::fli,'~
~;-,:::7

)·u \\. ~E(\TTLE ,PUB~IC: SCHOOLS
ADMINISTRAi!Vt: AND SER/!CE Ci.:NTt:R

0

.

815 Fourth Avenuo Norin

°

.
Seattle,

W~shmgton

98109

May 24, 1972

M.M. Kirk
7600 N. Eastlake Terr.
Chicago, Illinois 60626
Dear Ms. Kirk:
Enclosed is a directory of special programs in Seattle Public
Schools.
Model Cities-funded programs are described on pages 2, 8, 9,
10 and 27.
!}cerely,

,

.,

'tfAdlli ,l.t,;c.c(

Judith Doud
Department of Special Programs
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Norfolk City .. S~hools

ADMINISTRATION BUILDING.

800 EAST CITY HALL AVENUE

NORFOLK. VIRGINIA 23510

May 25, 1972

Marcella M. Kirk
7600 N. Eastlake Terrace
Chicago, Illinois 60626

Dear Miss Kirk:

In response to your letter of May 10, 1972 concerning
our Model Cities Educational Component, I am enclosing
the following materials:
REFLECTIONS

STATUS REPORT

Model City Educational
Program
Model City Educational
Program for 71-72

I hope you will find these materials both informative
and interesting.
If you need any interpretation of this
material please feel free to contact us.
Sincerely,

c/r,~ {).

w

(Jad'h({}/x_)

Linda 0. Steadman
Secretary
Research and Planning

Enclosures
209
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DULUlH. MINNt::··,(H,I\

SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 709

PHONE

May 30, 1972

M. M. Kirk
Loyola University
820 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
Dear Marcella Kirk:
Enclosed is information regarding the Education Component of the Duluth Model City Program.

These materials

are updated to reflect a present status summary.

It is

hoped the three combined parts will provide you with an
overview of our educational component.
Sincer~ly

yours ,

.• ~~~er
~it{~/~d'

Bernard
Administrative Ass't. for Grant
Programs
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1:'.

~,~·if-(l:;

ll:i" ·; 2_;.:_ .•47:~1

DETROIT PUBLIC SCHOOLS
5057 WOODWARD

DETROIT, MICHIGAN

48202

PHONE

(313) 833-7900

May 31, 19 72 .

Miss Marcella M. Kirk
7600 N. Eastlake T
Chicago, Illinois 60626
Dear Miss Kirk:
Your letter requesting information for use in
your doctoral dissertation has been referred to me.
In accordance with our established policies,
your letter is being referred to our Research Department, where staff will review your request, determine
whether it can be granted, and inform you of their
decision.
Sincerely,

Birger Bakke
lr
cc:

Dr. Robert Lankton

..
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. HOOL DISTRICT
.·

OF

THE

CITY

OF

tGHLAND PARK

20 BARTLETT AVENUE
HIGHLAND PARK, MICHIGAN 48203
TOWNSEND 8-1264

May 30, 1972

Marcel la M. Kirk
7600 N. Eastlake Terr.
Chicago, II linois 60626
Dear Ms. Kirk,
Enclosed you wil I find some information regarding our Model Cities
Educational Components.
If you would like more detail about any of the projects feel free
to ca 11 me or drop.· me a short note.
',

•'

~

.

Sincerely,

7£. c'J.L~J
Betty Co I den
Model Cities Educational
Project Coordinator
Ext. 324 or 268
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BALTIMORE

CITY

PUBLIC SCHOOLS

THREE EAST TWENTY-FIFTH STREET

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21218

May 25, 1972

M's Marcella M. Kirk
Loyola Unigersity
820 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60626
Dear M's Kirk:
In accordance with your request, I am enclosing a description
of our Model Cities Educational Program as well as an Evaluation.
I hope this material will be of benefit to you when you work
for your Doctoral Dissertation.
Sinc!e'rely yours,

{

bai
Enclosures
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?!~1i,·k~
Roland N. Patterson
Superintendent
Public Instruction

FRESNO CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDE
Arnold Finch, Ed. D.
Superintendent
Robert A. Hansen
Admln. Asst. to the Supt.
Planning and Research

2348 MARIPOSA STREET
FRESNO, CALIFORNIA 93721

Ronald A. Dangaran
Director of Human Relations

PHONE (209) 268-4331

June 7, 1972

Miss Marcella M. Kirk
7600 N. Eastlake Terr.
Chicago, Illinois 60626
Dear Miss Kirk:
Enclosed are copies of the educationalCDmp6nents of
Fresno's Model Cities Program.

I hope this is the kind of

information that will be helpful in your study.
Sincerely,

-J!tt&Al:

a

/.4t4--d-~

Robert A. Hansen
Administrative Assistant
to the Superintendent

RAH/cm

Enclosure
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DETROIT PUBLIC SCHOOLS
DIVISION OF CURRICULUM AND EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH

DEPARTMENT OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
10100 GRAND RIVER
RESEARCH AND TESTING

DETROIT, MICHIGAN 46204
(313) 931-2930-1

PHONE (313) 931-2400

EVALUATION

(313)

931-0650-1

June 6, 1972

Miss Marcella M. Kirk
7600 N. Eastlake T
Chicago, Illinois 6o626
Dear Miss Kirk:
Your letter requesting information for use in your doctoral dissertation on "An Analysis of the Model Cities Educational Component"
has been received by the Research Department.

ram

enclosing several evaluation reports of last year and this year.

If you wish any further materials, you may write Mr. Charles Green,
Evaluator, .Research and Development Department.
Sincerely,

{X'9~
Ferdinand Galante
Research Assistant
FG:rd
Enclosures (10)
cc:

Dr. Robert s. Lankton
Mr. Birger Bakke

ROBERT$, LANKTON. DIVISIONAL DIRECTOR

JOHN

R.

LINDSEY, DIRECTOR

CENTRAL ADMINISTRATION:
ELMER W.

CHARLES

J.

MCDAID, Asst~TANT SUPERINTENDENT

WOLFE, GENERAL. SUPER I ~JTENOENT OF SCHOOLS
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HOBOKEN MODEL CITIES
80 Washington Street
Hoboken, New Jersey 07030
20 I 792-6700

LOUIS DePASCALE, Mayor
MICHAEL J. COLEMAN, Director

June 6, 1972
Ms. M.M. Kirk
7600 N. Eastlake Terr.
Chicago, Illinois
60 626

Dear Ms. Kirk:
Your request for information was forwarded to us by
the Superintendent of Schools. Enclosed you will find
copies of the Education Problem Analysis and of the
Education Program Descriptions for our Third Action Year.
If you have any questions, .please don't hesitate to
contact us.

Sincerely yours,

/

1.~I I-di'
pf{'~

Jenny Roper
Education Planner

JR:gm

2.16

NEW HAVEN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
ADMINISTRATIVE

HALL OF

RECORDS

•
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ORANGE

OFFICES

STREET

•

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

23 May 1972

Ms. Marcella M. Kirk
7600 No Eastlake Terrace
Chicago, Illinois 60626
Dear Ms. Kirk:
Enclosed herewith please find a package of all educational projects funded by Model Cities in the New Haven
Public Schoolso The fiscal period, known as Action Year,
covers the Second Action Year, 1 March 1972 - 28 February
1973.
I trust the material will be helpful to you.

~~-~,,-eefi~yo~~
~ .---....._
~~~

(

/

~

/

,{1.:'-<'./I

r deric W.

Ros~9mando

Administrative Offi"rrer-~odel Cities Education Programs

Encl.
FWR:es
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ARTHUR L. BERMAN, swc Representative

ILLINOIS

HOUSE

OF

REPRESENTATIVES

COMMITTEES
M.S .. JUDICIARY - II
EDUCATION
ETHICS IN GOVERNMENT

w.

RANDOLPH STREET. CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 60601 - (312) DE 2-6559

188
sTATE CAPITOL, SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS 62706 - (217) 525-5450

RULES
SCHOOL PROBLEMS COMMISSION

February 2, 1972

Ms. Marcella M. Ki.rk
7600 North Eastlake Terrace
Chicago, Illinois 60626
Dear Ms. Kirk:
I would suggest that you contact the Illinois Legislative
Council and indicate that I have referred you to them. They
are the research arm of the legislature and may be able to be
of assistance to you in your dissertation concerning Model
Cities projects.
Best of luck in your project, and if I may be of any further
assistance please do not hesitate to contact me.
Very truly yours,

ALB/lcs
P.S.

The Illinois Legislative Council can be reached at
the Capitol Building, Springfield, Illinois 62706.
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In appreciation to the Honorable Esther Saperstein for the
following Illinois State Survey of Model Cities Educational
Programs, by the Governor's Office on Human Development.
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THE OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
Michael Bakalis, Superintendent

The Off ice of Superintendent of Public Instruction, created in 1854 is
the agency primarily responsible for state supervision over tax-supported
schools other than the state universities. The Superintendent sets
standards for elementary and high schools as to physical plans, curriculum,
and administration. Certificates of recognition are issued to schools
meeting these standards. The Superintendent also administers state
financial aids to schools, including the general grant-in-aid program,
the special education program, the pupil transportation program, and the
school lunch program. The Superintendent is a member of the boards
administering the state's higher educational institutions and a member
of several other educational boards.
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J.gency

OFFICE OJ! THE SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION

Director:

Michael Bakalis,
Superintendent

PRCGRAMS RELATED TO MODEL CITIES
--Adult Basic Education
--Adult Education Classes for
Elementary and High School Credit and
Classes in Americanization
--Education and Training for Public
Aid Recipients
--High School Equivalency Certification
--Vocational Education for Gainful
Employment
--Vocational Education in Specified
Occupational Areas
--Vocational Rehabilitation Special Education
--Food Stamp Program
--Illinois Free School Breakfast
Program
--Illinois Free School Lunch Program
--Commodity Distribution Program
--National School Lunch Program
--Non-Food Assistance Program
--School Breakfast Program
--Special Cash Assistance Program
--Special Food Service Program
for Children

·""·"
/~ ~· .. ·

OFF ICES AND CONTACTS
Donald Souts
Assistant Superintendent
Division of Continuing Education
316 South Second Street
Springfield, Illinois 62706
(217) 525-6978
Emmett J. Slingsby
Assistant Superintendent
Division of Governmental Relations
325 South Fifth Street
Springfield, Illinois 62701
(217) 525-6696
All Regional Directors are located at
320 State Off ice Building, Springfield.
OFF ICE LOCATION

ADMINISTRATIVE DISTRICTS
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PAGE

• D-1
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E-21
D-3
D-21
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D-23
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K-10
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K-12
K-13
K-14
K-15
K-16
K-17

SECTION D
EDUCATION
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pRcx;RAM TITLE - ADULT BASIC EDUCATION
DESCRIPTION

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE - Financial
ADMINISTERED BY

Offers classes with emphasis on
reading, writing, arithmetic skills,
speaking, as well as general knowledge and citizenship responsibility.
The classes are available through
the Off ice of the Superintendent of
public Instruction and are enrolled
through the local public high school
or junior college districts in the
State.

Any public high school or junior
college may participate.
These classes are 100 percent reimbursable through the Office of the
Superintendent. Programs are funded
through 90 percent Federal and 10
percent State matching grants.
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
Any person who is 16 years of age
or older and who functions below
the ninth grade level of proficiency
is eligible.

State: Illinois Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction
AUTHORIZING LEGISIATION
Federal: 20 u.s.c. 1206, Adult Education Act of 1966, Title III of the
Elementary and Secondary Education
Amendments of 1966; Public Law
89-750
CONTACT - J. 'Clark Esarey
Director of Adult Education
316 South.Second Street
Springfield, Illinois 62706
(217) 525-7631
Carbondale
Mr. Jack Hill
Director of Continuing Education
Carterville, Illinois 62918
(618) 985-3714
Chicago
Jerry Bradley, Regional Supervisor
or Adult Education
188 West Randolph, Suite 1400
Chicago, Illinois 60601
(312) 793-2226
East St. Louis
Roland Faulkner, Administrator
Adult Education Center
3105 Missouri Avenue
East St. Louis, Illinois 62205
(618) 271-4331

PRINTED INFORMATION
Rock Island
Available from State agency on
request.

Mrs. Rosemary Pattison
Adult Education Director
Blackhawk College
Moline, Illinois 61265
(309
764-9676
224

ooRAf'i TITLE - ADULT EDUCATION CI.ASSES FOR ELEMENTARY AND HIGH SCHOOL CREDIT
Pl

AND CI.ASSES IN AMERICANIZATION

DESCRIPTION

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE - Financial

prO'lides $5.25 reimbursement per
class hour of instruction to local
public schools offering programs
for elementary credit, high school
credit, Americanization, and adult
driver training. If the appropriation is insufficient to cover the
expenditures under this program,
the reimbursement must be prorated to the schools.

ADMINISTERED BY

Any local public school district
within the State of Illinois can
apply for and conduct classes under
this program.

State: Illinois Office of the
Superintendent of Public
Instruction

AUTHORIZING LEGISIATION
State: Article III, Section 3-1,
School Code of Illinois (Adult
Education Act of 1967)

CONTACT -

J. Clark Esarey
Director of Adult Education
316 South Second Street
Springfield, Illinois 62706
(217) 525-7631
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
Any person over age 21 wanting
elementary credit, high school
credit, or Americanization programs
toward citizenship may apply to a
local public school.

PRINTED INFORMATION
Available from State agency on
request.
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Alexander E. Lm1son
Director General of Adult
Education
Off ice of the Superintendent of
Public Instruction
316 South Second Street
Springfield, Illinois 62706
(217) 525-7371

pg<X1RAM TITLE - HIGH SCHOOL EQUIVALENCY CERTIFICATION

(General Educational Development Program or CED)
DESCRIPTION

TYPE OF ASS !STANCE - Service

provides that the State can issue
High School Equivalency Certif icates. The program provides
adults with an opportunity to
secure an evaluation of their
educational maturity in meeting
high school graduation requirements
for employment, promotion in
industry, admission to college,
or personal satisfaction.

ADMINISTERED BY
State: Illinois Office of the
Superintendent of Public
Instruction

AUTHORIZING LEGISIATION
State: Illinois School Code,
Sections 2-3.34 and 2-15.12,
as amended.

CONTACT
Alexander E. Lawson
Director General of Adult
Education
Off ice of the Superintendent of
Public Instruction
316 South Second Street
Springfield, Illinois 62706
(217) 525-7371

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
Any Illinois resident, 19 years
of age or older, who has maintained residence in Illinois
for at least one year is
eligible.

PRINTED INFORMATION
Available from State agency on
request.
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p&<X1RAM TITLE - COLLEGE SCHOIARSHIPS FOR ADC HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS
DESCRIPTION

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE - Financial

Awards twelve four-year scholarships annually to academically
able ADC high school seniors to
attend Illinois State supported
colleges and universities.

ADMINISTERED BY
State: Illinois Department of
Public Aid
AUTHORIZING LEGISLATION:

Six scholarships are allocated to
cook County, and one scholarship
is awarded to each of the six
downstate public aid regions.
A student may also attend an
accredited college other than State
supported if the difference in fees
can be met in some way other than
through public aid funds.

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
High school seniors who are recipients of the ADC program, reside
in Illinois, and are academically
able, are eligible to apply.

State: Illinois School Code, Section
30, as amended; Illinois Public
Assistance Colde, Article VI,
Section 6-5.6.
CONTACT

Frank P. Higgins
Assistant Chief
Division of Community Service
618 East Washington Street
Springfield, Illinois 62706
(217) 525-2092

Carbondale
Jackson County Department of
Public Aid
342 North Street
Murphysboro, Illinois 62966
(618) 684-2116
Chicago
Cook County Department of
Public Aid
Administrative Offices
318 West Adams Street
Chicago, Illinois 60606
(312) 263-4004
East St. Louis
St. Clair County Department of
Public Aid
435 Missouri Avenue
East St. Louis, Illinois 62201
(618) 874-6400
Rock Island
Rock Island County Department of
Public Aid
3790 Eleventh Street
Rock Island, Illinois 61201
(309) 788-5625
In other areas contact the local
Countv ·DPn<>crtment' of Publir Ai~_

PRINTED INFORMATION
None Available.
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pRcx;RAM TITLE - DEAF-BLIND SCHOLARSHIP PR<X;RAM
DESCRIPTION

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE - Financial

provides scholarships for the deaf
or blind who wish to continue their
educations at institutions of
higher learning.

ADMINISTERED BY

Determination of the exact amount
of money needed by the student will
depend upon the courses to be taken
at the college, university, or other
educational facility, where the
student has been accepted.

State: Illinois Board of Vocational
Education and Rehabilitation,
Division of Vocational
Rehabilitation.
Federal: United States Department
of Health, Education and Welfare.

AUTHORIZING LEGISLATION:
The following services may be paid
out of the Deaf-Blind Scholarship
Fund: Tuition and fees, books and
supplies, artificial appliances,
physical examinations, maintenance
and travel, reader's fees, and
interpretative fees.

State: Illinois Revised Statutes,
Chapter 122, Section 697.
Federal: Vocational Rehabilitation
Act, as amended, Public Law
89-333 and Public Law 90-391

CONTACT

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS

The scholarships are limited to
persons who have visual or hearing
deficiencies in keeping with the
program's specifications, and who
are, or become, enrolled in a
regular course of study in a university, college, junior college,
conservatory of music, or a normal,
professional or vocational school.
Applicants for the scholarship
must be residents of the State of
Illinois and must have completed
secondary education or its equivalent, depending on the disability.

PRINTED INFORMATION
Available from State agency on
request.
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Miss Mary Lighthall
Coordinator of Client Training
Division of Vocational
Rehabilitation
227 South Seventh Street
Springfield, Illinois 62706
(217)

525-3416

pROORAM TITLE - VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION
DESCRIPTION

Assists in maintaining, extending
and improving existing programs of
vocational and technical education,
and in developing new programs in
these areas. The program also
provides part-time employment for
youths who need earnings to continue their vocational training
on a full-time basis.
The major objective is for persons
in all communities of the State
to have ready access to vocational
training or re-training. The program is responsive to the actual
or anticipated opportunities for
gainful employment suited to needs,
interests, and ability to benefit
from such training.
Any public high school or junior
college may participate in the
program.

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE - Financial and
Consultant
Services
ADMINISTERED BY
State: Illinois Board of Vocational
Education and Rehabilitation,
Division of Vocational and
Technical Education
Federal: United States Department of
Health, Education and Welfare

AUTHORIZIN; LEGISIATION
State: An Act in Relation to Vocational Education and Vocational
Rehabilitation of Disabled Persons,
March 6, 1919.
Federal: 20 u.s.c. 35, Vocational
Education Act of 1963, Part A,
Public Law 88-210, 77 Stat. 403
(as amended Public Law 90-576,
1968)

ELIGIBILI'lY REQUIREMENTS

CONTACT
Any resident of Illinois is
eligible depending on the nature
of the'specific program.

Sherwood Dees, Director
Division of Vocational and
Technical Education
405 Centennial Building
Springfield, Illinois 62706
(217) 525-4870
James Senes
Division of Vocational and
Technical Education
160 North LaSalle, Room 1800
Chicago, Illinois 60601
(312) 793-3500 Ext. 2712

PRINTED INFORMATION
State Plan
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pRcx;RAM TITLE - VC:CATIONAL EDUCATION FOR GAINFUL EMPLOYMENT

'

DESCRIPTION

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE - Financial

PrOV'ides occupational training in
any occupational field abOV'e unskilled labor and below the
professional levelo

ADMINISTERED BY

Training is given at the secondary
school, post-secondary school, and
adult levels as well as to persons
with special needs.
PrOV'isions also are ma.de for
financial support on a matching
basis of State and local funds for
construction and purchase of equipment for Area Vocational School
facilities. Related services and
activites such as guidance,
research, and experimentation
also are included.

State: Illinois Office of the
Superintendent of Public
Instruction
Federal: United States Department
of Health, Education and Welfare.

AUTHORIZIN3 LEGISIATION
Federal: 20 u.s.c. 35, Vocational
Act of 1963, Public Law 88-210

CONTACT

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
Generally persons 16 years of age
and OV'er are eligible

PRINTED INFORMATION
Available from State agency
upon request.
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George A. Richter
Coordinator
Occupational Consultant Unit
405 Centennial Building
Springfield, Illinois 62706
(217) 525-4875

pJ.lOORAM TITLE - VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN SPECIFIED OCCUPATIONAL AREAS
TYPE OF ASSISTANCE - Financial

DESCRIPTION

supports vocational training in the
ADMINISTERED BY
fields of agriculture, home econOlllics, practical nursing, trades and
State: Illinois Office of the
industry, distributive occupations,
Superintendent of Public
fishery, and related occupations
Instruction
such as skilled technicians.
Grants are available to assist in
paying salaries of teachers, supervisors, and directors of vocational
education; in covering the cost of
training such persons; and in paying
certain State supervisory expenses.

Federal: United States Department
of Health, Education and
Welfare

AUTHORIZING LEGISLA.TION
State: An Act in Relation to
Vocational Education and
Vocational Rehabilitation of
Disabled Persons, March 6, 1919.
Federal: Smith-Hughes Act,
George Barden Act.
ELI.GIB ILI'l'Y REQUIREMENTS

Persons who are 14 years of age or
over who desire occupational training are eligible.

CONTACT
George A. Richter
Coordinator
Occupational Consultant Unit
405 Centennial Building
Springfield, Illinois 62706
(217) 525-4874

PRINTED INFORMATION
Available from State or Federal
agencies on request.
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pRa:;RAM TITLE - VCXATIONAL REHABILITATION - SPECIAL EDUCATION
DESCRIPTION

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE - Service

Gives the opportunity to participate in pre-vocational workexperience programs to all
physically and mentally handicapped high school pupils
through cooperative Special
Education Vocational Rehabilitation.

ADMINISTERED BY

These programs are a regular part
of the academic program for
which the pupils receive high
school credit. Upon graduation
the Division of Vocational
Rehabilitation assumes responsibility for future vocational
training guidance.

Federal: United States Department of
Health, Education and Welfare

AUTHORIZING LEGISIATION

The goal of this program is to
assist handicapped young people
successfully bridge the gap
between school and the community
world of work.

Federal: Vocational Rehabilitation
Act, as amended, Public Law 89-333

State: Illinois Off ice of the Superintendent of Public Instruction,
Department of Special Education;
Board of Vocational Education and
Rehabilitation, Division of
Vocational Rehabilitation.

CONTACT

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS

Provision of all services is
contingent upon:
(1) The existence of a substantial vocational handicap
imposed by a physical or
mental disability.
(2)

State: Illinois Revised Statutes,
Chapter 122, Paragraph 695
(Illinois policy requires
economic need.)

A reasonable expectation
that the services will
render the individual fit
to engage in an occupation.

PRINTED INFORMATION
Available from State agency
on request
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Phillip A. Young
Assistant Deputy Director,
Special Programs
Division of Vocational Rehabilitation
227 South Seventh Street
Springfield, Illinois 62706
(217) 525-2006

SECTION

E

EMPLoYMENT
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pRCX1RAM TITLE - EDUCATION AND TRAINING FOR PUBLIC AID RECIPIENTS
TYPE OF ASSISTANCE - Technical/Service

DESCRIPTION
Reviews the skills of public aid
recipients in order to determine
their work potential.
Those with marketable skills are
helped to find jobs, and those
without immediate potential are
ref erred to education and training programs.
Multi-purpose Adult Education
centers offer basic education,
general education development
(GED) at the high school level,
vocational training, home~king
courses, counsel and other rehabilitative services. Each center
has day care facilities for preschool children thereby freeing
mothers and other adults to attend
school full-time.
Referrals are also made to the
Division of Vocational Education,
Man-power Development and Training
programs and to company and
industrial training programs.
Any local school system may participate in the educational phase of
this program.

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
Public aid recipients who are found
to have a potential for employment
are eligible.

PRINTED INFORMATION
Available from State agency
on request
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ADMINISTERED BY:
State: Illinois Department of
Public Aid and the Illinois
Off ice of the Superintendent of
Public Instruction
Federal: United States Department
of Health, Education and Welfare

AUTHORIZING LEGISIATION
State: Illinois Public Assistance
Code, Article VI, Sections 6.5.4
and 6.5.5, Article VIII, Section
8.10.2.
Federal: 42 u.s.c. 2740-2763 Act,
Title V, Social Security
Amendments of 1967

CONTACT
Frank P. Higgins, Chief
Division of Community Services
Department of Public Aid
618 East Washington Street
Springfield, Illinois 62706
(217) 525-2092

SECTION K
NUTRITION
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l'Ra;RAM TITLE • FOOD STAMP PROORAM
DESCRIPTION

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE - Financial

Augments the food purchasing power
of Public Aid recipients and qualified low-income non-recipients.

ADMINISTERE~

BY:
State: Illinois Department of
Public Aid

Federal: United States Department
participants use a desi.gnated porof Agriculture
tion of their food budget to purchase
f ocd stamps and receive bonus stamps
AUTHORIZING LEGISLATION:
which increase their food purchasing
power by more than 30 percent.
Federal: 7U.S.C. 2011-2025,Federal
Food Stamp Act of 1964, Public
The bonus percentage varies in relaLaw 88-5 88-525
tion to the budget allowance of
recipients and the income of nonCONTACT Arthur Zinnnerma.n,Supervisor
recipients. Food Stamps are not used
of Centralized Operations
to reduce assistance grants. They
618 East Washington Street
Springfield, Illinois 62706
can be used only at participating
grocers.
(217) 525-2101
Carbondale
Jackson County Department of
Public Aid
342 North Street
Murphysboro, Illinois 62966
(618) 684-2116

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
To qualify an individual or family
must receive public or general
assistance or have an income which
does not exceed a specified amount
which is correlated with the number
of persons in the household.
A household is defined as a group of
related or non-related individuals
who are not residents of a boarding
house, but live in an economic unit
sharing conu:non cooking facilities and
customarily purchase food in common.

Chicago
Cook County Department of Public
Aid
Administrative Offices
318 West Adams Street
Chicago, Illinois 60606
(312) 263-4004
East St. Louis
St. Clair County Department of
Public Aid
435 Missouri Avenue
East St. Louis, Illinois 62201
(618) 874-6400
Rock Island
Rock Island County Department of
Public Aid
3790 Eleventh Street
Rock Island, Illinois 61201
(309) 788-5625
In other areas contact the local
County Department of Public Aid.

PRINTED INFORMATION
Available from State agency
on request
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pRCGRAM TITLE - ILLINOIS FREE SCHOOL BREAKFAST PR<X;RAM
DESCRIPTION

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE - Financial

provides for cash reimbursement
in the amount of $.10 for each
free school breakfast served to
needy children in their respective school district.

ADMINISTERED BY
State: Office of Superintendent
of Public Instruction

This program may operate independently, but it usually is
operated in comjunction with the
Federal School Breakfast Program.
School breakfasts must be balanced
and nutritious and meet the meal·
requirements of the Federal
School Breakfast Program.

AUTHORIZING LEGISLATION:
State: House Bill 2601, 76th
Illinois General Assembly,
creating the Illinois Free
School Breakfast Program

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
Public and private non-prof it
schools that serve free lunch
to needy children in their
respective school districts.

CONTACT
Ray Suddareth, Director
School Food Service Section
Office Superintendent of Public
Instruction
316 South Second Street
Springfield, Illinois 62706
(217) 525-2491

PRINTED INFORMATION
Available from State agency
on request
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1'ROOJ:W1 TITLE - ILLINOIS FREE SCHOOL LUNCH PR(X;RAM
DESCRIPTION

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE - Financial

l'rovides for cash reimbursement
in the amount of $.15 for each free
lunch served to needy children in
their respective school districts.

ADMINISTERED BY:

Applications to participate in the
National School Lunch Program will
suffice for participation in the
Illinois Free School Lunch Program.
If a school district feeds only
needy children, participation only
in the Illinois Free School Lunch
program is allowed as the Federal
regulations governing the National
School Lunch Program prohibit
identification of needy children.

State: Office of Superintendent
of Public Instruction

AUTHORIZIN:; LEGISIATION:
State: House Bill 2601, 76th
Illinois General Assembly,
amending Community School Lunch
Program Act.

This program requires that balanced,
nutritious lunches meeting the type
A lunch requirements be served.
CONTAC'£
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
Public and private non-prof it schools
that serve free lunch to needy children in their respective district.
According to policies established by
House Bill 2601, children from
families whose income level has qualified them for public assistance such
as Aid to Dependent Children, General
Assistance, etc., or from families
participating in the Food Stamp or
Commodity Distribution Programs shall
receive free Type A school lunches.
Additional children may be determined
to be from needy families according
to the family income level or other
extenuating circumstances which
school officials may recognize to
quality the children to receive free
lunches.
PRINTED INFORMATION
Available from State agency
on request
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Ray Suddareth, Director
School Food Service Section
Off ice of Superintendent of
Public Instruction
316 South Second Street
Springfield, Illinois 62706
(217) 525-2491

l'llcx;RAM TITLE - CM10DITY DISTRIBUTION PRcx;RAM
ESCRIPTION
TYPE OF ASSISTANCE - Service
for the distribution of comodities donated by the U.S. Depart.
:ent of Agriculture.
ADMINISTERED BY:
Each donated cornmodity food if alloState: Off ice of Superintendent
cated on the basis on quantities
of Public Instruction
available and student participation
levels.
Federal: U.S. Department of
commodities are ordered on request
Agriculture
forms sent to participating agencies
for each of eight months when commodities are delivered during the
school year and during the summer
AUTHORIZING LEGISIATION:
months to agencies in session. These
forms list available commodities and
Federal: National School Lunch
amounts allocated.
Act of 1946

~rOV'ides

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
Agencies participating in the following types of food service are eligible to receive goverrunent donated
commodities pending approval of the
application:
1. Schools participating in the
National School Lunch Program.
2. Schools participating in the commodity-only program in which
balanced lunches are served to
school children without the benefit of Federal cash reimbursement
to the food service program.
3. Camps and institutions providing
food service programs.
4. Agencies participating in the
Special Food Service Program
for Children.
Applications to receive government
donated commodities must be submitted
annually through the Superintendent
of the Educational Service Region who
forwards them to the Department of
School Food Services for approval.
PRINTED INFORMATION
Available from State agency
on request.
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CONTACT
Ray Suddareth, Director
School Food Service Section
Off ice of Superintendent of
Public Instruction
316 South Second Street
Springfield, Illinois 62706
(217)

525-2491

pRcx:;RA.H TITLE - NATIONAL SCHOOL LUNCH PRQ;RAM
DESCRIPTION
prO'lides for Federal grants-in-aid
to the States for school lunches.
The purpose of the Act is "to safeguard the health and well-being of
the Nation's children and to encourage the domestic consumption of
nutritious agricultural cormnodities
and other food." The Act authorizes
8 cash reimbursement for portions of
the food costs incurred by programs
and the distribution of cormnodities
donated by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture.
Federal cash reimbursement in the
amount of approxi~ately ~ cents
is paid for every complete Type A ·
lunch served to children, whether it
is paid, free or reduced price,. or
earned by the child. An additional
reimbursement of approximately
thirty cents is paid for each free
or reduced price lunch served to a
needy child. These amounts, in addition to the State reimbursement of
fifteen cents paid for each free
lunch served to a needy child make
the total cash reimbursement paid
to Illinois schools approximately
fifty cents for each free lunch
served to needy children. (Amounts
of reimbursement depend on annual
allocations of State and Federal
funds.) No reimbursement is paid
for adult meals.
Public or provate non-prof it schools
are eligible to participate in the
National School Lunch Program. An
application to participate in this
program must be completed before
June 1 prior to the opening of the
school year to which they apply or
at least thirty days prior to the
beginning of the program.
PRINTED INFORMATION
Available from State agency
on request.
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TYPE OF ASS !STANCE - Financial

ADMINISTERED BY:
State: Office of Superintendent
of Public Instruction
Federal: U.S. Department of
Agriculture
AUTHORIZING LEGISLATION:
Federal: National School Lunch
Act of 1946

CONTACT
Ray Suddareth, Director
School Food Service Section
Off ice of Superintendent of
Public Instruction
316 South Second Street
Springfield, Illinois 62706
(217)

525-2491

pRo:;BAM TITLE - NON-FOOD ASSISTANCE PR<X;RAM
DESCRIPTION

TYPE OF ASS !STANCE - Financial

provides cash assistance to approved
public and private nonprofit schools
or school districts to purchase
equipment necessary to begin or expand school food service programs in
economically needy areas.

ADMINISTERED BY:
State: Office of Superintendent
of Public Instruction
Federal: U.S. Department of
Agriculture

Assistance in this program can provide up to 75% of the cost of obtaining approved equipment. The school
must agree to pay at least 25% of the
cost of equipment. Figures on local
per capita income and free and reduced price lunch participation levels
are required to justify the need for
Nonfood Assistance Program reimburse- AUTHORIZING LEGISIATION;
ment.
Federal: Child Nutrition Act of
Applications for the Nonfood Assis1966
tance Program may be obtained from
the Department of School Food
Services.
CONTACT

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
Ray Suddareth, Director
School Food Service Section
Off ice of Superintendent of
Public Instruction
316 South Second Street
Springfield, Illinois 62706
(217) 525-2491

Public and nonprofit schools or
school districts.

PRINTED INFORMATION
Available from State agency
on request
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FRcx;AAH TITLE - SCHOOL BREAKFAST PRCGRAM
DESCRIPTION

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE - Financial

rrovides funds to help schools
provide children with a nutritious
roorning meal.

ADMINISTERED BY:

The Department of School Food
services will reimburse sponsoring
agencies in connection with the
cost of obtaining food and will
provide govermnent donated commodities for the School Breakfast
rrogram. The amount of cash
reimbursement may not exceed the
cost of food per breakfast, up to
a maximum reimbursement rate of
fifteen cents per breakfast or the
cost of food per breakfast, whichever is the lesser amount.

State: Office of the Superintendent of Public Information
Federal: U.S. Department of
Agriculture

AUTHORIZING LEGISIATION:
Federal~

Child Nutrition Act of

1966

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
Nonprofit schools and school
district are eligible. Although
priority is given to schools
economically needy or schools to
which a substantial number of
children roust travel by bus each
morning.

CONTACT

Ray Suddareth, Director
School Food Service Section
Off ice of Superintendent of
Public Instruction
316 South Second Street
Springfield, Illinois 62706

(217)

PRINTED INFORMATION
Available from State agency
upon request
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525-2491

FBa;RAM TITLE - SPECIAL CASH ASS !STANCE PR(X;RAM

DESCRIPTION

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE - Financial

provides for increased cash reimbursement for schools pr01Jiding
food service to children in
extremely economically need areas.
This program must operate in
conjunction with the National
school Lunch Program.

ADMINISTERED BY:
State: Office of Superintendent
of Public Instruction
Federal: U.S. Department of
Agriculture

AUTHORIZING LEGISLATION:
Federal: National School Lunch
Act of 1946

CONTACT

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
Those public or private nonprofit
schools that participate in the
National School Lunch Program.

Ray Suddareth, Director
School Food Service Section
Office of Superintendent of
Public Instruction
316 South Second Street
Springfield, Illinois 62706
(217)

PRINTED INFORMATION
Available from State agency
on request
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525-2491

Page 1
pRcx;RAM TITLE - SPECIAL FOOD SERVICE PRCGRAM FOR CHILDREN

DESCRIPTION

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE-Financial/Service

Authorizes the establishment of the
special Food Service Program for
children. This program was created
to improve nutrition among children
in various types of institutions
which provide child care of training
on a nonresidential basis.

ADMINISTERED BY:
State: Office of Superintendent
of Public Instruction
Federal: U.S. Department of
Agriculture

cash reimbursement for food purchased, prepared and served to children
in meals meeting program requirements
AUTHORIZING LEGISLATION:
will be paid to a maximum rate of:
15¢ for each breakfast served
30¢ for each lunch or supper served
Federal: Public Law 90-302
10¢ for each supplemental meal
served
.
The maximum reimbursement rates will
be paid providing that at least an
equivalent amount is spent for food.
CONTACT
This program also authorizes the
allocation of donated commodities on
Ray Suddareth, Director
the same basis that these foods are
School Food Service Section
allocated to nonprofit school lunch
Off ice of Superintendent of
programs.
Public Instruction
316 South Second Street
Funds are also available to aid
Special Food Service Program for
Springfiel9,Illinois 62706
children participants in the purchase
(217) 525-2491
of necessary equipment to begin or
expand food service programs. This
assistance is based on the economic
need of the area from which attendance for the center is drawn.
The assistance may amount to 75% of
the cost of obtaining approved equipment. The participating agency must
agree to provide 25% of the equipment
cost.

continued •••••
24~

Page 2
pRa:;RAM TITLE - SPECIAL FOOD SERVICE PRQ'.;RAM FOR CHILDREN
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS

public or private nonprofit institutions such as child day-care centers,
settlement houses, recreation centers,
and agencies providing day-care for
handicapped children are eligible to
participate in the Special Food
Service Program for Children. Participation is particularly encouraged in
institutions which provide day-care for
children from areas in which poor
economic conditions exist and from
areas in which there are high concentrations of working mothers.

PRINTED INFORMATION

Available from State agency
on request
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pl\CGRA.11 TITLE - SPECIAL MILK PROORAM
DESCRIPTION

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE - Financial

Encourages the increased consumption
of fluid whole milk by school children. This program was extended for
three years by the Child Nutrition
Act of 1966.

ADMINISTERED BY:

The following cash reimbursements
are paid under the Special Milk
program:
a. The amount of four cents per onehalf pint of milk is paid for
schools participating in the
National School Lunch Program,
excluding the one-half pint of
milk which must accompany each
complete Type A lunch.
b. The amount of three cents is paid
for each one-half pint of milk
served in schools participating
in the Special Milk Program only.
c. The amount of two cents per onehalf pint of milk served is paid
to camps and other institutions
providing child care, etc., on a
tuition basis.
These reimbursement rates are paid
providing that a cost margin of one
cent or less is allowed on each onehalf pint of milk served.
No reimbursement is paid on milk
served to adults.

State: Office of Superintendent
of Public Instruction
Federal: U.S. Department of
Agriculture

AUTHORIZING LEGISIATION:
Federal: Child Nutrition Act
of 1966

CONTACT
Ray Suddareth, Director
School Food Service Section
Off ice of Superintendent of
Public Instruction
316 South Second Street
Springfield, Illinois 62706
(217)

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
Agencies eligible to participate in
the Special Milk Program include nonprofit schools of high school grade
or under, nursery schools, child-care
centers, settlement houses, summer
camps, and similar nonprofit institutions.
PRINTED INFORMATION
Available from State agency
on request
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525-2491

APPENDIX C
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SERVING THE MODEL CITIES OF ILLINOIS

State of Illinois
Richard B. Ogilvie, Governor

Governor's Office of Human Resources
Paul J. Wisner, Director

Springfield, Illinois

GOHR LiaisonWith HUD
~d

Illinois' Model Cities

Paul J. Wisner, Director
Governor's Office of
Human Resources

I, l 969, the Office of
flexible staff arm to the
lacutive for the development of policies and programs
the urban poor. In that role the office reviews and
'limtes programs designed to combat social pro-

Mims."
..

"The Office of Human Resources has been designated
Governor as the State Model Cities liaison with
. Department of Housing and Urban Development and
•is' four Model Cities."
The State Model Cities staff, under the direction of
J. Wisner, Director, Governor's Office of Human
urces and under the supervision of Harvey E.
. son, Model Cities Divisional Director, is uniquely
ed to fulfill the coordination function in the Model
program because of its immediate administrative
to the Governor and its wide ranging contacts with
clements of the State Government. Through a third
. Contract with the Department of Local Government
l" • GOHR has administrative responsibilities for the
program which aids in planning and implementing
level participation in Model Cities activities. In addiI ~he State Model Cities staff _also a?mini_sters. the
~ program which has made available fmanc1al aid to
states ~o that they may provide intensive technical
Onee to their Model Cities.
OHR has a three fold responsibility. It is the
responsible for liaison with federal departments,
~~~n.cies, and participating local governments in the
lhes Program.

'1 the

November-December 1970

Illinois Receives
HUD "lllh" Contract
The Governor's Office of Human Resources, Model
Cities Division, received a Department of Housing and
Urban Development contract in July of this year. The
contract popularly called a "l l lb", will increase the
role and the participat'.on of the State in the Model Cities
Programs in Chicago, East St. Louis, Carbondale, and
Rock Island according to Paul J. Wisner, Director,
Governor's Office of Human Resources.
Illinois is one of nine States, of the forty-five with
Model Cities Programs, that have received this contract.
Last year, California, North Carolina, Connecticut, Pe~n
sylvania and the New Jersey Department of Education
received similiar contracts, Illinois, Michigan, Texas and
Massachusetts are this year's recipients. Illinois was selected for "I 11 b" contract based upon its efforts to
augment technical and financial assistance to Illinois'
four Model Cities in the past year.
Harvey E. Henderson, Divisional Director of Model
Cities, said development of Illinois' "lllb" program began
early this year when recommendations were solicited from
each city regarding possible program elements. The
response to that request indicated that the majority of the
cities were in need of expanded staff capability particularly the highly qualified professional level. Staff
training was also a deficiency named by the cities. As a
result, the Illinois "lllb" program addressed itself to those
issues.
The contract will cover portions of salaries for urban
planners for each City Demonstration Agency as well as a
training program for para-professionals. The training
program will be designed so that model neighborhood
residents can be informed about activities and functions
of State government, of the Federally funded Model
Cities Program, and the relationship between the State
and Model Cities.
Other elements of the "I II b" program have been designed to increase the communications capability between
the cities and the State. A Task Force of State Agency
representatives and CDA Directors have met to develop
an on-going program of informational and technical
assistance.
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT: Second Annual
Model Cities Conference is planned for February
I 6th and 17th at the Sheraton Inn, Springfield,
Illinois. Invitations will be sent out shortly.

.'rbondale: l\1odel City In Southern Illinois
o.

Each issue of The Resource will Highlight one of !lfinois' four
Model Cities programs. It will feature one or more of the city's
projects so that orhers can view rheir involvemenl in rhe ,\lode/
Ciries process.

p,1ar
Gentry
jties specialist
C , Office of Human Resources

_,:IJ

rs

. southern Illinois city of 22,000 people, (ex'lb~IU Student Body), situated amidst the fast moving
· g growing university in Jackson county applied for a
of a ent of Housing and Urban Development Plan~nt in January I 968. The grant, appro~ed one year
· Gra used to analyze and seek solutions to the
was existing in a neighborhood popularly referred
the "Northeast Side". The community of 3,000 is
11btack and economically impoverished as a result of
. racial discrimination in employment. Seventyrcent of the housing is sub-standard and 50% of
pe household incomes are less than $3,000. The area
· beCOme a Model C!ties. Target Area (MCT A) for
·.-i,cconomical and physical improvements.

FIRST YEAR ACTION PROGRAM
The City Demonstration Agency (CDA) organized to
and combat the problems of the MCT A successfully
into the action phase of the Model Cities process
die summer of 1970 under the leadership of Robert
CDA Director. Their program called for 15
It included:
1. Citizen Participation Program
2. De-Discrimination
3. Social Service Delivery
4. Multi-Purpose Service Center
S. Transpo1tation Service
6. Career Opportunity Program
7. New Careers
8. Pre-Apprenticeship Training
9. Housing Factory
10. Pre-School Child Parent Program
11. School Developmental Service
12. Comprehensive Health Service
13. Housing Development Program
14. Youth Program
IS. Senior Citizens' Program

MAJOR EVENTS EFFECTING PROGRAM
The First Quarterly Report indicated several factors
~

~ected the City's ability to meet their program
.es. The positive factors included 1) the hiring of a
City Manager, Mr. William Schmidt, who has exwith Model Cities and Urban Renewal 2) the
val by referendum of a proposal for the city to
and maintain a multi-purpose center 3) the ren of a building as a CDA annex to relieve the conn of a growing staff. The negative factor is the

., ___ .

----·-·-

probability of the phase-out of the Jackson-Williamson
Community Action Agency which has been responsible for
Model Cities Child-Parent Program, Headstart, and the
Emergency Food and Medical Aid Program.

DEVELOPMENT CONGRESS
Carbondale should especially be proud of its c1t1zen
participation program. Its strength is found in an organization known as Northeast Community Development Congress commonly referred to as Northeast Congress. The
City's Mid-Planning Statement referred to the Congress"The level of their participation has completely justified the·
concept of citizen participation and they are due a great
degree of recognition for their contribution." The Northeast Congress evolved through a series of block club
mergers. It was originally organized in anticipation of the
Model Cities Program and as a move to show the communities' concern for determining its own distiny. Model
Cities or not it was destined to become the voice of the
Black Community. In time, five area clubs each elected
four members to form half of the Congress. The other half
or (20) members were elected by different churches and
social groups. To insure that all ages were represented a
young-adult, a teen-ager and two adults comprised the four
elected from the areas. To provide incentive for members
to attend meetings each voting member receives $10.00
per meeting for attendance. The Congress is funded to
maintain a staff and provide for travel and other expenses.
It works closely with the CDA staff and operates in all
phases of the Mode! Cities programs.

COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH PROGRAM
High in priority of the many projects of the MCT A is
the Comprehensive Health Service Program that currently
is funded by an Illinois Department of Public Health
314 (d) grant. The objective of the project is to increase the health status of Model Neighborhood (MN)
residents through a program that includes preventive,
curative and restorative health services. There is a
necessity for this porgram in light of the "high risk" in all
categories of diseases in the MN because the situation of
poverty breeds such conditions. Services that are offered
range from dental and mental health to speech and
hearing, diagnostic and therapy service.
Carbondale through its Model Cities program hopes
to alleviate some of the social, economic, and physical
ills t'1at have plaqued the N.E. Community. Perhaps it is
a small step in comparison to what must be done, but at
least it is a step away from present conditions.

.
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Carbondale: Model City In Southern Illinois
: taMar o. Ge~try

Each issue of The Resource will Highlight one of ll/inois' four
Model Cities programs. It will feature one or more of the city's
projects so that others can view their involvement in the Model
Cities process.

bY 1Cities Spec1ahst

~odenor's Office of Human Resources
60ver

probability of the phase-out of the Jackson-Williamson
Community Action Agency which has been responsible for
Model Cities Child-Parent Program, Headstart, and the
Emergency Food and Medical Aid Program.

This Southern Illinois city of 22,000 people, (ex. SIU Student Body), situated amidst the fast moving
~ud~{a growing university in Jackson county applied for a
life rtment of Housing and Urban Development Plan~paGrant in January 1968. The grant, approved one year
oill8 was used to analyze and seek solutions to the
late~lems existing in a neighborhood popularly referred
pro the "Northeast Side". The community of 3,000 is
asblack and economically impoverished as a result of
~~ rical racial discrimination in employment. Seventy11!5 percent of the housing is sub-standard and 50% of
oiJICual household incomes are less than $3,000. The area
:: become a Model Cities Target Area (MCT A) for
social, economical and physical improvements.

DEVELOPMENT CONGRESS
Carbondale should especially be proud of its citizen
participation program. Its strength is found in an organization known as Northeast Community Development Congress commonly referred to as Northeast Congress. The
City's Mid-Planning Statement referred to the Congress-.
"The level of their participation has completely justified the
concept of citizen participation and they are due a great
degree of recognition for their contribution." The Northeast Congress evolved through a series of block club
mergers. It was originally organized in anticipation of the
Model Cities Program and as a move to show the communities' concern for determining its own distiny. Model
Cities or not it was destined rn become the voice of the
Black Community. In time, five area clubs each elected
four members to form half of the Congress. The other half
or (20) members were elected by different churches and
social groups. To insure that all ages were represented a
young-adult, a teen-ager and two adults comprised the four
elected from the areas. To provide incentive for members
to attend meetings each voting member receives $10.00
per meeting for attendance. The Congress is funded to
maintain a staff and provide for travel and other expenses.
It works closely with the CDA staff and operates in all
phases of the Model Cities programs.

'°

°

FIRST YEAR ACTION PROGRAM
The City Demonstration Agency (CDA) organized to
IJl&lyze and combat the problems of the MCT A successfully
llOVed into the action phase of the Model Cities process
in the summer of 1970 under the leadership of Robert
Stalls, CDA Director. Their program called for 15
projects. It included:
I. Citizen Participation Program
2. De-Discrimination
3. Social Service Delivery
4. Multi-Purpose Service Center
5. Transportation Service
6. Career Opportunity Program
7. New Careers
8. Pre-Apprenticeship Training
9. Housing Factory
10. Pre-School Child Parent Program
II. School Developmental Service
12. Comprehensive Health Service
13. Housing Development Program
14. Youth Program
15. Senior Citizens' Program

COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH PROGRAM
High in priority of the many projects of the MCT A is
the Comprehensive Health Service Program that currently
is funded by an Illinois Department of Public Health
314 (d) grant. The objective of the project is to increase the health status of Model Neighborhood (MN)
residents through a program that includes preventive,
curative and restorative health services. There is a
necessity for this porgram in light of the "high risk" in all
categories of diseases in the MN because the situation of
poverty breeds such conditions. Services that are offered
range from dental and mental health to speech and
hearing, diagnostic and therapy service.
Carbondale through its Model Cities program hopes
to alleviate some of the social, economic, and physical
ills that have plaqued the N.E. Community. Perhaps it is
a small step in comparison to what must be done, but at
least it is a step away from present conditions.

MAJOR EVENTS EFFECTING PROGRAM
.. The First Quarterly Report indicated several factors
.t ~ffected the City's ability to meet their program
'icct1ves. The positive factors included I) the hiring of a
"! City Manager, Mr. William Schmidt, who has exlllricnce with Model Cities and Urban Renewal 2) the
:=:al by referendum of a proposal for the city to
. ct and maintain a multi-purpose center 3) the re;:11on of a building as a CDA annex to relieve the conon of a growing staff. The negative factor is the
1
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"l FredTeer

'i Director
East St. Louis CDA

Fred Schoberth
CDA Director
Rock Island

Erwin France
Director
Chicago Model
Cities Program

Rock Island Prepared
For First Action Year
The Rock Island Model Cities Program is movig steadily into its first action year of program imflanentation. The CDA staff, model neighbor~ residents, local agency staff and the city counci have worked together to develop needed propns for the model neighborhood. Soon these
llOgram~ will go into operation
!he Policy Making Board is the basic structure
fr mvolving citizens in setting policy. They follow
1 continuous process of planning, review, and
.iuation of model neighborhood problems and pro~ for helping end particular problems. Policy
g board members are elected to the board from
7task forces as either a task force chairman or a
d representative for 14 members. Six policy
. members are elected at an open neighborhood
on .as model neighborhood-at-large representaS1x more members are approved by the
board from a list of recommendations. by
lllayor for community-at-large members. Three
. board seats are rotated between the mayor
city ~ouncilmcn. This year a total of 29 persons
review, evaluate, approve action operating
Ills, plans for the second action year, and in
represent the community.

East St. Louis Set for Second
Action Year
The East St. Louis Model Cities Program has
successfully completed its first action year and has
received approval for its plans for the second action
year from HUD officials. The threefold approach of
the program is for Human, Social and Community
Development.
In the first action year, the projects were grouped into components on the basis of natural groupings. These components in the second action year
are called program accounts. Assigned to the three
accounts are projects based upon specific strategies.
In Human Development will be Employment and Economic Development, Education, Crime and Delinquency, and under Social Development: Social
Services, Health, Recreation, and Culture. In the
Community Development Account are Physical Dev- ·
elopment, Transportation and Housing.
The emphasis for the second action year is
economic development and employment. 5ince the
declining tax base results in decreased services
while the lack of employment opportunities reduces
the possibility of expanding the economy, serious
programming in these area becomes hasic to all
other areas for development. Consequently, five of
the nine second year plan objectives specifically
relate to human development.

Model Cities Citizen Service
Centers Open in Chicago
Two Centers designed to increase the City's capacity
to assure equal opportunity and services to all
residents of the Model Cities recently opened in the
Chicago area. The centers at 1168 East 63rd Street
and 102 East 47th Street are the first of four that are
scheduled to op~n. The other centers slated to open
by December located at 2817 West Harrison, and
1220-2 West Wilson.
These offices have been set up to provide a coordi·
nated mechanism for citizen complaints in the Model
Cities area. The decentralization will make it easier
for citizen to make complaints. It will also provide
more staff for a swift and systematic follow-up of
these complaints.
Erwin A. France, Director of Chicago Model Cities
Program said that $3 / 4 million in Model Cities
funds wilJ be used in this project to bring the
services of our four agencies closer to the people of
the Model Cities communities. These Agencies will
ensure prompt investigation and responses to complaints of the citizens .
Staff of the Registar of Citizen's Complaints, the
Mayor's Office of Inquiry and Information; the
Commission on Human Relations and Department of
Streets and Sanitation will provide the manpower
for this coordinated approach.

i
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romw ILLINOIS
• Elizabeth Tapscott-HUD Region V
an Resources-State Coordinator

State Model
Cities Task
Force Created

t
Harvey Henderson, Divisional Director of Model Cities for State of
Illinois outlines past and future
role of State in Model Cities.

Dr.Elizabeth Tapscott, Humar
, Resource-State Coordinator

Alan Goldfarb
ARA for Model Cities

Dr. Elizabeth Tapscott currently serves in the Regional
Office of HUD under the supervision of the Assistant
Regional Administrator for Model Cities, Alan Goldfarb.
As Human Resources - State Coordinator she has the
. iaponsibility of coordinating State and Federal agencies
' lo provide technical and financial assistance in areas of
health, education, welfare, crime and delinquency, social
services, recreation and culture in response to the needs of
model neighborhood residents. In that capacity she must
be prepared to work with all phases and levels of the
Model Cities Program. Of prime importance is the technical assistance given to states in the planning and developlllent of work programs for "111 b" technical assistance
contracts and "70 l" Model City grants. Initiating training
programs in the human resources area for other HUD
regional staff is also one of her concerns. Harvey E.
:enderson, Divisional Director of Model Cities for the
tale of IJJinois views Dr. Tapscott's role as a broker
to establish a cohesive working relationship with federal,
and local Model Cities officials, to create a more
CChve mechanism to utilize existing and potential
ltsources in a comprehensive manner.
Additional responsibilities include submission of a
:onthly report to the Assistant Director for Human Relh~rces and Assistant Director for State Participation.
18
report often serves to answer congressional and other
~Uest, identifies technical assistance needs for national
lp /e~eral agencies and could aid in the approval of an
P1cation for categorical funds.

:le'.

f

r

The State Inter-Agency Coordinating Committee formally met on September 15, 1970. Members of each of the
selected State Departments were present as were the CDA
Directors from Illinois' four Model Cities. The committee
established by the Governor's Office of Human Resources
met to discuss the State's past efforts to aid Model Cities
Programs as well as the continued state assistance to
CDA. State agency representatives included:
Department of Public Aid - Henry McCarthy
Department of Children and Family Services
William Ireland
Department of Public Health - Dr. Rossellen Cohnberg
Department of Mental Health - Robert Lanier
Department of Business and Economic Development
- Lewis Langston
Office of Local Government Affairs - Charles Kirchner
Department of Labor - David Bogan
Illinois Housing Development Authority - Miss Diane
Howey & David Midgley
Illinois Law Enforcement Commission - Pat Delfino
·
& Harold Hanlin
Illinois State Employment Service - Robert Duncan
Division of Vocational Rehabilitation Richard
Koehler
Division of Vocational and Technical Education &
Rehabilitation - Bernard Quigley
Representative from CAMPS - Ron Mouw
& Frank Polak
Department of Public Works and Buildings - Melvin
B. Larson
Board of Higher Education - Jacob Jennings
Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction Robert Moultrie

iI

SERVING THE MODEL CITIES OF ILLINOIS

Richard B. Ogilvie, Governor

Governor's Office of Human Resources
Paul J. Wisner, Director

Springfreld, Illinois
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rnor Richard B. Ogilvie recently announced a 19 million dollar program to provide Day Care
ies for 9,800 children who live in Model Cities neighborhoods and other low income com-

ities. (Story on page 2)

Year of Model Cities Progress In Illinois

Paul J. Wisner,
Director Governor's
Office of Human
esources.

State involvement in the Model
Cities program has been one of the
key factors in establishing a new
State/local "partnership" to develop
a comprehensive attack on the
social, economical, and physical ills
of urban problems.
One of the best examples of the
State's involvement in the Model
Cities process is the establishment
of an Illinois State Employment Service (I SES) Pi lot Referral Center in
the model neighborhood of Rock
Island, costing approximately half a
million dollars.
For the second straight year,
Illinois has been singled out as one
of the top ten States providing
technical and financial resources to
cities designated as Model Cities.

(Continued on page 6)

Harvey E. Henderson
Divisional
Director
Model
Cities.

19 Million Plan Announced To Provide Day Care To Model
Cities And Other Low Income Communities In Illinois
ernor

Ogilvie's

recent

an-

GoV ernent of a new $19 million

fl011 "~o deliver day care services to

pl~ children living in Model Cities

9~-hborhoods,

public

housing

11e 1 ~ cts and other low income

proJe has been followed by a period
,,easintense
planning
and
of eration between the Illinois
coO~rtrnent of Children and Family
~iices, the Governor's Office of
Human Resources,. and th~ f_our
Model Cities Agencies of lll1no1s.
Ogilvie made the announcement
IJeCause he said he wanted to underscore his personal commitment
the state's poor children. He
10
called the new program "the first
~ep away fr~m dependency" and a
chance to give parents an opporiunily to provide care for their
children while they work.
Ogilvie said the new program includes:
1. A $15 mi II ion appropriation to
~e Illinois Department of Children

111d Family Services to extend day

are services in Model Cities neighborhoods and public housing
projects. The money will provide an
ilditional 100 day care facilities
~roughout the state and will serve
7~00 children.

2. A $1.2 million annual contract
the Chicago Commons
Association to operate six day care
centers in public housing projects.
!he contract is part of an over-all
~rogram that will serve 1,100
children in 11 day care centers.
lo

~·New

grants-in-aid

to

seven

~rivate, nonprofit day care centers

btaling $157,050. Five of the centers
~e in Chicago, and will receive a
~!al of $101 050
I

'

· 4 A federal grant of $122,816 to
e state Department of Children
d Family Services to open 9,800
~w spots for poor children to
eive day care services.
~Ogilvie said the program will exnd day care services for 460
1
ldren of migrant farm workers in
least 12 Illinois communities.

The state hopes to receive 85 per
cent reimbursement from the
federal government for the program,
he added that the program will be
funded whether or not the federal
government provides the grants.
Funds for greatly expanded day
care services are available under
Title IVa of the Social Security Act,
in states where initiative is taken to
meet certain optional features under the law. The Illinois Department
of Children and Family Services is
charged with developing the expanded day care program in housing
projects, Model Cities neighborhoods and for certain other lowincome populations within the
state, using the device of Title IVa
funding.
Existing projects for pre-school
children in the four Model Cities
program form the basis for a phased
plan for improvement and expansion suited to local needs.
In Carbondale two types of day
care were available to Model neighborhood children: an early
childhood education project with
emphasis on preparation for reading
and other skills, and a program of
day-long care including after school
care for older children, geared
primarily to the needs of the
working mother. With the
availability of new funds, the Model
Cities program will bring both day
care facilities, into its planning,
monitoring and evaluation structure, increase parent participation
and coordinate both efforts for
maximum benefit to the Model
neighborhood. With a multipurpose center under construction,
Carbondale will be able to upgrade
and expand its day care program in
new facilities.
In Chicago, the Model Cities
program is one element in an effort
to provide day care to thousands of
inner-city infants and
children.
Existing Model Cities day care
programs will be funded in part by
the Department of Children and
Family Services, increasing money
available for expansion and im-

provement · and for other Model
Cities projects. Mrs. Murrel Syler has
been appointed to direct all the day
care programs of the city of
Chicago.
In Rock Island, an existing early
childhood education project funded by the Model Cities Program
will be partially funded by the
Department of Children and Family
Services. In addition, the new funds
will make possible a pilot project in
providing day care to the children
of mothers attending the Model
Cities Adult Learning Center. New
facilities for adult education and
day care are being built which will
increase the capability of Rock
Island to take advantage of the Title
IVa funding. A pressing need in
Rock Island is for health care for the
young child and his mother. The
possibility of making health care
available through the day care
program is being explored.
In East St. Louis, existing day care
facilities are minimal, providing little upon which to build a program.
For this reason the local committee
on Community Coordinated Child
Care (4-C) made a survey of the
existing facilities asking for
proposals for expanded service.
Out of this survey came a
proposal including mobile training
and audiovisual and materials centers, a cooperative buying center
and other innovative approaches. A
survey of the population in the two
model neighborhoods revealed little awareness of the possibilities or
benefits of day care. Many children
are cared for in private homes while
parents work. The possibility exists,
that many of these small facilities
could be improved under a coordinated program.
The Model Cities Program in East
St. Louis is to be expanded to take
in the entire city under the new
Planned Variation recently announced by HUD. In day-care this will
greatly increase the responsibilities
and opportunities for a Model Cities
day care program using Title IVa
funds.

PHOTO FEATURES
Governor Ogilvie and Rev. Jesse Jackson exchange a soul handshake at the Black Expo
breakfast where the governor was the speaker.
The governor told some 500 Black and white
businessmen attending the breakfast at
Chicago's International Amphitheater that the
state is committed to doing business with black
owned firms. Following the breakfast Jackson
took Ogilvie on a tour of the more than 400
exhibits that included a display sponsored by
the Governor's Office of Human Resources.

ck Island Model Cities Director Fred
Schoberth, State Model Cities Divisional Direc.,, Harvey E. Henderson, and Mayor James E.
Haymaker listen to a description of a new ISES
p10gram to develop 400 jobs for residents of the
odel Neighborhood in Rock Island, at a luncheon held to mark the establishment of the
1ew ISES office in the city.

,,
,, .¥i11'#fft.

Among the many social services offered at the
Carbondale Multi-Purpose Center is a Health
Clinic that features free dental, medical, and
emergency treatment to Model Neighborhood
residents. The clinic is funded through a 314 (d)
grant from the Illinois Department of Public
Health. This now the second year of operation,
the community is hopeful that present services
and facilities can be expanded with the continued support from the Public Health Department and the Governor's Office of Human
Resources.

East St. Louis Forsees ''Tangible Results" From Funds
he $3.8 million in ne~ fe?eral
rd promised East St. LOUIS will be
flll'l ds to bring "tangible results" in
11se fight against urban blight, East
~e Louis Mayor James E. Williams

sa.id recently..

f 20 ..
E st 5t. Louis was one o
c1t1es
aounced by President Richard M.
a~n n to receive an additional $79.1
1
N.x 1
. n in Model Cities funds under
11 0
. . " program.
a "planned variation

'"

°

The new money will bring the
rrent $2.8 million Model Cities
~~dget in East St. Louis to nearly $6
million.
President Nixon said the program,
to run for the next two years, will let
state and local officials choose their
own"priority needs."
Under the new program, Williams
will have the right to "review and
comment" on the spending of the
Model Cities money although he
will not have veto power.
Previously, the Model Cities agency
was virtually autonomous in the
spending of federal funds.
The new grant will allow the city
to spend funds for city-wide
programs instead of projects confined to the model city area.

r,

Williams said he hoped the
money would be spent to improve
lighting, sewers, garbage collection
and the demolition of old buildings.
He also said he hoped to see
money spent to improve sanitation
and building inspection.
"This money gives us greater
leeway to attack the problems of
the City, but it also imposes a
greater burden of responsiblility,"
he said.
Williams said he did not. plan to
hire new personnel with the money
because that would "siphon off"
the funds.
Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development George Romney said
in a White House briefing that the
aim of the program is to eliminate
red tape, numerous federal
regulations and bureauratic delays
in coping with urban problems.
East St. Louis was the only city in
Missouri or Illinois to receive the
new funds. East St. Louis was not
one of the original cities invited to
submit a plan to participate in
the "planned variation" program.
Therefore, East St. Louis' selection
was a great surprise to the entire
city.

The agency has always felt that
the Model Cities program could be
~ore. effective if it 0 pera.ted
c1tyw1de rather than in a limited
target area. We are very proud that
HU£? views t~is agency's capability
and its commitment to the program
objectives and the the Model Cities
process worthy of such an experiment.
East St. Louis' selection as a planned variation city came onlY one
day after the Third Year Plan was
submitted to the Chicago Regional
Offi.ce. It i~~l~des proposals for 28
proiects utilizing $2.08 million. In
accordance with priorities
established early in the Model Cities
Pr~gram, the major emphasis of the
Third Year Plan is employment and
economic development. Other
projects are designed to capture
HUD funds for urban renewal,
demolition, and beautification, and
HEW . funds for the aging, family
planning, health, and child care.
While planned variations will undoubtedly r~sult in new projects
and changes in ones currentlY planne.d,. i_t is .hoped that goals and
pnor1t1es will be maintained·
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Honorable James E. Wi.lliams, Sr.
Mayor of East St. Louis.
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David Long, Director East St. Loui~
CDA
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Chicago Model Cities Program Focuses On Reading
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Mr. Joseph lee, principal explains
operation of Main Reading
Laboratory to parents and Model
Area Council Members .
. Some of the students of the Hess
r Grade Center located at 3500
1 Douglas Boulevard in the
ndale Model Cities Target Area
e experienced difficulty in their
ool work. Last year some 200
nth and eighth grade students
the 1,587 student body dropped
t many for reasons related to
~r academic achievement.
ding appears to be a problem
many of the students.I The en'ng seventh graders last year had
median score of 3.8 years.
The parents, community and
hool personnel in the Lawndale
El Cities Area, where the Hess
per Grade Center is located,
ided to try a new approach to
ssisting in their children's
demic problems. With the help
a concerned and enterprising
'ncipal, Mr. Joseph Lee, they
. eived a $103,000 Model Cities
~nt to equip a reading laboratory
'1th some of the finest modern
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Reading teacher instructs children
on operation of audex table of the
"sattelite" laboratories.

equipment and to train the teachers
in how to operate the equipment.
Reading instruction has been a
regular class in the upper grade centers, but with the new reading lab at
Hess it is a more specialized and intensive class room experience now.
With the help of this reading equipment the students tan work in
groups, or alone in a pattern of
highly individualized instruction. In
the main laboratory, the\students are
taught skills of word recognition,
sight perception, and speed reading
on a "controlled reader machine"
that utilizes a combination of workbooks and images projected on a
screen. Their listening skills are
sharpened with tape recorded
lessons and an earphone set up, at
what are called "listening stations."
In sattelite laboratories, which
resemble normal classrooms, the
students read individually what interests them and take turns using
"Audex Tables" for more structured
drills of learning skills worked on in

the main laboratory. In addition, all
students were tested for eye sight
generally and muscular coordination of the eyes m particular,
with a "Tele-binocular" machine.
Test resu Its after the first year
suggest that the program may be
making a marked improvement in
the students reading ability, though
the principal says it is too early for
the results to be conclusive. "The
main advantage of the equipment,"
says Mr. Lee, "is that we now have
more of a choice of techniques to
help our students become good
readers."
The eighth grade median reading
score was 5.0 years in 1970; the
eighth grade median was 5.5 years
in 1971, which may indicate that
there is a trend toward improvement. Equipment is supplied
by the Educational Development
Laboratories and the program is administered by the Chicago Board of
Education.

Funds Frozen Again For Chicago Model Cities Program
ludge Richard B. Austin of the
era! Districts Court recently or,e_d a freeze on Chicago's $26
Ilion in Model Cities funds
nted to the city.
10

.order to get the funds released,
Judge said the city council will
hl~o approve sites for 412 more
ic
housing
units
in
dorninantly white areas of

Chicago. Judge Austin's freeze order
resulted from a motion by the
Illinois Division of the American
Civil Liberties Union. The ACLU
asked for the fund freeze because
the city had failed to meet the conditions of a May 12th "letter of intent" signed by the Mayor and officials of the Department of
Housing and Urban Development.
Those conditions were that the

Federal funds would not be given to
the city unless the City Council approved sites for 500 housing units
by June 15, 350 more units by September 15 and sites for 850 additional units by December 15.
The city council already has approved sites for 288 units and now
must approve 412 more before it
gets the funds.

or's Office of Human Resources
5 West Jefferson, Suite 215
62
Springfield, Illinois 62706
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STATE MODEL CITIES SUPPORT STAFF
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ntinued from page 1)
'tallowing are some accomplishts of the State of Illinois in the
year:
1. One of nine States out of 45
icipating in Model Cities efforts
receive a special contract based
past performance;
i Placed (3) urban planners with
CDA's (East St. Louis, Carbon' and Rock Island);
l. Assisted Carbondale Model
'sto receive $101,000 in (314D)
Health Program;
4. Started
a
new innovative
:zen Training Program with
ago Model Cities known as
ro Alliance Program;
l. Para-professional
Training
ram for East St. Louis Model
s Agency in conjunction with
);
Officially established (15 mem.State Inter-Agency Model Cities
rdinating Council;
·Updated "Model Cities
urce Catalog".
l Placed (1) para-professional in
Ondale and Rock Island Model
s;
·Devised method for reviewing
de1 Cities Program (RICC

ew);

,.
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~

Kathleen Nelson

.
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)

Jane Cloak

10. Published four editions of
Model Cities Newsletter;
11. Held 2nd Annual Model
Cities State Conference;
12. Have participated in every
major HUD conference in past (2)
years;
13. Assisted HEW in its development of HEW pre-applications to
Model Cities;
14. Have reviewed the Model
Cities First Year Action Plans of
(Chicago, East St. Louis, Carbondale
and Rock Island);
15. Developed State Model Cities
leadman concept patterned after
HUD leadman concept;
16. One of the five states out of
45 to have Model Cities Coordinator link to Governor's Office.
17. Assisted in a new $19 million
plan to deliver day care services to
9,800 children living in low income
area . such as Model Cities target
areas.
The future activities of the Model
Cities State Support Unit will be to
strengthen and refine Illinois' involvement in providing technical
and financial assistance to the four
Illinois CDAs (Chicago, East St.
Louis, Carbondale and Rock Island)
to enable them to plan, develop,

•

(\~~

Bhikkhu Mahinda
and carry out comprehensive
programs. The major emphasis of
the 701 and 111 (b) State Support
Units will be to educate State officials about the Model Cities
"process" as it involves State financing opportunities, and to increase
access to Federal funds available
through State government.
Working closely with the Office
of Planning and Analysis (Governor's Office) the Model Cities State
Support Unit will utilize the A-95
Review process to monitor potential programs in concert with the
"Mayors Review and Sign-Off
Power" under the new Planned
Variation experience. The emphasis
of the 701and111(b) State Support
Units will be to provide the local
Chief Executive with financial and
technical information available
from the State to assist in the Model
Cities/Community
Development
process. The work program
therefore reflects a close interworking relationship between the
State Support Unit and the Office of
Planning and Analysis as the State of
Illinois proceeds to assist local Chief
Executives to develop better
managerial budget review and
evaluation mechanisms within local
government.

SERVING THE MODEL CITIES OF ILLINOIS

State of Illinois
Richard B. Ogilvie, Governor

· Governor's Office of Human Resources
Paul J. Wisner, Director

SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS

APRIL, 1971
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to conference speakers.

Funds designated for East St. Louis are
being used as matching monies for a
"Para-professional in Urban Systems
Training Program" administered by ~he
Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville
campus.
Through the 701 and I I lb programs,
the State Model Cities staff is attempting to bring about an effective means
of coordination between the CDA and
state agencies related to Model Cities.
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Model Cities staff "tooled up"
Restructuring intergovernmental
relations is one of the basic objecti~es of
the Model Cities program, accordmg to
Paul l Wisner, director of the Governor's Office of Hum an Resources.
Yet in many instances, according to
Wisner, the federal government has found
it easier to deal directly with cities
rather than through state agencies. This
is partly due to the fact that most state
governments had not been "tooled up" to
deal effectively with urban federal programs.
This pattern was changed for Illinois
when Gov. Richard B. Ogilvie created
the Human Resources Office in January,
1969, Wisner esplained. Within the GOHR
a division was created which was to
have the Model Cities program as its
total responsibility.
By mid-summer, 1970, the new division's efforts had merited national attention as Illinois was named one of
four states awarded a one-;ear I I lb State
Assistance contract. Through this program technical assistance is provided to
Model Cities to develop a mechanism to
mobilize state technical and financial
resources for the model cities.
Other states that were recipients of
lhe 11 Jb this year include Massachusetts,
New York and Texas. States under contract last year included California, Connecticut, New Jersey (Department of
Education), North Carolina, and Pennsylvania.
The Illinois 111 b program has been
closely intergrated with the State "701"
Assistance Program according to Wisner.
This program is also administered by

2

the Model Cities division in conjunction
with the Department of Local Government Affairs.
Through 111 b funds, the model cities
division has been able to hire three qualified planners to work as part of the
City Demonstration Agency staff in East
St. Louis, Carbondale, and Rock Island.
They. are respectively: Larry Stoever,
John Beverly and Vern Roberts. Over a
one-year period, the state will reimburse the CDA $10,000 towards the
salary of the additional staff person.
Due to the considerable difference in
scope and size· of the Model Cities program in Chicago, the CDA is utilizing
its funds in a different fashion.
In order to accomodate the needs of
both CDA staff and model neighborhood
residents, the Chicago Model Cities staff
drafted a "State-Metro Alliance for Urban
Development Training program." This
program provides for citizen and
staff orientation as to the functions of
both state government and state agencies
as they relate to the model cities process.
Another component of the state assistance program is focused on paraprofessional training. Originally, individual training programs were to be
designed for each of the cities. However,
it was soon realized that resourcesboth technical and financial-were not
available for an in-depth para-professional training program.
Carbondale and Rock Island are utilizing available funds to subsidize the salary
of a resident para-professional planner.

In order to effectuate this coordination,
the Model Cities division organized the
State Inter-Agency Model Cities Coordinating Council (SIMCC) which held its
first meeting in Springfield, Illinois, on
September 17, 1970. Representatives
from key model cities-related state
agencies attended as did representatives
from the four CDA's, Department of
Housing
and
Urban
Development,'
Health, Education and Welfare, the State
Office of Economic Opportunity, CAMPS
and SIMCC.
State agencies involved in the program included: Public Aid, Children and
Family Services, Public Health, Mental
Health, Business and Economic Development, Personnel, Local Government Affairs, Labor, Illinois Housing Development Authority,
Office of Superintendent of Public
Instruction, Law Enforcement Commission, Vocational Rehabilitation, Vocation
and Technical Education and Rehabilitation, representatives from CAMPS, Public
works and Buildings, and the Board of
Higher Education.
SIMCC members are responsible for
reviewing all model cities documents,
such as second action year plans and
mid-year planning statements. In addition, representatives meet with local
CDA staffs in the Model Cities areas
throughout the state.
It is hoped that at meetings involving.
the state representatives and their local
counterparts with Model Cities personnel
that the problem facing both the local
state agency and the CDA will be
resolved. Additional meetings are currently being started with various subcommittees of the (SIMCC) to carry out
these functions.
The state used various methods to advise the City Demonstration Agency
about innovations and successful practices in specific areas throughout the
state. These practices relate to Model
Cities and can identify sources of assistance for model cities.
The SIMCC is one means by which
this can and should be accomplished.
However, the Model Cities division has
adopted a second mechanism by which

Continued On Page 6

Ith care for disadvantaged
feloped in Carbondale
9

and Blue Shield, the Carcrossdel Cities Agency and the
MOrd of Governors have jointly
soa practical health care plan
antaged families in the Car·IPdya
area.
.
rarn is a cooperative group
progperirnent with the Carbondale
' ex
. 1 H osd the Doctors M emona
• anC rbondale with Blue Cross and
of. Idathe adm1mstrator.
· ·
s1uile. s chosen for the experiment
ieualify for pu bl"1c assistance
.
proaot ;et their incomes are low enough
_.te the cost of needed health care
'bitive," L~mar Gentry Model Cities
. ist, explamed.
Gentry said the experiment made
· health care coverage available
· e Feb. 18 to selected families.
additional households may be enat a later date, Gentry said.
(overage will extend through Aug.
or beyond, if additional funds are
· ble. he added.
ADY funds paid into the project which
in excess of the amounts paid out
health care benefits, less an ad.· tration fee, will be refunded to
€arbondale Model Cities Agency for
·vestment in the Model Cities pro' Gentry said.
Be explained that, "the families enwill have the option of choosing a
p practice plan through the CarbonClinic or the traditional Blue Shield
for service program. Both plans pro-

vide a board scope of health care services
including physical examinations, care of
newborn
infants,
baby
care,
outpatient diagnostic tests, and 24-hour
treatment on an emergency nature. Also
included are all prescription drugs and
some frequently used over the counter
medications."
The Carbondale Clinic will provide
the full scope of professional services
to all participants in the project selecting
the group practice plan, Gentry said.
Blue Shield will pay for these services
on a capitation basis and clinic physicans
will in turn take care of virtually all
of the professional medical needs of the
families, he added.
The Doctors Memorial Hospital of
Carbondale will be the primary source
of hospital care to all families participating in the experiments. The hospital
will be reimbursed by Blue Cross on
the basis
of pre-established
rates,
Gentry said.
The City of Carbondale is conducting
this program under a Model Cities demonstration grant pursuant to Title I of
the Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan Development Act of 1966. The
grant is being supervised by the Department of Housing and Urban Development.
One of the projects in the program
is the establishment of a Comprehensive
Health Service Center in the Model
Neighborhood. The funds for this project
are furnished from the HUD grant

through a contract between the City of
Carbondale and the Board of Governors
of Attucks School. This contract became
effective September 30, 1970. and extends to August 31, 197 I. In addition,
the Illinois Department of Public Health
is demonstrating its "commitment" to
this program through staff assistance and
a $100,000 314(d) Grant that finances
the staffing of the center, Gentry said.
In addition to the Prepaid Medical Plan
program and other community health
services, the Center will serve as an
entry point into the health care system.
Nurses will provide basic first aid services, routine immunizations, assist the
patient in evaluating his complaints and
in making arrangements to receive further medical care.
Home health aides and nurses will
provide follow-up services to Male
Neighborhood residents who are referred
by physicians. One of the most important functions the center will serve is
to screen patient needs and thus control
utilization of health services, Gentry explained.
The Comprehensive Health Service is
making dental services available five
days a week and will soon have a Well
Baby Conference Program, he added.
All of these programs are part of the
Model Cities effort to coordinate health
and social services delivery in the Model
Neighborhood and by doing so make a
significant impact on the quality of life
for Model Neighborhood residents.
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Model Cities Staff-Rear: LaMar D.
ntry, Model Cities Specialist for
aluation
and
Public
Relations;
.ancy Schaeffer. Model Cities Spelist for Program
Development,
. nt: Harvey E. Henderson. Divi~nal Director for Model Cities;
.t~leen Nelson, Model Cities Speliahst for Research and Planning.
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representatives are shown attending the
A9 ning day of the conference.

ope

/'

\;l•~~~"--~.~.,,.L~ . ~....~......11111···.
Conference speakers meeting during the session
pictured front left to right are: Don Dodge and
Director Wisner; rear: Director Lehnhausen,
Henderson, and Sam Gove.

Annual Illinois State
Over one hundred representatives from various federal,
state and local agencies met to evaluate the up-date the
Model Cities effort in Illinois at the second annual Illinois
State Model Cities Conference held Feb. 16-17 at the
Sheraton Inn in Springfield.
Paul J. Wisner, director of the Governor's Office of
Human Resources welcomed the representatives to the conference. Also participating the the opening remarks wen~:
Robert J. Lehnhausen, director, Department of Local Government Affairs, and Harvey E. Henderson, divisional director
of Model Cities.
Those agencies representated at the conference included:
the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
the U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare;
OEO, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration; Governor's Office of Human Resources; Local Government
Affairs; City Demonstration Agency; State Inter-Agency
. Model Cities Coordinating Council (SIMCC);
State Model Cities Coordinators from Ohio, Wisconsin,
Michigan and Connecticut; Illinois State Employment Service;
Illinois Department of Public Aid, and the Illinois Law
Enforcement Commission.
Insight into the programs of other states involved in the
Model Cities process was brought out in a panel discussion
moderated by Elizabeth Tapscott, Human Resources State
Coordinator, from regional HUD. Panelists were: Robert
Mero, Connecticut; Barry Mastrine, Ohio; Edward Benson,
Michigan and Jay G.ilmer, Wisconsin.
Each Model Cities' coordinator discussed his state's
role of supplying financial and technical assistance in the new
state-city relationship to bring about a more effective utilization of federal and state funds impacting on model cities
target areas.
In some cases similar views were pin-pointed: For
example, Wisconsin and Illinois have both produced a catalog
depicting state programs that would augment local Model
City efforts. Illinois and Connecticut have developed a
similar (SIMCC) program.
Most states represented on the panel discussion presented
various techniques to carry out this role.
Workshops Evaluate State's Role
Richard Verville, director, HEW Center for Community
Planning, addressed the delegation at the afternoon ses-

-

.tured left to right are: Lewis Langston,
ief, Office of Minority Business: Leon Perry,
blic information director, GOHR; Roosevelt
abody, director, GOHR, East St. Louis.
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ning banquet. The remammg part of the afternoon

~ in workshops designed to evaluate the role of the

'~ Model Cities in regard to line agency response,
~~livery system and financial aspects of state involve-

Much of the data gathered from these sessions will
~ to strengthen. the st~te's future involvement in the
e]Cities process, Wisner said.
David Keene mayor of Carbondale, impressed many with
·ews on "How City Hall Views the Model Cities ProVI As part of the opening session Wednesday, Alan
arb Regional HUD; Jerry Bennett, National HEW;
Re;ard, Regional OEO; Robert Ford, Regional HEW;
Quillin, SEO~ and. Thomas Ki_rkpatrick,_ ~EAA, p_roadditional v1ewpomt on their agencies commtttt 10 Model Cities.
Donald Dodge, director, Office of Program DeveloplleJll, was the principal speaker at the first day session's
-ng banquet.
JA1ca1 agencies respond

Illinois State Employment Service, Illinois Department
; Public Aid and the Illinois Law Enforcement ComP5ion were discussed in three separate workshops that
~ught together representatives from those agencies with
fie local CDA agencies. These sessions allowed state
IFncies from other Model City areas to view the problems
t the CDA's encounter as they seek financial and
hnical assistance, Kate Nelson said. This session also
owed the CDA to get a better indication of what the
oimmunication gaps were, so that interaction could be
improved between their respective agencies.
The conference on a whole provided serious interaction
k!ween federal, state and local officials so that problems,
where they existed, could at least be identified and mechanisms developed to combat them, Henderson added.

"
.,

The Illinois State Employment Service Workshop deals with problems posed by CDA.
r-~·"""''''"'"'"~~'rl! '""'·"t-~~·ffl'W';'W"~:··17...,
l

John Quillin. assistant administrative directorOEO; Harvey E. Henderson; Thomas B. Kirkpatrick, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration.

f

follow-up most important
The follow-up will be the most important, according
_, Henderson. He said: "ideas tossed back and forth
lust be evaluated and brought into their proper perspective.
All levels must put thier heads together and seek better
llCans to improve the quality of life in Illinois and across
!he nation."

Agency representatives
ideas between sessions.

gather

to

exchange

5

,.,,11. ..··ed From Page 2

odel Cities Staff
s to accomplish this. The mech·~ h0 P.e the State Leadman Concept.
.5lt1 JS

•

an individual staff member is
J{ere ible for providing technical as,espons on the state level, to each city.
sistan~~ff members assigned to the cities
'(lie s
J(athleen Nelson and LaMar D.
are: East St. Louis, Rock Island and
(Jen~~~dale. This concept has. been . in
car t'on since early July and IS provmg
.
ope ra' successful, Wisner
sa1'd . Th"is
lll~:fits both the state representatives and
be •'odel City Agency, he added.

1111 .

tbC JV•
p rt of the continuing effort to identify

~ble sources of assistance for Model
P'!~:s is the review of state plans and
~~~e consultation with the state Bureau

Reception held for pre-paid health program
A ribbon cutting ceremony followed by
a contract signing and reception was
held Feb. 25 at the Attucks Multi-Purpose Service center in Carbondale.
Those in attendance included: Dr.
Franklin Yoder, director, Illinois Department of Public Health; Harvey E. Henderson, Model Cities division director,
Governor's Office of Human Resources;
David Keene, Carbondale mayor; Frank
Kirk, Carbondale Model cities chief planner; Don Raino, Blue Cross Blue
Shield Insurance Co. coordinator of programs;
Henry Bell, Jr., director, Multi-Purpose
Service Center; Roy Phillip, physician,
Doctors Clinic, and William Schmidt,
Carbondale city manager.

Others in attendance · included: Dr.
Rosellen Cohnberg, Medical Coordinator
Ill. Dept. of Public Health; Rev. Waiter
Bowie, Jr., Rockhill Baptist Church; Dr.
John Amadio, Administrator Jackson
County Public Health Department; Thurman Brooks, Administrative Assistant
University Services to Carbondale; Mrs.
Hazel LeFevre, Director Comprehensive
Health Services; Robert A. Stalls, Director Carbondale Model Cities; Margaret Nesbitt, President, Northeast Congress; Mel Sparlin, Representative of Blue
Cross-Blue Shield Insurance Company;
and Harry Laimore, Director Carbondale
Park District.

of the Budget, he added.
The Model Cities division is currently analyzing the pl~ns ofd/some 17
state departments, agencies, an or com. si'ons to develop a strategy and means nism for determining the apphca
· b·1·
1 1ty
h3
cand
l'
·
d
utility of po 1c1es an CP'.~grams o f
assistance designed for Model 1t1es ..
The state plans are currently bemg analyzed in regard to policies, procedures,
state administrative structure and organization, management capability, and interrelationships among the governor's office and operating state agencies as related to the needs of the Model Cities
program.
The Model Cities Resource Catalog,
researched and published through Ill.
P-2~4, last year's "70 l" grant, is currently being up-dated. Results are to be
distributed shortly. Through this catalog
CDA people are kept informed and aware
of the resources available to them through
lhe various state agencies.
This "working tool" has provided basic
information needed so that efforts belween state agencies and Model Cities
agencies can be properly coordinated and
planned. In addition, the Model Cities
division publishes a quarterly newsletter
"The Resource" which highlights state
model cities and CDA activities, he said.

Also funded through Ill. P-294 was the
search and publication of a Model
ities Position Paper. Since the inception
f this year's 701-111 b programs, the
. te staff has been distributing the posion paper and receiving feed back on
s. contents. Nearly all of the work
Ing accomplished thus far reflects the
. Y of the paper and is being condered and their policies are currentbeing implemented as part of the
late of Illinois revised work program for
eYear, Henderson added.

Top-Trainees confer with
Kate Nelson on Specialist assigned to Chicago.
Middle-Citizen and CDA
staff members in attendance.
Bottom-Views
exchanged
between local and state M.C.
staff.
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Chicago staff visits Springfield
view state government

10

Chicago Model Cities staff and Model Area Council
]Jers traveled to Springfield Feb. 2-3 to get a firstoie111 ·cw of how state government functions in Illinois.
tiand;is was the second phase of a training program designed
quaint the State-Metro trainees with state agency
to ac nel and available state resources while, at the same
~rson acquainting state agencies with Model Neighborhood
urne,
oblerns.
pr The first phase of the State-Metro Training Program
with an evening sessio? Jan. 26, in the Chicago
0
=~el Cities offices. At that time the group was addressed
Erwin A. France, Chicago CDA director; Madison Brown,
~ .Con delegate; Harvey E. Henderson, divisional director,
::del Cities, and Arnold Levy, chief planner, Chicago

Director Paul J. Wisner
Governor's Office of
Human Resources gave
welcoming remarks at
banquet.

coA.The Springfield phase o f the trammg
. .
.h
program began wit
. session where staff members of the Governor's Office
:f Human Resou.rces pre~ented a chart and explained the
functions of executive agencies.
Waverly Clanton, GOHR deputy director, Floyd Barlow,
Director, Go.vernor's. Branch Office, an?. Harvey E. Henderson, divis10nal director of Model C1t1es, conducted the
session and answered questions posed by the audience.
Robert Duncan, a member of the State Inter-Agency
Model Cities Coordinating Council (SIMCC), elaborated
the State Employment Service activities in the Model
00
Neighborhoods. The general programs of state agencies involved in day-care education, manpower, local government
affairs, mental health and public-aid were also discussed.
According to Henderson, many model area members
aired complaints about how state agencies were operating
jp the neighborhoods. These criticisms will be used as
a base to draw up the agendas for individual agency followup workshops in Chicago.
Senate pro tern Cecil A. Partee was the main speaker
at the evening session's State-Metro dinner. He described
the failure of many state legislatures to deal effectively
with urban problems through a lack of financial support
to central cities. The dinner was attended by many
representatives and senators from Chicago.
In the second day of the session, participants met
for an explanation of agency programs and then toured
the Old State Capitol and Lincoln's Home.
Henderson said the follow-up sessions with local state
agency representatives will deal with the operation of
programs in the Target Areas. Details concerning the types
of programs, their funding policies, guidelines and timetables
will be explained at that time.

Cecil A. Partee, Illinois
Senate pro tern, was
the keynote speaker at
the State-Metro Alliance banquet.

I ~
•. ;

Erwin A. France, Chicago Model Cities Program.

GOHR Deputy Director, Waverly Clanton, and other staff
rnembers answered questions posed by the audience during
8 Springfield session.
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mm NEW ILLINOIS
w;iccommodale

Roel{ Island Model Cities ''in action''
There is a crushed rock driveway
at the rear of 1322 3rd Ave., Rock
Jdand, where thPre used to be a mud
path. L.C. and Bernice Morrow, who own
the property, paid $6 for the material.
The work was done by thr Rock Island Economic
Development
Corporation (EDC). By the time the quagmire was covered th\!re were at least
three Model Cities agencies involved.
An outreach worker from Project
NOW, Betty Forte, made the original
contact. She recognized the need. (L.
C. Morrow is totally blind. Mrs. Morrow
recently had a back operation. The rugged
terrain which was their backyard was
difficult for both to navigate.) Betty
Forte referred the couple to EDC. And
EDCcarried the ball from there.
The Environmental Sanitation agency
f Model Cities loaned a dump truck and
driver to transport the crushed rock.
eEDC provided landscape workers.
Don Edwards, landscape coordinator
or EDC, said that too few know what
DC and Model Cities is all about.
"We would like to have people
orming the doors," he said, "not with
ny violent intent, of course, but simply
let the agency know about needs
fthe Model Cities residents,"
The goal of EDC, Edwards said, is
aid Model Neighborhood residents
.achieving "a higher, better, quality
hfe"
.Th; corporation, he explained, can
ro~ide resources and direction, but only
it is clear to the residents what
ecompany is and how they work.

The landscaping component, Edwards
indicated, is one of five in EDC.
The other four are industrial development, housing, small business and employment.
Landscaping is important both directly
and indirectly, according to the coordinator.
The direct benefit to residents like the
Morrows is obvious. What was an untenable situation for the two, whose only
income is Social Security, has now become more manageable. L.C. Morrow can
now take walks in his yard, without
hazards underfoot. Mrs. Morrow now
can get the family car out during the
muddy spring and the more treacherous
winter.
Edwards explained the indirect benefit:
"Attitudes of people are altered, when
they realize that someone is earnestly
and sincerely looking out for their best
interest and working in their behalf."
'Not Give-Away'
Edwards was quick to explain that
EDC is not a give-away program.
"Everybody must realize," he said,
"that nobody is going to get something
for nothing."
From their limited funds, the Morrows, for example paid $6 for materials .
Returning to the theme of altered
attitudes, Edwards said: "One of the
biggest problems in the Model neighborhood, is that people feel alone. Many
feel that· they are at a dead end, that
nothing is going to get any better -

because they feel they have no influence."
Yet Edwards indicated that avenues
can be opened up, the dead end can
be cleared.
"People can make thier influence felt.
"The corporation can help. If people
will come to the office at 518 6th
St., Rock Island," he asserted.
Landscaping help is available to all
Model neighborhood residents, as it was
to the Morrows.
Through its industrial development
component, the corporation is working to
develop new industry.
Through its small business section,
the corporation offers credit counseling
and is obligated to process applications
to the Small Business Administration.
The housing section can help residents,
Edwards said, to find housing or to improve existing quarters.
And the employment unit works to
develop jobs.
Edwards, however, made it clear, that
there is no secret box of jobs available.
The corporation acts as a go-between
and a developer.
If a job seeker is not ready for
employment, then the agency will help
him to get training.
Through the five components, Edwards
said, the corporation helps the people
to reach for and obtain "a higher quality
of life."
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